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APPENDIX A
RANGE AND RANGE RATE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
1. 0 RANGING ERRORS
,J
I.1 Error Sources
Residual errors in range measurements arise from two sources: 1) quantization
error, and 2) errors introduced by noise at the threshold detector. Quantization
-, error refers specifically to those errors which arise due to the finite range bins
within which range measurements will yield the same value. The
I lengthAR ofthesebinsis simply:
c__T= cAT (A-l)AR = 2n
. _. whe" ,. c is the velocity of light, T is the period between pulses, n is the number of
L
time increments into which the period T has been divided through the use of delay
line taps, and T is the length of the individual time increments. Quantizat_on
error can be minimized by assuming that the actual time of detection td occurred _-
I! when the clock pulse leading edge was in the exact center of the delay line section
following the last tap at which the clock pulse was observed. In other words this
error will be minimized if it is assumed that:
1
td = ti +_ _ t (A-2)
I where ti denotes the time indicated by the last delay line tap to sense the presence
' ofa clockpulseat theinstantat which the echo pulsewas detected.Figure A-I
shows a plot of quantization error _ as a function of the actual detection time
q
after the beginning of the interval. Under the above assumption the peak1 '
r.,
I
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quantization error will be i/2 At corresponding to an error in range of 1/2 _,
which in the system under consideration is 5 centimeters. The rms quantization
error • will be
_ q
1 7.,j _2 J1/2
" "E = lim :l_f•q(t) dt (A-3)
I q _-=) _o =_
Since eq(t)_ is repetitive, Equation (A=3) simplifies to
I i/2 At 1/2
• ]q _-_ q (t) dt
-z/2 at
[_ which gives
• = . (A-4)
- q 6
Since At = 0. 667 nanosecond for the proposed system, Equation (A-4) yields
[ -" • = 0. 192 nanoseconds,q
: _ Corresponding to a round-trip rms range error of 0.289 centimeters.
Let us now consider the effect of noise upon the accuracy of a range measurement.
)]- The presence of noise superposed upon the received pulse will introduce a
Gaussian uncertainty as to the time that the threshold detector will sense the
I_ leading edge of the pulse. This effect exists due to the finite risetime of the
_ pulse at the input of the detector. If we denote the slope of the leading edge of a
'_" [
;< A-3
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received signal pulse at the threshold level of the detector as _ and the one-i '"?' sigma value of the superposed noise current 1 as " the one-sigma uncertaintyI n ,
L in the detection time of the received pulse will be
u = _ (A-5)
I t didt
I Figure A-2 illustrates this transformation of noise into time jitter around the
:::' leading edge of the received echo pulse. We now shall proceed to formulate a
generalized analysis which takes into consideration the effects of both quantiza-
i
_ _ tion error and noise-induced error.
:: [!
In the absence of noise, the leading edge of the received pulse will be detected
'i after an interval of time following the time t. at which the leading edge of the
T
1
" ." clock pulse passes the last delay line tap which is designated as the ith tap (see
' Figure A-2). However, due to the presence of noise, the actual detection may
.... : occur either earlier or later, and if the noise is Gaussian, the actual time of
....2: [" _' detection will obey the standard Gaussian probability density function.
"_' I t2
,._.. p(t) i= e - -- {A-6)
":_'_ _t 2gt 2
, [[
I rms noise current may be evaluated from the exprcssion1The
in = _]2e(It+Ib + I2AF
I where e is the charge of the electron, AF is the video bandwidth and It, Ib and
I. are the signal current required to reach the detector threshold, the DC back-
Cl
ground current, and the dark current, respectively. "lhis expression is valid
,,.' • only when signal pulses are of low duty cycle, in which cases it may be as-
• :-,: sumed that the average current level between pulses in an AC-coupled video
"_; [
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where t is the time of actual detection before or after T, i.e. t = 0 indicates a
! 'detection at a time _"after the beginning of an incremental interval as would
occur with absolute certainty in the absence of noise. The parameter at is de-
I termined by means of Equation A-5.
Since the ranging electronics are unable to determine when an actual threshold
crossing occurs within a At interval, we will be concerned only with determin-
ing whether the crossing will occur somewhere within the proper interval and
the probabilities of its occurrence within other intervals. Clearly, a range
|. measurement will be unaffected by noise during a given sample as long as the
! noise does not place the detection time obtained in that sample outside of the
;. interval in which it would have occurred in the absence of noise. Thus we are
concerned only with determining within which interval a detection is observed.
, The probability q(0) that the pulse will be detected in the same interval as would
i nave occurred in the absence of noise is
I _ At -_f
L;
q (0) = J p(t)dt (A-7)
-1"[
The probability that the detection will be observed during the preceding interval
. _ is
12
-T
li q(-1) = J?_tt}dt-T
. and the probability of detection in the subsequent interval is
i _2At - 1"
q (+1) =Jplt)dt,
i At - T
I . \
A-6
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Or in general the probability that a detection in the sth interval following the
! ,one in which a noise-free detection would occur is
_(s+l) At-r
q(s) = jp(t)dt . (A-8)
s At -T
It should be noted that intervals preceding the proper interval (s = 0) are desig-
I
nated by negative values for s.
' We have evaluated the probability q(s) of a detection occurring within the sth
interval in terms of a particular value of r. In order to evaluate the total effect
i of noise upon a range measurement, we must determine a cumulative probability
Q(s) which is composite of all of the values for q(s) resulting from values for V
from 0 to At. Let us consider the case in which a particular value for T lies be-
tween T and _"+ dT. Since r has a uniform probability of occurrence between 0
1
and At, the probability density for v' must be "_ over this range in order for
: the probability density function for r to be normalized. Thus the probability
1
i that _"lies inside an interval of length dr is simply -_ dt. When _"is within this
interval, a certain set of q(s) values result, as given by Equation (A-8). The
contributions d [ Q(s) ] which result when r is within the interval d are simply
I"(s+ i)_t-r]
d [Q(s)]= q(s)-_ dr = _-_[fP(t)dt dT[_
I LsAt - -r
so that
T
1 r (s+ 1) At -r
[ Q(s) = A'_f fp(t)dtd_" (A--9)
o sat - V
t The function Q(s) is discontinuous in that it is defined only at those points along
the abscissa for which s is an integer is zero. The ftmction Q(s) may be trans-
formed into a probability density function _ (s) by convolving Q(s) with the t
\
A-7
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I
I Dirac delta function: , _
cO
In order to obtain a probability density function u(s) which combines the effects
of quantization error and noise-induced error, we convolve the noise-error
probability function (s) with the rectangular qvantization error probability func-
t Cw e]' tion _' (s) here _/(s) = 1 for - _< s < _ and zero elsewher :
u(s) = 77(_) (s- _) d¢. (A-f1)
I The rms value of the total error probability function u(s) is
t"
i . [/ ]1,2
[i' _t (S) = S2 U(S)ds (A-12)
Finallytherms error may be expressed incentimetersof range by multiplying
Equatim_(A-12)by AR which is i0 centimetersin theproposed system.
The implementation of the computations described here requires the use of a
computer program and is to be undertaken at ITTA in the immediate future.
However, the resultant data may be readily approximated by taking the root-
sum-square combinations of quantization error and noise induced Gaussian jitter
I error for various signal-to-noise ratios and pulse risetimes. The results are
plotted in Figure A-3.
{ 2.0 RANGE RATE ERRORS
i Range rate errorsarisefrom thesame sources as range errors sincerange
t rate is derived from range by differentiation and smoothing. More specifically, '
in the proposed system, 32 consecutive range measttrements are averaged and !
the resultant is subtracted from the average of another group of 32 range
1970006511-010
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measurements made oae second later. This difference is divided by one sec-
! 'ond to obtain the mean velocity during the one second interval.
W The accuracy of these range rate measurements may be evaluated easily if theaccur cies of the range measu ements are known. The standard d viation aav
of the average of a group of n measurements is obtained from the standard
l deviation q. of the individual measurements by the relation.
i
_ - (A-131
av _/ n
Two values for e are obtained, one for each group of 32 measui-ements. In
av
: [ practice these two quantities will be equal, since the sigrml-to-noise ratio will
[.i not change measurably over a one second interval. The standard deviation of
:. the difference of these two averaged range measurements will be their root-
sum-square wMch in this case will be simply _'av"
) [_ Since highly accurate range rate measurements are required only at short to
intermediate ranges, say less than 5 km, the effects of noise will be small
:: _ and one may take cr. = • or 2.89 cm. Equation (A-13) gives for n = 32 a
: z q
• of 0.51 cry. The standard deviation of the difference of the two
•_ _ value for qavr nge averages will then be 0. 722 cm. Since the two range averages are
_ separated by a one second interval, the standard deviation of range rate meas-
urements will be 0. 722 cm/sec. Noise induced ranging errors thus may bring
the rms range error as high as 4.0 em before the 1 cm/second rms velocity
I error figure is exceeded (see Figure A-3).
I
t
Ii '
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3.0 MAXIMUM RANGE CAPABILITY
The range capability of the Optical Guidance System may be determined by
straightforward optical radar analysis. Initially it is necessary to derive ex-
pressions which relate the signal-to-noise ratio observed at the Chaser detector
| to the range between the Chaser and Target vehicles. The analysis will be per-
, t formed for both the Chaser laser transmitter and for the Target laser beacon.
:. _ Range vs. signal-to-noise is then plotted in Figures A-4 and A-5 for each case.
- The Chaser laser transmitter emitting Pt watts, over a full cone angle Ot, will
produce a power flux per unit area (l,c) at the target vehicle equal to
I 4 Pt
7r(ROt)- (A-14)
i where R is the range between theTarget and the Chaser. It is assummed 0
" "* t
:' i is small. A circular corner cube reflector, on the Target, of diameter de
will reflect an amount
, ,. f
•'_:" Pt d 2
: P refleeted =(T d:) • = c
.: c R2 2 (A-15)
_' [ et
' '.z
?_.. directly back to theChaser receiver. At long ranges, the light returned by the
': • :' Ii reflector will be distributed over a sizeable area due to the diffraction intro-
duced by the finite dimensions of the corner cube reflector. For simplicity,
1" it shall be assumed here that the corner cube reflector has a circular boundary.
Similarly it is assumed that the reflector is diffraction-limited over its full
aperture. As it will be shown, this latter condition has a major effect upon the
amount of signal returned to the Chaser receiver. The angular distance from
",. A-If
--,4-
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_. the central maximum to the first null of the diffraction pattern is given by the
;7° 1_; familiar relation
sin p = 1.22"_-t °
or for small angles
p= 1.22 d
C
'? [ If we make the simplifying assumption that the radiant flux is distributed uniformly
, within a cone of full apex angle p, the area of the spot at the Chaser receiver will be
7T R 2 )2
. Ar - 4 (Rp)2 = _ (A-16)
I c
From equations A-15 and A-16, and using the above assumptions, the reflected
• [" flux density is
" • /Pt dc2 \
__ Preflected /
.:- % {
.__,: . r A
r ( ); [ 7r R 2 _.2d2
.5 C
,[' :_ or
2.7P d4 "
i[ Cr- 2 k2
:; _R4 et (A-17)
• I Thus the Chaser photocathode signalcurcent (is)is then the amount of reflected ,
fluxdensity (_r) collectedby theChaser receiver aperture of diameter {dr),
I multiplied by the photocathode sensitivity(k)
= r
s
i
• Ptd_ d4k• C
,i [ i = 4 2 A2 :J
s 1.5 R O t (A-18)_t
e
A-14
,,'m
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._. - Under worst-case conditions, the dominant source of noise will be due to
/:J [_; stray illumination upon that portion of the photocathode within the instantaneous
field-of-view. In such a case all other sources of noise will be negligible. The
DC noise current at the photocathode is given by
. i =! _d2 02 AXNbk" (A-zg)n 4 r rq
where Nb is the spectral radiance of the background. The noise observed at
'; li the Chaser detector between returned pulses will be shot noise due to In. The
rms shot noise may be obtained from the familiar expression
, [
{ i = _e?2el AF
,, [} n n (A-20)
where e is the charge of the electron and A F is the video bandwidth o_ the
i .Chaser receiver. Substituting A-19 into A-20 we obtain
"; _.$ in = dr Or e _"AF A},Nbk (A-21)
'.i)_ _quation (8)may be divided into 15) to give the resultant signal-to-noise ratio
::_.!. _i _i Figure 10 gives a plot of this ratio for ranges from 1 km to 100 km. For
'"_ t_isplotthefollowingparameter valueswere used:
:"_ d = 10 cm
_* C *"
'4 d = 8.75 cm
r[7•._.. Ot = 0.03 °
Or = 0.03 °
I Pt = 5 watts
= 0.9_
i- AX = 0.01
AF = 107 Hz
, Nb = 0.01 watt/era-steradlan-mleron(sunlitcloudbackground) .,
k = O. 002 ampere/watt IS1 photocathode at 0.9_)
ri "
_ A-15
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I The curve in Figure A-4 deviates from the results described by the above equations
for ranges less than about 10 kin. This change occurs when the range becomes
sufficiently small to permit most or all of the diffraction spot formed by the
corner cube reflector to be imaged within the receiver aperture. Under such
conditions, the range equation involves R2 instead of R4 in the denominator.
In order to evaluate the performance of the Target laser beacon, we may _,se
Equation A-14. It also applies to the power flux density (¢c) at the Chaser
receiver due to the l_ser beacon on the Target vehicle. Multiplying Equation A-14
by the area of the Chaser receiver lens gives the power on the Chaser photo-
cathode:
2
Pd
[
where the subscript "t" here refers to the laser beacon. It thus follows that /
the Chaser photocathode signal current (is) due to the target beacon is _
[ j
d2
is _ kPt r
R O t (A-23)
The signal-to-noise ratio may be determined for a p .articular range by dividing1S
Equation A-23 by Equation A-21. Figure A-.5 gives -]- versus R for a lapser
beacon on the Target vehicle for which Pt = 2 _:tlowatts n and e t = 10°. All :
other parameters are the same as were used in the Chaser laser case.
[
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I APPENDIX B
I ANGLE TRACKER ANALYSIS
• [ An evaluation of the capability and accuracy of the digital angle tracker is pre-
sented in this Appendix. The angle tracker analysis is divided into three parts:
'_ Acquisition Scan, Acquisition to Track Transition, and Track Scan. Pa_'ameters
'_ and characteristics of the angle tracker that are most pertinent are: (It should
EfT
I_ be noted that all of the following are functions of target angular velocity and
"_ velocity direction. )
_ • Acquisition time
• [_ • Variation of acquisition capability with target motion
,_ • Transient capabilities - i. e ability of the angle tracker to
., /
"? <
_ acquire and build up velocity and position feedback.
• |_ • Angle tracking accuracy
_ • Angle-rate accuracy
• Maximum angle-rate capability.
Ill, All three studies have used the following tracker characteristics:
Angle tracker scan rate 1 kHzi Receiver instantaneous aperture 1 ,nil 1.03 degree)
. Track steps per aperture 8
I Acquisition field-of-view 30 ° x 30 °
[,: Acquisition steps 1000 X 1000
Track step .00375 °
\
i
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I APPENDIX B. 1
[
Ji, 1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Acquisition Scan Program simulates the tracker's search mode of operation.
, [• ' The two principal factors of interest are target acquisition time, and maximum
target velocity that can be acquired. The tracker% capabilities in these two
" I-:_ areas are evaluated in the program.
• [ : 2.0 ACQUISITION SCAN PROGRAM
2.1 Description
! The acquisition scan consists of moving a 0.03 degree instantaneous aperture in
:_ discrete steps over a 30 ° by 30 ° field-of-view. This process consists of 1000 '
: steps from left to right starting at the (-15 °, +15") point which is -15" horizontal
and +15" vertical from the boresight axis, (see Figure B-l). When th,_.instan-
'_" _ taneous aperture has scanned one horizontal line from left to right it is moved
down one step (0.03") and then stepped from right to left. At the end of this scan
the aperture is moved down one step and the process is started over.
- If the target is not acquired during the first scan, the instantaneous aperture
starts a new scan from the final position of the first scan (i. e., -15 °, +15").
I The second scan has a fast vertical sweep and a slow horizontal sweep (see ;
Figure B-2).
_., B--2 i
t
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_' I One complete acquisition scan takes 1000 seconds at a prf of 1 kHz. With 1000steps per line, 1 second is required to scan one line, The times shown in
Figure Bo3 at the right-hand side indicates the time it takes the acquisitionscan to reach the corresponding physical locations adiacent to the time marks.
The simulation of the acquisition scan consists of starting a target at some point
• " in the 30° x _0° field-of-view, with a specified _mgular velocity and velocity
[i angle with respect tG the angle tracker borestg_lt axis. The aperture then be-
_, gins its predetermined scan until t'_e target falls v'ithin the aperture. By
_ changing th_ target angular velocity, velocity angle and startir_g p_int, an
analysis ci the tracker acquisition capability is made.
' [! 3.0 DATA
' [i Three different sample cases are illustrated in Figure B-3: Target acquisition
..,_ on the first scan; Target acquisition on the second scan; Target left field-of-
_ view and was not acquired in two scans. The approximate time of acquisition
-_ can be estimated from the position of the black dot. Acquisition time for a
.J _, •
'i• ;_._ [ target acquired on the second pass is labeled on each graph - and _s always
• '_ greater than 1000 seconds. The results of the, _..'ious cases run on a computer
' [ are shown graphically in Figures B-4 through B-8.
• _f_ Table B-1 is a summary of selected cA,_es and gives the r_vrcent of targets
: • acquired and missed for each angular velocity. Ttr_e to acquisition can very
: from a few milliseconds to almest 2000 seconds, depending upon the target
angular velocity and starting position.
[
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i,.. TABLE B- I.
"_" ACQUISITION SCAN SU_iARY
f VELOCITY %ACQUISITION %ACQUISITIONDEG./SEC. %MISSED FIRST PASS SECOND PASS
.01 1 87 12
.02 44 53 3
: . 04 58.5 41.5 0
• :_ .05 57.5 42.5 0
NOTE: These are for 1 kHz scan rate.
_! Most acquisition times _.e less than 1000 seconds, i.e., during the first pass.•
: _ Very few targets are acquired during the second pass of the acquisition scan be-F
Ji cause the target usually had time to leave the field-of-view within 1000 seconds.
p 4.0 CONCLUSION
t
_:_~ In specifying the maximum target angular velocity the tracker is able to acquire,
_: it should be remembered that it is a function of the following:
::_ • Direction of target (varied in study)
_. • Angle tracker scan rate (1 kHz). d_
'i*ii F • Receiver tnstantane°us aperture (" 03° x "03°)
• Acquisition field-of-view (30 ° x 30°)
_.:
_: • Acquisition steps (1000 x 1000).
The values in parentheses indicates the values chosen for the selected cases
- studied here in this report. Note, that ff the scan rate is increased by a factor
of 10, the target angular velocity can be increased by a factor of 10. If the
[_ instantaneous aperture is increased, or if the acquisition field-of-view is re-
duced the target angular velocity can also be correspondingly increased. Many
• _i _ trade-offs are possible, thus the results of this study are not to be taken as t
._'
fixed performance parameters of the angle tracker.
''.b
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I" APPENDIX B. 2
TRANSITION FROM ACQUISITION TO TRACK
I.
The transition program simulates the track scan mode of operation with the pur-
l i pose of evaluating the tracker's capability to build up velocity and position feed-+..
I +
back constants in order to track a target moving at a constant angular velocity.
: Ifi Quantities of interest are the maximum target angular velocity that the tracker+
can track after acquisition, and the variation of the tracking capability with the
" directiou of target motion and initial target position within the instantaneous
apert_re.
_" 2.0 DESCRIPTION"t
• ,+
•: _ In order to analyze the transition characteristics of the tracker, the following
I+:
+_" conditions were set up. The tracker is assumed to b_ve acquired the target at
-+
,_ [_ five different starting points within the inqtantaneous aperture {see Figure B-9[ t}
for acquisition-to-track transition model), The direction of the target motion
"_
i _ with respect to the corresponding starting point is varied in increm,:nts ot 10°
through a full 360 °. The target is given a constant angular velocity. Three
different constant angdlar velocities (0.3°/sec, 0.4°/sec, 0.5°/sec) are used
to evaluate the tracker's transition capability for each of the five corresponding
i starting points. Figures B-10, B-11, and B-12 are plots of the results. The
plots indicate whether or not the tracker will successfully track the target for
' li. given starting point, direction, and velocity. Again, it should be mentioned
these results are representative for a scan rate of 1 kHz, an instantaneous
|+_ aperture of . 03 °, and 8 track steps per aperture. _ I/.
+: \
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APPENDIX B.3
!
., [: 1.0 INTRODUCTION!
" The Track Scan Program was designedto simulatethedigitalangk tracker.
; [i This portionoftheanalysishas, as itsmain goal,thedeterminationofthe
tracker'sangleand angle-ratetrackingaccuraciesand the maximum angle-
• [': ratecapability.
2.0 TRACK SCAN PROGRAM
2. 1 Description
•
• i .. The Track Scan (Figure B-13) is divided into 64 track steps, of which the first ,
'_ 32 are in the vertical direction and the second °2 in horizontal direction. The
"_ positiveportionoftheverticaltrackscan consistsof 8 stepsup and 8 steps
st_ppedpositionofthe_rackscan is 1 ms, at a repetitionrateof I KHz, taking
_ 64 ms to complete one track scan. A signal is received from the target only ifi
I i one half or more of the target image is inside the aperture. At any of the
".' scanned step positions, if the target image is exactly in the center of the track
" scan pattern, the identical number of returns will be received during the positive
vertical scan as during the negative vertical scan, yielding zero net vertical
returns. The horizontal scan will similiarly yield net horizontal returns, There
willbe positivenetreturnsifthetargetimage JJinthe positiveverticalscv.n
, more times thanthenegativeverticalsemi. The netreturnsrepresentan angular
.'- . error which isprocessedand correctedfor inthetrackerby changingthe l
i ,
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current in the deflection coils. This is accomplished by adding the appropriate
I correctiontothe aperturepositioninthe computer program (FigureB-14).
By summing the successivepositionerrors angularvelocityerror is generated.
I Correcting for velocity error has the effect of overshooting the target position
i initially,and thendamping. Velocityfeedbackideallygivesthe capabilityoffollowinga constantvelocitytargetwithzero velocityerror and a very small
positionalerror. The trackerdeviatesfrom theidealdue tothe digitizedI method of scanningand theparticulartype oftrackcross scan.
I_ The angle tracker acquires the desired target and then builds up tracking con-
I
stants. The tracker is capable of building up tracking constants for targets
, whose initialvelocityand accelerationare relativelysmall. Once thetarget
isacquiredand the necessaryfeedbackconstantsare builtup, thetrackeris
}_ capable of following the target, even if the target is moving at a relativelyt:
high angular rate.
[_ The track scan computer program was designed with the following assurnl_,ions:
• The tracker is following a constant angular velocity target(with maximum angular velocity of 0. 937 deg./sec. ).
• The targetattainedthisvelocityslowlyso thatthetracker
couldbuildup feedbackconstants.
• In the program, feedback constants corresponding to the targt,
. |-, velocity are initially set into the velocity return counters.
The effect cf setting up these conditions is to cause an initial transient in
" tracker errors before the tracker settles down to a steady state condition. This
steady state tracking is the normal operating mode of the tracker. Any effect
Ii i of the transient on the computer data is to be ignored, because it is a result
of forced initial conditions. Attention is focused on steady state tracking errors
_ and capability. !
[! ,
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3.0 DATAThe more important results desired from the track program are the traeker's
angle and angular velocity tracking accuracies while following a target. Two
forms of results are obtained from the program:
I The average angular velocity and angle errors (Figures B-15,
• B-16, B-17, and B-18) of the tracker for a constant velocity
t• target (these errors contain the effects of some transients).
Figures B-15 and B-16 show the average angular error for different velocities
!t ° as a function of target velocity angle. The velocity angle is the true direction of
the target with respect to the boresight axis of the angle tracker. The pointsl- denoted as X's on the curves represent target velocities and velocity angles
at which the tracker cannot maintain track (i. e. the target does not appear in
the track scan). In most cases, this is a result of an ambiguous velocity or
[_ position feedback.
_ It should be noted that for target angular velocities less than or equal to
" _ 0. 5 deg./sec, the average absolute angular error is less (usually much less)
than one track step (see Figure B-15). The larger average errors show some
of the effects of the initial transient, and finally the limitations of the tracker
to follow a larger angular velocity (see Figure B-16).
t'i The average angular velocity error for various target angular velocities and as
a function of target angular velocity angles is shown in Figure B-17 and B-18.
- The majority of these rrors _tre a result of the initial transient but it is observed
that for a target angular velocity of 0.1 deg./sec., the average error is only
I +. 003 deg./sec/to -. 001 deg./sec, including transient. For a target angular
velocity of 0.5 deg./sec, the error increased to +. 008 deg./sec, and -. 004 deg. /
[_ sec. including transient. These errors are very small even with the added error. :.
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: An exampleofthepoint-by-pointdataoutputoftheprogramisshowninFig-
uresB-19andB-20 fora targetangularvelocityerroris.005deg./sec. The
absoluteangularerror(FigureB-20)ischaracterizedbya largeinitialvaria-
tionwhich outto smallvariationabout constantdamps a some angular error
(. 011 degree).
Obviously the tracker cannot follow a target angular velocity with zero angu-
lar velocity error. The example in Figures B-21 and B-22 shows that the
• I. velocity error oscillates with a peak of +. 02 deg./sec, about zero. When the
: target is moving with an angular velocity of. 7 deg./sec, and an angle of 30
degrees, the absolute angle error varies about. 0113 degree.
I': The question might be asked as to why the absolute angular error in both cases
: oscillatesabout.011degree. Thi_questionisbestansweredby lookingata
_
i detailed plot of the target _.ndtracker position during steady state. Figure B-23
. "_:_. shows that the tracker is always ahead of the target at the beginning of a scan
"_ i_ and behind at the end, (i. e., at the beginning of the vertical scan the tracker
;ii'_ aperture leads the target position in the vertical direction, but lags the target
::-!_ _ position at the end of the vertical scan). This has the effect of having the target
•_, move throughthemiddleofthescanresultinginzeronetreturns.Inthiscase
:_ [ thetrackerwillreceiveenoughcorrectionfromthevelocityreturncounterto
•_'_' putitaheadofthetargetatthebeginningofthenextscan. From thiswe see
• F: _ that at the beginning of the vertical scan the tracker must lead the target by
:i. 1/2 of the angle the target will travel during the vertical scan. For a target
I" angular velocity of 0. 7 deg./sec, and an angle of 50°, the horizontal arid
vertical components are. 45°/s and 0. 535°/s respectively. The horizontal
I and vertical angles travelled by the target during 16 ms are. and0072°
• 0085°. The absolute error is then determined to be
w
(. 0072o)2 + (. 0085o)2-1/2 = . 0112o.
,L'
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The conclusion to be drawn from this, is that under study state conditions the
average absolute angular error will be the distance the target will move in 16 ms.
This conclusion is subject to the ability of _he tracker to pick up the horizontal
I and vertical components of target angular velocity. This conclusion also gives
a simple reason for the increase in absolute angular error with the target
! angular velocity (Figure B- 15).
I
4. 0 CONCLUSION
t It is seen from Figure B-!6 that the digital allgular tracker can track a maxi-
[ mum angular velocity of 0.6 deg./sec, using a 1 kHz stepping rate. At. 6
i deg./sec, the tracker loses the target only at an angle of 40°. A target with
f l the same velocity at any other angle can be tracked with average errors muchless than one track step.
I The angularpositionaccuracyatthe beginningofa horizontalor verticalscan is
a functionofthe horizontalor verticalcomponent of targetangularvelocity.
Figure B-24 shows that if a target has a velocity of. 1 deg./sec, in a horizontal " j
direction then a reading of the tracker aperture position at the beginning of
horizontal scan will give an error in target position of. 0016 degree, or ap-
proximately one-half a track step. An additiGnal error of +1/4 track step will
be superimposed on thiserror due to thediscreteresolutionof thetracker.
Ii Values of instantaneous angular velocity are obtained from the velocity returncounters. These numbers represent the target angular velocity components in
i 1/4 track step per 64 ms. The limiting resolution in this case is 1/4 track
step/64 ms or. 01465 deg./sec. (no smoothing) for either the horizontal cem-
ponent or the vertical component. .
The accuracy of the tracker average angular position and average angular
I velocity data will depend on the number of samples collected, the accuracy of
the samples, and the type of average computed (mean, RMS, etc. ). For a :,
i
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simple mean of the horizontal and vertical position error sampled every 32 ms,
the angular position accuracy is en the order of. 001 degree and the angular
velocity accuracy on the order of. 006 deg./sec.
I
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APPENDIX C
J
SENSOR PACKAGE THERMAL ANALYSIS
I
1. 0 INTRODUCTION
The Sensor Package described in this report as a part of the Optical Guidance
: _ [_ System (OGS) is exposed to the same environment as the exterior of the vehicle
itself. This fact, plus the possibility of supplanting or backing up an existingY'
F guidance system, implies that those parts of the OGS exposed to the environment
be capable of thermal control with a minimum of support equipment for coolingJ
•_ 1! and/or heating.
_ The actual sensor package, as defined in this report, is analyzed with respect
_:- to the high and low temperature extremes expected in its space environment.
"_ _ Methods of cooling and/or heating are described, and the predicted and actual
.!_ results of a thermal-vacuum test of a representative model are discussed.
• _ 2. 0 THE GUIDELINES ASSUMED FOR THE THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE
'_'_'_-._ OGS SENSOR PACKAGE ARE:
• _ • The Sensor Package is mounted external to the vehicle and in-
 habitsthe same environmental extremes as the vehicle itself.
: • The Sensor Package is thermally isolated from the vehicle.
• Since cooling of a package is more costly (with respect to size,
I weight, and power) than heating, the package is to be passively
cooled by radiant heat transfer.
I • Worst case condition for the package is when the internal
: electronics are functioning and the Sensor Package exposes its
' ! _ maximum surface to the sun. This occurs when the sun is I
; perpendicular to theboresight of the package.
C-1
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I 3.0 DETERMINATION OF UPPER TEMPERATURE LIMIT: THE SENSOR
i PACKAGE ISDEFINED IN FIGURE C-1. THE TOTAL HEAT INPUTFROM INTERNAL ELECTRONICS IS 20 WATTS (20JOULES-SEC-*).
THERMAL COOLING IS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED BY RADIANT HEAT
] TRANSFER.
' The total heat input to the package is a combination of heat caused by the inter-
- nal electronics (20 watts) plus heat due to solar impingement upon the exterior
of the package.
[: IIN = InternalHeat
_ QIN = Ap ISC + IINT Ap "--ProjectedArea of Package
ISC = SolarConstant
[ QIN=I ("191 m) (.432 m) (I.39 x 103 Joules-See-] m -2)+ 20 Joules-
Sec
}
• t . =
QIN (114.675 + 20)Joules-Sec-1 (WATTS) = 134.675 watts
1J 'If the Sensor Package is considered to have the radiation characteristics of the
black body or ideal radiator, then it will absorb all radiation incident on its
surface and the quality and intensity of the emitted radiation are determined by
its temperature. The total radiative flux throughout a hemisphere from a
black body of surface area A is then defined by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law:
Qr = _AT4 where: a = 5. 67 x 10-8 watts-M-2-°K -4
A = Area in Meters 2
"{ Qr = Heat Inputin Watts
T = Ternp °K
For the Sensor Package:
Qr = 134. 675 watts
a = 5.67 x 10-8 wat_s-M-2 °K-4
I" I
iI
t
c-2 \
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I A = 7r(.191 m) (.432 m) + _ I"191)24 + 7r(.1--_14-'12)
2 m 2 2
A =.259m 2 +.028m +.020 =.307m
then T 4 Qr 134. 675 watts 00774 x.... . 1012°K •
C_A (5.67 x I0-8 -2 OK-4)w-m (.307 m 2)
and T = 296,5°K = 23.5°C (74.3°F). This steadystatetemperature is
t" well within the operating range of the laser.
?
, ; [; i 0 DETERMINATION OF LOWER TEMPERATURE LIMIT
: I
: The temperature of the Sensor package when the electronics are turned off, and
. when there is no solar impingement on its surface, will drop to the temperature
. of its surroundings, -157°C (-250°F). If the equipment is required to operate
If: in this environment, _he only heat input '_11 be the 20 wars radiated by the
internal electronics. This 20 watts will result in a temperature of:
,_ T4 = Qr = 20 watt
-2 o K 4) 2: (rA (5. 67 x 10-8w - m - (. 3d7) m
;'. T4 1012 oK
,_ = .00115 x
T = 184°K = -89°C (-128.2°F) '
li 5. 0 THERMAL MODEL ANALYSIS
To verify the temperature extreme_ a_eflned In Parts IH and I'V above, a thermal
model of the Sensor Package _t_ i', ricated and given a thermal-vacu..n test
to simulate actual flight condition,3. The thermal test model (TTM) is defined
in Figure C-2. The dimensions chosen for the diameter and length of the TTM
are such that the ratio of projected area to actual surface area of the TTM
approximates that of the actual Sensor Psckage. On the TTM, 15% of the area
• f': !
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4"
., consistedof reflectivestripes(aiumini_.edmylar tape)inan attempttogaina
:'::._ betterheatbalance(SeeFigur_ C-3). A simulated20 wattelectronicsloadwas|
fabricatedand mounted insideofthe cylinder(SeeFigure C-4, C-5). Fourteen
thermocoupleswere fastenedto theTTM per Figure C-6. The TTM was then
suspendedintheITT AOD sF_ce simulatorand con.actedtothe monitor console
I (SeeFigures C-7, C-8, C-9). The space simulatorwas sealcc_sL,t,pt:mped
down, and the20-wattloadwas turnedon atthe same time t_atthe,_o_dwalls
• [_ in the simulator were flooded with LN2. Upon stabilizing at a low ternpera;ure,
t_ solarsimulatorwas positlonedto illuminatetheTTM and was tt:rne(i_n.
: , q" One _olarconstantwas directedatthe TTM untilthetemperaturew,_sa_ain
i.,
: stabilized, (See Figure C-10). The solar simulator was then turned off and the
I: TTM was againallowedto stabilize.The 20-wattloadwas thenturnedoffa.
: ! theTTM was allowedto "_Id-soak" untilthetemperaturereached approximately
": -_07°C (-150°F). The 20-wattloadwas thenturnedo_ _galnand the TTM was
" againallowedto stabilize.This concludedthetest.
t!,_ , 5.1 TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS /
•_, _ Utilizingthe Stefan-BoltzmannLaw to prv3ictthetemperatui_stobe enccuh-
t,
_'. tered yielded the following results:
"_ 5.I.1 Temperature due to internalheating(20watts)and solarimpin_me..._st..
•_ a. Surfacssallradiative
,: IIN = InternalIieat
• j QIN :_Ap ISC + IIN A r = ProjectedArea of Package
i ISC = %lar Constant
103
-9.)QIN = ("152 m) (.254)(I.39 x Joules-See-1 m + 20 watts
! QIN = (5_'_.654 = 20) v,atts = 73. 654 watts
,)
r.
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4Figure C-7. TTM In ITTA/OD Simulator
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2_ Figure C-8. ITTA/OD Space Simulator
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} Figure C-9. ITTA/OD Space Simulator Control Console
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Figure C-10. Solar Constant Applied
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• then: T4 = Qr
A = (.152)(.254)+_- (,152)2 =
2 2 2
= .121m +.036rn =.157rn
T4 73. 654 watts .0083 x= = 10 TMoK
(5.67 x 10-8 -2 OK-4 )w-m (. 157 m 2)
T = 301. 5 OK = 27. 5°C (81. 5°F)
_ 5. 1.2 Surfaces 15_ reflective
:_ _ T 4 Qr
A
[ QIN = 20 watts +. 85 (53. 654) watts = 65. 594 watts
?.
_, m 2) 2A =.036 m 2+.85 (.121 +.138 m
T 4 = 65.594 watts 1012 oK ,(5. 67x10-8w-m-2°K-4 ) (.138m2) =.0083x _;
i [ T = 301. 5°K = 27. 5°C (81. 5°F) No apparent difference.
[
[
To obtainsteadystatelow-endtemperatureswouldhaverequiredextensive
"soaking"atthesetwo pointsofthetest.Itisfelthatthecriticalresults
]i required are the high temperature points.
A graph of the average temperature of the TTM vs. Time is shown in Figure
C-12
I _L
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_- 5.I.3 Temperature due to internalheatingonly
T 4 = 20 watts °K-4) 1012 og(5. 67 x 10-8 -2 =. 00225 xw - m (.157 m 2)
[ T = 217.8°K = -55. 2°C (-67°F)
5. 1.4 Tabulation of Results Obtained Utilizing Stefan-Boltzn_ann Law:
(TableC-1)
F.
| Ii Versus Experlmental Data"L
,:. EXPERIMENTAL DATA TEMPERATURE
" " OFF ON -55. 2°C -40°C 1
_ _ ON ON +27.5°C +23. 9°C
OFF OFF -196°C -i07°CI
-;_ /
":;; [!
I- '
i j ' _ .
, }
• !
"4
L C -14
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APPENDIX D
LASER SAFETY ANALYSIS
[_ The Optical Guidance System uses laser radar to determine the relative •
position between two spacecraft. Because there is a possibility that an astronaut
" will be exposed to the laser radiation, ITT has conducted a preliminary laser
safety study.
'_ During rendezvous and docking,one spacecraft will illuminate a corner cube
reflector on the second spacecraft with a pulsed laser beam. The laser
irradiance is greater when the two spacecraft are closer together (predocking
f _ and docking). The worst case condition would occur at short range if the entire /
laser beam was accidently diverted into a spacecraft window and int-, the
_ astronaut's eye. See Figure D-1 for the short range example. At longer ranges, -
part of the laser beam will invariably enter the spacecraft windows in the line-
_' [ of-sight, however, the irradiance will be reduced greatly because of the beam-
•_ spread. See Figure D-2 for the long range example. All cases that could be a
"" [ f_' potential hazard to the safety of the astronauts are considered.
• [ The eye is the most sensitive part of the human body to laser radiation in the
visible and near infrared electromagnetic spectrum. The retina of the eye is
particularly vulnerable becaus_ of the focusing properties of the ocular system.
Figure D-3 shows the basic structure of the eye. A simple model of the irradianee
[i at the retin,_ of an eye due to a laser is shown in Figure D-4. The eye can be
_ I _ represented as a simple optical system that has a receiving lens with an adjustable i I_ diamet r and focal length, and an optical sensor that reacts differently for various
F wavelengths of incident radiation. .
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SPA CECRAFT
I --- WINDOW CHASER/ SPACECRAFT
| / \ _ LASER ..-------
.,,.[ l_5 ' E
;._iU_, Figure D-1. Long Range Example
! "' I TARGET CHASER ..BEAM ACCIDENTLYDIVERTED OFF CORNERCUBE INTO WINDOW.
CORNER "
_' I CUBE LAKER
_J: I D..2
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_. Figure D-3. Structure of Eye
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In order to simplify the problem, and also to obtain the worst case results,
_ I certain assumptions were made in the laser safety calculations presented here.
The diameter of the iris (entrance pupil of eye) can vm_ from 2 mm (light adapted)
I to 7 mm (dark adapted). The largest diameter is assumed because it can collect
more radiation. The eye is also assumed to be unaccommodated (focused at
I infinity). This means that incoming parallel light rays will be focused to a small
spot at the retina determined by Frattuhofer diffraction. To simplify the calcu-
_: [ lations it is assumed that the radiant emittance is constant at the laser exit
aperture, even though it is recognized that hot spots often exist in many lasers.
,.. Employing the above assumptions, expressions are developed so that safe
I.
:" [i levels of operation can be determined. First, a general expression is
' developed for the irradiance tTIr) at the retina of the eye due to direct
r exposure from a laser source. Worst cases are then considered. Next,
:- an expression is developed for the minimum safe distance (Rs) that an exposed
_. eye can be from the laser source before attenuation fi_ters are needed.$- I
_:!: _ The irradiance (Hr) at the retina of the eye (see Figure D-4) caa be expressed as:
H =
"_ r A
x where:
" = Retinal irradiance
Hr
_- PL - Radiant emittance of laser
p_, = Spectral trans, of eye at X
AE = Area of eye at iris (pupil)
._, [ A b = Area ol laser beam at pupil
_ Ar = Area of smallest possible laser spot at the retina (eye focused
_', [ at infinity)
I D-4
"|
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,,_. After inserting the proper expressions for the areas AE, A_, and A (area of
:P ! rJ central maximum of Fraunhofer diffraction pattern) the expression for retinal
irradiance becomes:
!
. l ; (o,+o,.),jH = (D-2)
.,[_ r 7r [2"44 fk] 2
( ;2
where:
_:" _ D E = Pupil diameter
.: _ = Laser divergence
R = Range from eye to laser
'_ _ D L = Laser source diameter (The radiating aperture will be a square,
,:_ buta circleisassumedtosimplifycalculations.) L
,_= f = Focal length of unaccommodated eye _
- n
[! k = Wavelengthoflaser ,
[ The transmitter used in the Optical Guidance System is a GaAs diffraction limited
"_ laser.Itwillbeoperatedinthepulsedmode ata i0kI-Izmaximum pulserepeti-
, tionrate.The pulsewidthwillbe i00nsandthepeakoutputpower willbeap-- .,
I proximately5 watts.Becauseoftherelativelyhighrepetitionrateforthislaser,
both the average retinal irradiance and peak retinal irradiance must be considered.
i "The worst case for both of these occurs when all of the energy from the laser
enters the eye and is focused into the smallest retinal spot possible. For this
: 11 AE/A* = 1, and the maximum retinal irr_dianoe expression is:
.:_ ':\
D-5
/,
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r
, r 2
:_; max _ 2.44. __i
The radiant emittance (PL) of the laser is the only parameter in the above
expression that is different for the pe_ and average worst cases. Using the
following values the maximum peak and maximum average retinM irradiances
, [ are calculated:
_ _: PL(Peak) = Ppk_t = (5w) (lOOns) = 5 x 10-7 joules
'" ' 1_ PAt (5w, (100n.s) = 5mwatt s, PL (Avg') = _ = lms
• _;!i Pk .74
-k-
f = 1.7cm
X = .910x10 -4cm
.:. _ DE = . 7 cm (dark adapted)
:':_
• ' _ 7r 2.44 (1.7 cm} (. 91.0 x 10-4 cm) = 2 5.4 x 10.4 cm "
")i_ Ar = "_ . 7 cm 4
" _ _ A = 22.6x10 -Scm 2
•':t r
_ [ Thus:
H (Peak) = 1.6 joules/cm 2
rmax
(Avg.) = 1.6 x 104 watts/cm 2
I Hrma x
I
D-6 ,
.2
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The human eye can be directly exposed to laser radiation as long as the retinal
I irradiance is below a prescribed safe level. There are two basic methods to
keep the retinal irradiance below the safe level for given laser parameters.
The first method is to establish a minimttm safe range (Rs) that the exposed
eye must be from the laser source. Because the laser beam is uiverging, the
l-
I_ exposed eye will subtend only a small portion of the projected beam at long
ranges (Ab > AE).[;
I The minimum safe range (Rs) can be determined by settingT |.
I: 1_ AE
_ K A_
I" or:
1 4i; K
Rs + DL 2
where K is the safety factor needed to reduce the maximum irradiance (Hr )
-, down to a safe level ). max
"_'" safe _
rT,
-_
- Thus :
H
rma xK -
Hrsafe l
Solving for R in the equation above will give the following expression for the
S
minimum safe range:
l
"i (K)I/2 DE - V L (D-3)
s
'! \
D-7
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' , The second method to keep the retinal irradiance below the safe level is to put
l an optical blocking filter in front of the exposed eyes. The optical blocking
filter will attenuate the laser radiation (9100 A) down to a safe level, but will
I not attenuate light in the visible spectrum (4000 A - 7000 A). An optical
blocking filter placed on each spacecraft window will adequately protect the
I astronauts even for the worst case where the entire beam spread would be
4 subtended by the eye.
The next question that must be answered is: what are the safe peak and safe
' [, _ average retinal irradiance levels. Numerous reports have been writtenT
concerning laser safety the last couple years. Safe levels have not been
' _ universally established, however, it is generally agreed that an allowable
safe level for peak retinal irradiance (narrow pulses of 5 ns-100 ns) is
1.0 x 10 -3 joules/cm 2. And, an allowable safe level for average retinal
irradiance of 0.1 watts/cm 2. A safety factor of approximately 10 above present
•,,. experimental threshold damage levels is included in these safe levels, It is
_: expected that additional experimental data within the next year or two will allow
: universally acceptable safe levels to be established. If it appears that this will
±:
;_ not occur, or that the data will not be directly applicable to the GaAs diffraction
"i 1'_ limited laser, then ITT will recommend that medical center
a qualified perform
r- a laser safety experiment using the same laser that will be used in the Optical
_ !_ Guidance System. ITT has already discussed such an experiment with Stanford
Research Institute and the University of Cincinnati, both of which have already
" conducted numerous safety experiments for various laser applications.
I Using tne above mentioned safe levels, the safety factor CK), the attenuation
• neede_t to reduce the maximum retinal irradiance (Hr ) down to a saf,_ level,
i max
can be calculated for the laser applications discussed in this report.
, D-8
i
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.i.). I H (Peak)
r t
= max = 1.6 joules/cm 2
K(Peak) H (Peak) -3 = 1.6 x 103
I rs,d e 1.0 x 10 joules/em 2
i H (Avg)
r
K (Avg) = max _ I.6 x 104 watts/cm2
H (Avg) = 1.6x10 5
rsafe 0.1 watts/era 2
"'_" [
. The first method for keeping the retinal irradiance below the safe level for
given laser parameters can now be examined qualitatively. The minimum safe:
I_ range (Rs) that the exposed eye must be from the laser source is then calculatedas follows:
• ]i R = (K)l/2 DE- DL
,_ _ where:
4,"'
'_ K(Peak) 1.6 x 103
,!ii K(Avg) = 1.6 x 105
"" _ DE
_ = ,7 em
!_ [! D L = . 5 cm
I- _ = .03 ° = .51x10 -3radians
Thus:
Rs(Peak) = 540 meters _ 1/3 mile
:, [.. R (Avg) = 5,600 meters _ 3 miles
s _
-.,>
,7."
• i |,,mi
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_ The first method is therefore not practical for rendezvous and docking applications.
I For a larger laser beamwidth (_ = 3°), the = 56 meters, however, theRs(Avg)
constraintof making sure theastronautnevers getsintotheline-of-sightofthe
I laser during pre-docking could be difficult to implement.
The second method of the windows with filtersproviding spacecraft optical blocking
is the most feasible and practical method. Using the worst case s_ety factor,
K(Avg), the optical blocking filter would be designed to attenuate the laser radiation
O
• _: (9100 A) by 1.6 x 105. Again, the visual spectrum (4000 A - 7000 A) will not be
_i attenuated.
_: The purpose of this preliminary laser safety study was to determine the hazards
_.,.
°' of using a laser, in the Optical Guidance System, and to recommend precautionary
;. methods that would eliminate or greatly reduce the hazards. Man has always lived
._ in a radiation environment that is potentially harmful to his eyes. Direct exposure
_ _ to the sun for short periods will damage the retina of the eye. However this rarely
• occurs, because of a natural tendency to avoid direct viewing of the sun. Lasers
_:: can be potentially more dangerous than the sun, but as long as the hazards are
recognized, precautionary methods can afforci adequate safety (i. e., optical
"_..=_ blockingfiltersinwindows).
"": It is worthwhile to examine the comparison between the retinal irradiance due to
_ the sun and the GaAs laser that will be used by the O_q. The comparison is made
for direct exposure of the sun, and for the worst case where all the laser energy
enters the eye. Figures D-5 and D-6 pictorially depict these examples. TheI
retinal irradiance (HRs) due to the sun is:
:,_ D-IO
ii
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(PUPIL)
E
: Figure D-5. Retinal Irradtance Due to Sun
_
..} AEIPUPIL)
(RETINAlf
- A¢ n EYE
I
: 1.; Figure D-6. Retinal _radianceDue to GLA,S Laser
(Worst Case-Eye Subtends Entire Beam Spread)
"U i'e_
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HsAE (D-4) _-
I HR S = AR
I where:
HS = . 134 watts/cm 2 (irradiance at eye pupil due to sun)[
I
DE2 _ mm) 2A E =_ =_ (3
ti
= _ dR2 = efn (.5°) (l.7cm) = 16mm
{i _ _ _ _
AR = 4 (.16ram)2
= _ = 54 watts/cm 2
•I! HRs _ (.16 mm) 2
The maximum retinal irradiance, H (Avg), due to the GaAs laser was L
rmax
previously calculated to be 1.6 x 104 watts/cm 2. The ratio between these is: •_
[_ H (Avg) [laser]
rmax i. 6 x 104 watts/cm 2
C = Csun] = 54 watts/cm 2
o HRs
.] = 300
CO
or in other words, the GaAs laser under worst case conditions is potentially
300 times more dangerous than direct exposure to the sun.
[ !
If i ,
[!
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I APPENDIX E
DETAILED GIMBAL CONSIDERATIONS
I
q
.,_,.[ I.0 MATERIALS
f A detailed analysis of three of the candidate materials for use in the gimbals
: _ [i is contained below. Each material is analyzed to determine deflection, maximum
_ stress, natural frequency, and linear expansion.
f: The formulas employed are noted below: They are for a beam loaded in the center
: [! and fixed at both ends. The load hl each case is one half of the total payload
multiplied by 50 G's. All values are preliminary and for purposes of compari-
i' _ son. WL 3 ,'
,j_ DEFLECTION = 48EI
_ where:
•_; W = Load
iE• L = Beam length _
-_ E = Modulus of elasticity
_ I = Momentoffuertla
I for a channel taken vertically
!
" [ _ hd3-h 3(h-t)
19.
where:
h = channel width
d = channel height outside
:L [; b = channel height inside
A
._ t = wi_h th/ckness
t_
:_ E-I
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"" I Maximum stress for a channel loaded at the center is given by:
Wl
-! 4Z
where:
I W = load
[ 1 = beam length bd3 - h3 (b-t)
_t Z = _ection modulus = 6d
b, d, and t have similar values as noted above.
jl
L
The natural frequency of the beam employing the Rayliegh method is given by
(W+.486w) 13
w = beam weight
All other values are the same as noted above.J
1.1 DEFLE CTION
/
: a. Beryllium
: _ 20310 x 50 xD = =.0015in.
; 48x44x106 x(.75x43 )-(3.75) 3 (.75-.125) (.037 mm)
' _ 12
b. Aluminum (6061 - T6)
• F Web thickness will be. 083 in. (207 min. ) based on equal weight
with beryllium:
[
10 x 50 x 203D = - . 0092 in.
[ 4sx lO7,, c.75x43)- c3._4)3c.75-. o_) (o.23_ )
-i
r .
E-2 i
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c. Titanium 6AL-4V (Aged)
Web thicknesswillbe. 052 (I,30 rain.)based on equalweightwith
beryllium:
I0 x 50 x 203
D = =. 010 in.
48 x 15 x 106 x 1_75 x 43) - (3.896)3 -,(.74 -.052) (0.25 turn)12
I" I.2 MAXIMI)M STR_vSS
a. Beryllium
' I
I0 x 50 x 20
S = = 2660 PSl
{ 4 x (.75 x 43)- (3.75)3 (,75 - .125) 118.34Newtu-ns/mm 2)16
I
" b. Almninum 16061- T6)
.i' "I_ "S = I0 x 50 x 20 = 4640 PSI
_. 4 x 1.75x 43} - (.3834}3 (.75 -. 083} (31.99Newtons/ram 2)
_" _ 16
¢
c. Tltanltuu 6AL - 4V (Aged)
'"_
10 x _0 x 20
S = = 5800 PSI
:" [! 4 x (. 75 x 43) - (3.896) 3 (. 75 - .052) (39.99 Newtons/ram 2) '•'_ 16
• [ 1.3 NATURAL FREQUENCY !The natural frequency is calculated on the basis of a 10G load.
[ a. Beryllium
to = 48x44x xl.27x386
20 x 10) + (. 486 x. 88)]203 = 684 Hz
. !
'I! o
E-$
] 9700065 ] ] -082
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' b. Aluminum
..._j48x 107 x . 86 x 386 = 563 Hz
co = 200+ (.41x.88) 203
c. Titanium
- _48x155xlO6x'54x386
- 200+ (.486x.9) 203 = 307Hz
T_T_ 4" T T1.4 _,.... ENSIONAL CHANGES DUE TO THERMAL CONDITIONS
, [• IN THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
: The range of temperatures(-108°Cto 126.6°C)encounteredin thespace environ-
, _ ment can result in large dimensional changes in the gimbals. This can result
in orthogonality errors and in increased torque requirements because of in-
creasedfrictioninthebearings.
: E The problem of orthogonality errors will be minimized by using material_ which
have the same or closely matched coefficients of linear expansion. It is assumed
-3
'F that all parts of the gimbals will be exposed to uniform temperatures and that:i
;' the temperature gradients if any will be small.
The change for the outer gimbal is noted below for reference.
a. Beryllium - Coefficient of linear expansion -
- -6
11.6x10 per°C
Temperature range (-108°C to 126.6°C) = 234.6°C
AD = 234.6xll. 6x10 x20 = .054in. (1.35ram)
' b. Aluminum (6061 - T6) !
_ C )efficient of linear expansion 21.8 x 10-6 per °C _
10-6AD = 234.6xZl. Sx x20 = .102in. (2.54mm)
,. 1
" 1
j ;"
, \
, E-4
?
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c. Titanium (6AL-4V) coefficient of linear expansion
-6 \
I = 10.8 x i0 per °C
Z_ -- 234.6x10.8x10 -6x20 -- .050in. (1.25ram)
I 2.0 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENTS
2. I TORQUE MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
WINDING CONSTANTS UNITS SYMBOL VALUE
!iI De resistance (25°C) ohms R M 20.0
i Ii Volts at peak torque (25°C) volts Vp 25.6
Amps at peak torque amps Ip 1.3
: li Torque sensitivity oz-in/amp KT 46.8
Back EMF volts/rad/sec KB 0.33
i Inductance milli-hys. LM 19MOTOR SIZE CONSTANTS UNITS SYMBOL VALUE
_ Peak torque oz-in Tp 60 -
Motor constant oz-in/_/W'KtT-- KM 10. 5 r
[ _ Electrical time constant mtlli-sec I"M 1.0
• Mechanical time constant milli-sec 'rM 13.2
! _ Power input, stalled, atpeak torque (25°C) watts Pp 32
i! Viscous damping coefficients: oz-in/rad/sec FO 0.81• Zero impedance source
Infinite impedance source oz-in/_d/sec F I 0.04I-
I
l,i
f i'
1_-6
m m
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or
,, MOTOR SIZE CONSTANTS UNITS SYMBOL VALUE
;' [ Motor frictiontorque oz-in T F I.5
Rippletorque,average topeak percent TR 6
Ripple cycles per revolution cycles/rev --- 33
Ultimate temperature rise per deg C TPR 6.8
- watt
" Max permissiblewinding deg C --- 105
_: temperature
[
Rotor moment ofinertia °z-in-s'c2 JM 0,011
"_ Max power rate oz-in/sec2 P 3.3 x 105
": Max theoretical acceleration rad/sec 2 _ 5450
;' M
_!" Ii No load speed rad/sec C_NL 75
. ;,_ Motor weight oz --- 13.8
:, _ Peak torque oz-in. Tp 60
Motor constant oz-in/_-@'a-_ K M 10.5
• _i _ Electrical time constant milli-sec M 1.0 J
'_ Mechanicaltime constant milli-sec M 13.2
,-,_. peak torque (25°C) watts Pp 32
. _ [ Viscousdamping coefficients: oz-in/rad/sec FO 0.81 "
_ Zero impedance source
.:._ Infinite impedance source oz-in/rad/sec FI 0. 04
_:
[
.
if!
E-7 \
.i
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2.2 TACHOMETER CHARACTERISTICS
• [ tTACHOMETER GENERATOR SIZE UNITS SYMBOL VALUE
CONSTANTS
i Tach generatorfrictiontorque oz-in T F 2.8
Ripple voltage, average to peak percent ER 5. 0
Ripplecyclesper revolution cycles/rev --- 33
Rotor moment of inertia °z-in-sec2 JM 0. 011
Ii Tach generatorweight oz --- 14
[" TACHOMETER GENERATOR UNITS TOL SYMBOL VALUEWINDING CONSTANTS
; I DC resistance (25°C) ohms +12.5% RT 710
,: Voltagesensitivity volts/rad/sec -+10% K G 2.20
{i Inductance henries _30% L M 0.58
Min load resistance ohms nora RL (rain) 70K
_.; _ Max operating speed rad/sec nom max 28. 1 " ,
_, Volts @ max operating speed volts nom V 62.0
max
:: _ 3.0 TORQUE REQUIREMENTS
:.k
,, _ The torquerequirementsfortheinnerand outergimbals is evaluatedbelow
' under conditions of maximum acceleration and friction.
3.1 SYSTEM INERTIAy'
• . u.. farmula for aThe inertia of the sensing head is computed by employing "o
I cylinder rotating on a transverse axis through the center of mass, and is
- giver=by.
Ii
E-8 \
m
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4, I
: [
2
_2 r
' r I=M'T+T
where
I M = Mass 20 051 (Ib-see2/in.)386
i _ = length = 8.5 inches (. 215 meters)
• r = radius = 3.5 inches (. 089 meters)
I I 1 .051 8"52 3._ 2= + = I,38 Ib-in,-sec
' 3 4
r
Tach generatorrotorinertia- 0,056 oz,-in,-sec
I Torque motor rotor inertia -0. 011 oz. -in. -sec 22
Sensing head inertia - 22.08 oz. -in. -sec
2
[ Total inertia: 22, 75 oz, -in. -sec
| (4145 oz, cm-sec 2)
_|! The torque requirement for the inertial load accelerated to 20°/sec 2 is:
A_$
'" _ T =Ia
where:
!,
'._._ I = Inertia
L
r. a = Acceleration
•_: 20
"' [ -- = 8in. oz.
_; T = 22.75x57.3
_, [L (576 OR. CM.)
I
i .
I!, ,_
•j.
-, E-9 \
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I The inertial load for the outer gimbal is:
2
I Sensing head - 22.08 oz. in. sec
Torque motor .011
I Tach generator .056 2Total 22. 147 oz. in. sec
I The inertia of the outer gimbal is approximated by:
M Ca2 + b2)I = 1-'_2
where:
M = mass
h = gimbal width
b = gimbal length
I" (42 102)= 48 + = 1.6oz. in. sec 2I 32 x 12 x 12
The inertia of the tach generator and the torque motor:
14 2 /I = 2 x = 1.80oz. in. sec
L
The inertia of the shaft encoder is:
I -- i._0_0 5)2 2
E 386 x (7. = 1.4 oz. in. sec
2
I I outer gimbal = 22.15 + 1.6 + 1.8 + 1.4 = 26.95 oz. in. sec
The torque requirement for the outer gimbal accelerated to 20°/sec 2 is:
.| 2_._0_0= 2T = 26.95 x 57.3 9.4 oz. in. sec
!
_-1o _ \
J
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:_':- 3.2 FRICTION LOADS
The friction loads for the inner gimbal are:
I Tach Generator - 2.8 oz. in. (201.6 GR. CM.)
Torque motor - I.5 oz. in. (108GR. CM.)
I Bearings (Starting Torque) .35 oz. in. (25.2 GR. CM.)
:[_: Shaft encoder .10 oz. in. (7.2 GR. CM. )
•:._ Total friction torque - 4.75 oz. in. (342 GR. CM. )
!i. ii The total torque requirement for the tnner gimbal is:
Inertial torque 8 in. oz.
Friction torque 4.75 in. oz.
L
•# r Total 12.75 in. oz. (918 GR. CM. )
._.
_. The total torque requirement for the outer gimbal friction loads are:
_ Tach gcnerator 2.8 oz. in.":"i
•i_ Torque motor 1.5 oz. in.
-_ Bearings .35 oz. in.
.'_'_ Shaft encoder .1O._.oz. in.
._. _ Total friction torque 4.75 oz. in. (342 GR. CM.)
_ The total torque requirement for the outer gimbal is:
Inertial torque - 9.4 oz. in.
Friction torque - 4.75 oz. in.
l Total torque 14.15 oz. in. (1018 GR. CM.)
f
• _
"_ E-11
_
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_ 4. 0 OPTICAL ENCODER CHARACTERISTICS
.v. r a. Physical Ch_acteristics:
Overall Dimensions 1.75 O.D. x 4.50 longMounting Dimensiens Sy_chro size 18
Shaft Dimensions .1874/. 1872
• [ Weight 10.0 oz. max.
': I} Code Binary* Scan V-scan
, • _ Function Linear
_ Capacity 16384 total count
_" Resolution 1/16384
, Starting Torque . 10 oz-in, max.
_ iii Running Torque .05 oz-in, max.
J
•_ Operating Speed 40 RPM
!_ Slew 500 RPM
_:_: Termination Connector: BuWeps 2260041-2
:"_. _ Radial Play .0005" @ 4.0 oz. rev. ld.
i ,_ End Play .0005" @8.0 oz. rev. ld.
;,.., Direction of Count Counterclockwise increasing
• _. Light Source Gallium Arsenide
",- b. Electrical Characteristics:
Input Power 125 ma -28V ±5% max.
25 ma @+SV _5%
I 225 ma @ -SV i5% 100% duty cycle85 ma -SV _5% 25% duty cycle
Logic "0" O_en; See Figure E-1
Logic "I" 0.5V max.
";[i
• . E-12
;!
• _._
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I ENCODER ON
,/2____
.:_.
_+ 1! -IOV
_ _ -- ENCODER ,'• REA Y
4
i "'.:+i t INT ERROGAT E
R-'
1/:.
" I NOT ES:1. AT THE MAXIMUM INTERROGATION RATE OF 30 K.C., THE ENCODER MUb-_I" BE
TURNED OFF FOR AT LEAST 1.0_SEC.
!
-!
•% Figure E-1. Encoder Interrogation
i | ,
' i
] 9700065 ] ] -092
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L
-_ Input Impedance 5k! 'Rate. up to 30k Hz
Maximum Read Time See Figure E-1
Interrogate Activated By grounding input select line
(Encoder On)
I Interrogate Inactive When select line is at AT -10V
(Encoder Off)
, c. Environment:
_.
_i:,__ Operating Temperature -108°C to +126.6°C
_ Humidity Relative 95%
. _ Vibration 2000 Hz 15g
. . Shock 50 g for 11 _1 millisecond
*• [
[
!
• t
_ mm m
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I APPENDIX F
LASER AND ANGLE TRACKER TESTS
!
I.0 DIFFRACTION-LIMITED GaAs LASER TESTS
Tests were run on the diffraction-limited GaAs laser (developed by IBM) to de-
r [- termine the basic performance characteristics. The tests reported in _ec-
: tion F. I. I (Current Input Versus Optical Output), Section F 1.2 (Far-Field
_ I: Radiation Pattern), and Section F. I. 3 (Wavelength Distribution of the Far-
:. Field Radiation) were performed at IBM's Thomas Watson Research Cente,'.
[_ All tests reported here were performed with the laser operating at room t_m-
perature (300°K). Figure F1 show_ two pictures of the diffraction-limit..d
_ GaAs laser, taken when the laser was partially disassembled. The external
dimensions of the laser housing (which holds the reflectors, lenses, laser di-
:. ode, and heat sink mounting) is approximately 2. 5" x I. 3" x I. 2." The entire
_: laser, including the baseplate, weighs approximately 9 pounds.
_, I.1 CURRENT INPUT VS. O.'_TICALOUTPUT
/_ [i The current input to the diffraction-limited GaAs laser was indirectly obtained
by measuring the voltage drop across a sampling resistor (Rs) that was placed
[ on the primary side of a 4:1 current transformer. The laser diode was the load
on the secondary side of the transformer. Dup to the laser cavity configuration,
it was not possible to place the sampling resistor on the secondary side with
the laser diode. Figure F-2 is a schematic of the test setup used _o measure
, the current input and optical output.
I
F-I
4 _ m
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LENS L 2 LENS L 1
I /TOTAL REFLECTOR
PARTIAL REFLECTOR
...... vmm_,_._: _ _
. _/ -. /ADJUSTMENT
._._ !/" SCREW(2)
t --.
CYLINDRICAL
OUTPUT OPTICS LENS L 1
I BP SEPLArE
! NOTE: LASER WEIGHT INCLUDING BASEPLATE IS 0. _ KG (2.0 LBS)
LASER DIODE t
• & MOUNTING
': I _ - ' _'k -LENS
': " - ___ "_ ALIGNMENT
, / SCREW (4)
CURRENT _ ___ I_- _,INPUT _ '
I TERMINALS "
'" _;" " '_L
dl,
ITT69/0_192 I
[' Figure F-1. Diffraction-Limited Gallium Arsentde Laser
: F-2
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L; A current probe was placed in the primary side to check the current readings
;': I obtainedby thesampling resistormethod. A discrepancywas observed between
the two methods. The samplingresistormethod indicatedthe peak currentwas
I The riseand falltimes shorterthanthedirect ofthehigher.
were readings cur-
rent probe. This occurred because the sampling resistor method does not take
I into account the inductance of the circuit. The current probe was not used per-
manently because of a difficulty in attaching the probe to short lead lengths.
•_i: I Also, there was some question as to how much inductance the probe itself would
B,
_". introduce to the laser driver circuit. The current probe method is believed to
, "_ be more accurate. It is recommended future test setups be able to accommodate
:" them. It is also recommended the laser driver be built so it can directly drive
!'. the laser diode without a transformer. This will ultimately be necessary in
_ order to reduce pulse widths and rise times on the future diffraction-limited
GaAs lasers.
._.'_
'_: |_ The current threshold level for self-sustaining oscillation in the diffraction-
_ _i limited GaAs laser was measured to be approximately 46 amperes. The thres-
":'_:',' I! hold was very sensitive to the optical alignment of the laser cavity. This was
_- the lowest threshold obtained, after many "fine" adjustments were made to the
_ _ alignment. After the fine alignment had been performed, the stability of the
!_i laser appeared reasonably good over an observed period of several hours and
,,..,
-,*,_,._ could even take a small amount of shock (tapping the cavity hou,,ing withL
:_ knuckles) without going out of alignment. This laser was not designed to pass
" I- environmentaltestsbutappears very solid. Future unitswillhave thelaseri.
cavitydesignedtofurtherincreasethemode stabilityand overallruggedness.
" There presently appears to be no reason why the diffraction-limited GaAs laser
could not pass space qualification tests. All components are solid-state.
i F-4
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The maximum peak radiated power measured from the laser was 2 watts. The
corresponding peak wa_ amperes. Figure F-3 is a graph of the
current 100
peak current input versus peak radiated output. Figure F-4 shows the oscillo-
scope waveforms for current input optical output versus time for both
the and
the threshold case and the maximum case. It should be noted that IBM did not
have a laser driver that could provide 100 amperes with pulse widths and rise
times shorter than those shown (250 nsec pulse width, 100 nscc rise time). At
': the maximum peak radiated power (2 watts), and for a current pulse width of
250 nsec and maximum pulse repetition rate of 4 kHz, the maximum duty cycle
[,! obtained was 001.i •
[
The far-field radiation pattern (spatial intensity distribution) was experimentally
measured using a 10 micron slit aperture, S-1 photomultiplier, sliding carriage,
and an xy recorder. The test setup is shown in Figure F-5. The radiation pat-
tern in botb the and 5-3 of technical for coordin-
XZ yz planes (see Figure report
ate reference) was measured with the laser operating at 2-watts output. The
' _ graphs in Figures F-6 and F-7 show the far-field radiation patterns plotted for
i
the xz and yz planes respectively• The full angle laser output beamwidth can
[ be calculated to be approximately 0. 3 degrees in both planes by measuring the
spatial beamspread at the one-half power points from the respective plots. The
l far-field radiation patterns in Figures F-6 and F-7 have a near Gaussian spatial
intensity distribution. These measured far-field patterns are typical for radta-
I tion in the lowest order transverse mode (the diffraction-limited mode).
Two cylindrical lenses (L3 and L4) were placed at the optical output of the laserresonator in order to obtain a symmetrical (_quare) output beam. The beam
i waist was experimentally measured at the output of the cylindrical optics (L4)to be approximately 1. 5 mmx 1.5 mm. Using the approximation 0 = k/d for
the diffraction-limited beamwidth, one should obtain an output beamwidth of|
r_
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Figure F-3. Peak Current Input Vs Peak Radiated Output
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Figure Fw4. Current Input & Optical Output Ve Time
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PUIZE• GENERATOR
" 70 V
.' P.S.
'[ I
[. DRIVER P.S.
, L ELECTRONICS
: i'.
• TRANS- X-Y RECORDER
FORMER ]
// _ L 3 L4 /
i- s-1 PM
• _ RCA7102 -
/ / Jli' [ _
DIFFRACTION- LIMITED CYLINDRICAL 10 MICRON
GaAs LASER OUTPUT OPTICS SLIT APERTURE(TO GET SQUARE BEAM)
I
Figure F-5. Test Set-Up For Measuring Far-Field Radiation Pattern
?
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Figure F-6, Laser Far-Field Radiation Pattern (x z plane)
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I! Figure F-7. Laser Far-Field Radiation Pattern (yz plane) I
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• 035 degrees instead of the. 3 degrees obtained from the far-field radiation
'_ plots• On the surface, this result indicates that the laser was not radiating in
the diffraction-limited mode, however, the cylindrical lenses (L3 and L4) were
last-minute additions to the laser and it is believed that they were the main
cause of _he discrepancy. Improper design and/or alignment with respect to
the laser resonator could be an explanation. Due to lack of time, this could not
be investigated on this contract. Extensive far-field radiation pattern tests on
":_ l i this same laser will be performed at ITT on another Contract (NAS8-20833).
' -_i t 1.3 WAVELENGTH DISTRIBUTION OF THE FAR-FIELD RADIATION
: The wavelength distribution of the laser far-field radiation was measured with
[ a Bausch and Lomb monochromator. The test setup is shown in Figure F-8.
The wavelengthdistributionisobtainedby plottingtherelativeintensityversus
_ the wavelength of the laser output. Figure F-9 shows the wavelength distribu-
:_ tion of the far-field radiation for three different lv.ser outputs. The plots show
[!;i the envelope of the wavelength distribution rather than the wavelengths of the
'_' individualongitudinalmodes. [
_i. When the peak radiatingpower Is increasedfrom thresholdto maximum output
.. [ and the duty cycle is increased (thereby increasing the average Input power tothe laser), the sl_ectral bandwidth (A_) increases and the wavelength at the peak
'_ intensity becomes longer. For the lasing threshold case (. 1 w, 46 a, 1 kHz)
4,._" O
•"_".. the spectral bandwidth (AX) at the 1/2 power point is approximately 30 A com-
o
• I pared to 80 A for the case where the laser is operated at its maximum duty
cycle at maximum peak output _ w, 100 a, 4 kHz). The peak intensity wave-
o o
i lengths were 9040 A and 9080 A, respectively. An in-between case for maxi-
mum peak output not at maxLmum duty cycle (2 w, 100 a, 1 kHz) is also plotted.
,!
*al
-:,l:-. I
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PULSE 1 KV
" GENERATOR P.S.
P.S. -
555
_: _ TEKTi:_ON1X |
DRIVER
I WAVE LENGTH t- _1
,. READOUT I S-1
I rll!llln4:l TRANSFORMER DRUM _ PM ..
out
| - _DIFFRACTION-LIMITED BAUSCH ._LOMB
. GaA[ LASE_ GRATING
• _ MONOCHROMATOR :
I
I
! Figure F-8. Test Set-up for Measuring the Wavelength CA) + .
Distribution of the Far-Field Radiation
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+ i.4 LASER DRIVER ELECTRONICS
t
I Two different laser drivers have been built by ITTA to drive the low impedance
laser diode (_0.05_). Because of the desire for high peak current inputs to
I the laser and very fast rise time pulses, neither of the two laser drivers uses
a transformer to step up the current to the laser. A current prcbe was placed
I in series with the laser diode and the following data was measured for the SCRq
and avalanche transistor driver (operated at its maximum capability).
• . Type Laser Peak Current Rise Time Pulse
_' Driver Output (in.) rr Width
t
-,_ SCR 128 amps. 100 ns 200 ns
:: |: Avalanche 132 amps. 40 ns 90 ns
I Transistor
_ 4 inparallel)
• |i Extensivew, "kwi_ be performed on the _'AdvancedLaser Tracking Technique"
>_-+_ contr_ t _" _$8-20833) to greatly improve the lp-ser drivers that will be needed
I+ )
_+ mf.j
+_ for the diffraction-limited GaAs laser.
:: 2.0 ANGLE TRACKER FUNCT+ONAL VERIFICATION TESTS
+_,_. 2.1 ACQUISITION SCAN
/
" provide a 30 degree by 30 J_.gree acquisition scanning pattern, two 10-bit
_" binaryupdown counterswere constructed.Generated by the acquisitioncenter's
isa 1024x 1024 stepacquisitionfield.A 1000 x 1000 stepfieldwould be
] producedby replacinggates8A and 8B (ITTA Drawing #5518187)withgates
8A2 and 8B2. A singlefieldscan sequence isas follows.The yaw counteris
I driven one step with each successive C. P. a total of 1024 steps or "one line."
A plus or minus line "end" _s detected by gate 8A or 8B. At the line end - the
i yaw cou,iterdriveisinhibitedwhileitsup-down mode ischanged. As theyaw
: driveis i,-hhibitedthe pitchdriveis enabledc-,usingthe pitchscan to deflect
.
""" [
< \
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one step. This - fast yaw slow pitch-scan continues to the end of the first field
I at which time coincident pitch and yaw "end" pulses will be detected. Coincident
pitch and yaw end pulses define a field corner at which time the fast-slow pitch
I and yaw modes are interchanged. Fast scan is now developed by the pitch
counter while slow scanning in the yaw. The four fields successively scanned
I are top to bottom, left to right, bottom to top, and right to left.
2.2 TRACK SCAN
The pitch and yaw track scan counters are each 5-bit binary up-down counters.
' _ The three MSB's generate the +8 step crusiform type scan, while the two LSB's
divide the return signal by four which provides the correct - return place to
scan correct place - ratio. The track scan waveform, as observed by displaying
the deflection coil current, has a rise time of 5 ns. The rise time is limited by
the deflection coil impedance and distributed capacitance. If the track step level
has stabilized, prior to receiving the return place, rise time prevents no
problem. To provide accurate target position data, this is necessary. The r
transmit place is delayed relative to track step time ensuring correct stabiliza-
tion. A second condition affecting the track step accuracy, is in the form of a
transient generated by the D/A converter. The magnitude of the transient is
determined by the number of acquisition and tracking counter bits which must
change state to attain the next step position. From this, it can be seen that a wors
worst case condition will exist when crossing zero. Each track and acquisition
counter bit changes state when traversing the scan about boresight. In the
D/A converter, the effect generated by a large bit change is a transient voltage
generated by differential turn-on - turn- 3ff response time of the buffer amplifiers.
I This in turn charges the distributed capacitance of the resistive ladder. Buffer
amplifier differential ton - toff time can be optimized by trimming the +2.5V
_i' voltage supply to each unit. A lower impedance resistive ladder would reduce
the capacitive discharge effects.
t
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2.3 MINIAC SCAN
! 'Two Miniac scan generators were constructed, Mod-1 and Nod-2.
I Mod-1 utilizes three R. C. timing circuits. One circuit for each establishing
line scan duration and one for establishing the desired number of fields. This
circuit has potential flexibility for ease of changing field size and duration.
Mod-2 generator uses a digital approach eliminating the usual R. C. timing
stabilityproblems. Italso economizes on circuitry,by utilizingthe track
control counter, as its difital source. Two four-bit counters of the track con-
[ trolcounterprovidethe 16 x 16 stepMiniac field.For both pitchand yaw line
scan end place,a countof 8 is sensed tocenterthe Miniac fieldaboutthe last
[ target position. Cnincident pitch and yaw end place define a field "corner"
(as in the acquisition scan generator) changing the state of the corner control
• I_ mode flip-flop. Thus, the following field is scamaed at right angles to the
previous field. If at the end of the one shot timing cycle, the target has notl! been reacquired, the control counter is reset. The following end places are 7
;
,, L
then generated by the full field acquisition counter.
4
2.4 MODE CHANGE - RETURN PULSE CORRELATION DETECTOR
_ The digitalangletrackermay operateinany ofthreemodes, Acquisition,
Track or Miniac as determined by the presence or absence of target return
• _ signals.The Return Pulse CorrelationDetector(ITTA Drawing #5518189)
isthe circuitprimarilyinvolvedinmode switching.Circuitscomprisingthe
I" Correlation Detector are: Acquisition Stop, Return Signal Control and Track-
Search Mode Control. Mode switching functions are performed as follows:
Acquisition to Track - Conditions necessary to create a mode switch from
li search to track involve:
1. A target return signal pulse
F 2. Stop acquisition scan I
r
F-16 \
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3. Differential true return signal from noise pulse
I 4. Switch from sear_'h to track mode
5. If signal proves to be noise, continue acquisition scan.
I To prevent scanning past the target when in search, the acquisitio,_ scan is
stopped upon receiving the first return signal pulse. The acquisition stop
I control flip-flop is reset as the return pulse triggers the timing one-shot
{TOS-1). This discharges the acquisition stop delay timing capacitor (TC-1).
Resetting the acquisition stop control prevents any further clock pulses from
'_ driving the _.cquisition scan generator. Next, a gate is formed to differentiate
a true return pulse from noise signal. The gate width is sufficient to allow the
return pulse to drive the return signal flip-flop. Its repetition period is
-[ established by the transmit clock pulse repetition period. (1 microsecond at
-" 1 kHz or. i microsecond at 10 kHz). The return pulse gate is applied to the
r
• |= "Set" inputs of the Return Flip-Flop and is formed by the combined action of
- r timing one-shots TOS-1, 2 and 3. The Return Flip-Flop is "SET" by drive
from the "SECOND" return pulse. In turn it "Enables" the track-search Flip-
_.i: _ Flop which then switches to Track mode at the following clock pulse. If the
• |_: second return pulse is not received (after a period determined by the char_.e
-_
_ time of the capacitor, (TC-1) the acquisition stop Flip-Flop will again be "set"
i_: a!lowing the acquisition scar to continue.
F: Track to Mtniac - Should the target be lost while in track mode, the immediate
area is searched by the Miniac (miniature acquisition scan) generator. The
I switch from track to Miniac is as follows: Loss of return signals allows the
acquisition stop control to "Set" as aforementioned. This action resets the
return signal Flip-Flop and enables the "K" input of the track search mode
control. The track Flip-Flop then switches to search mode at tbe following
I. transmit clock A '_track-to-search" mode thepulse. change, triggers Miniac
field one-shot whose duty cycle determihes the number of fields to be scanned.
: F-17 \
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Miniac to Track or Acquisition- A switchfrom Miniac totrackmode isac- i
complishedinthe same manner as from Acquisitionto track.Ifthetargetlies
outside the minifield, the miniscan continue_ till the end of the field timing one- "
shot cycle. The control counter at this time, resets, allowing the acquisition
counters to scan the full 30 degrees by 30 degrees field.
2. 5 LINEARITY COILS
A fluxfielduniformitytestwas run on a commercially availablefocuscoilof
thetype used inthe angletracker. A new focuscoilwas wound fi'omthe
,_', [ detection of nonuniformities. In winding +.hecoil, special attention was given to
extending the linear portion of the field, such as to cover the greatest [,hototube
• [ area. Uniformity was extended toward the ends of the coil form by the addition
of end coils consisting of a large number of turns of small conductor wire, placed
• __• as close to the ends of the coil form as practical. A plot of the resultant field
distribution relative to the videssector is shown in Figure F-10.
• 2.6 POWER MEASUREMENTS
_ _ Power consumptionof theangletracker(criticalcomponents) under testhas the
followingdistribution.Setup:angletrackertrackingtargetatboresight.
SupplyVoltage Power Consumption
[ +5V DC 1.25 W+J 5V DC 1.63 W
-15V DC 1.63 W
+1_. 5V DC 4. 6 W 1
-2300V DC 2.0 W
Total = 11. 14 W[
[
r
P
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I 1.0 INTRODUCTION
!
A paper design of an Optical Guidance System (OGS) for rendezvous and docking,
based on techniques and hardware components that are available now has been
completed. The system was designed so that it could be used on any Apollo
Applications Program mission vdth little or no modification. This paper design
includes the design or technical specifications for all subsystems and a detailed
I performance analysis of the major system parameters. The OGS laboratory
prototype (Contract NAS 8-11673, completed December, 1967 by ITT) was usedas a design guideline. Due to significant hardware advances, since the comple-
tion of the OGS lab prototype, portions of two of the subsystems have been lab- "
ricated in order to assure that they could be incorporated in a near future flight
system for AAP; the two are a digital angle tracker (including an image dis-
sector) and a diffraction-limited GaAs laser transmitter.
Section 2 0 of this final the rendezvous andreport presents general docking
problem, and states problem definitions and working assumptions that are used
I! for this 3.0 the various of the whiledesign. Section presents capabilities OGS,
outlining the baseline system• The baseline OGS includes all subsystems, thus
"t" providing the space vehicle with line-of-sight (LOS) range and range-rate,
chaser pitch and yaw LOS angles and angle-rates, target pitch and yaw LOS
anglesand angle-rates,chaser-targetrelativerollangle (keyingfordocking),
and also a low data rate two-way communications link. Section 4.0 presents t
the system performance requirements and specifications. Section 5.0 pre- _
sents a detailed technical discussion of all the subsystems that make up the
1-1
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, baseline system. Included are detailed design parameters of the laser
,-.[;'; transmitter, receiver optics, receiver sensor, angle tracker electronics,
range electronics, two-axis gimbals, etc. Requirements for interface _th
I the space vehicles and a preliminary look at parts qualification arc also pre-
sented in Section 5.0. Section 6.0 presents alternate system configurations
I and Section 7.0 presents ITT's conclusions and recommendations regarding a
spaceborne system. Analysis of the expected system performance (i.e., maxi-
I mum range, range accuracy, tracking rates, thermal, laser safe,y, etc.) is
: presented in the Appendix of the report.
f t, I One very significant subsystem that was not included in thi_ OGS desiga was
':i"" I the newly developed piezoelectric beam steerers for scanning and p,_inting the
'_ laser transmitter. This has just recently been developed and tested on the&.
3
I Advanced OGS (Contract NAS 8-20833) and the use of this subsystem in future
_:;, f?,ight systems is discussed m the recommendations and conclusions section.
.[
1 ;
!
[
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I 2.0 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND WORKING ASSUMPTIONS
i- 2.1 GENERAL RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING PROBLEM
L
Performance of rendezvous and docking requires knowledge of the relati_ e _osi-
'i" tions and velocities of the spacecraft involved, docking opera-
Rendezvous and
tions, manual or automatic, will be r_quired in ma_ly of the future space
I missions. These missions will include assembly of large complexes in orbit,
supply shuttles to large space stations, station-keep'he of spacecraft i,J orbit,
space rescue operations, orbital refueling, and a number of possible n.iitary
operations.
I Generally, a rendezvous and docking mission has a target vehicle in orbit with
its orbital parameters known from ground tracking. The rendezvous vehicle(chaser) is launched into orbl_, and when the rc!zt'_'ve range is short enough for
the chaser vehicle on-board sensors to acquire target vehicle relative position
and velocity data, thrusting is applied to cause the chaser vehicl,- to come within
close proximity (1000 feet) of the target vehicle. A close proximity station-
keeping mode can be used for final checkout prior to the docking stage. For
I docking, the target vehicle is maintained in a selected attitude and the chaser
vehicle is piloted (manually or automatically) into the target docking adaptor at
i some small closing velocity. il
The Op:_cal Guidance System (OGS) addresses the problem of on-board sensors
y -
I needed for in-flight acquisition and tracking from 120 km (75 miles) to final
docking contact.
L
\
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r 2.2 VEHICLE ASSUMPTIONS
'[' The Optical Guidance System can generally be used on any two vehicles perform-
ing rendezvous and docking maneuvers, however, the application here is directed
I toward use on the Apollo Applications Program. The AAP Orbital Workshop
(OWS) can be considered as the target vehicle and the Command Service Module
I (CSM) and the Lunar Module-Apollo Telescope Mount (LM-A) as the chaser
veMcles. For convenience the LM-A has been chosen as the target vehicle, and
:. { ! docking port I of the Orbital Workshop's multiple docking adaptor (MDA) will be
: referenced as the docking port of the target vehicle. Figure 2-1 shows the AAP
.= cluster of the Orbital Workshop, LM-A and CSM.
___..
J
"• [
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f 3.0 BASELINE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
. li Theo ,,oa,o=d oesystemhasthepo,on,,a,per ormia yindependent
,:' functions simultaneously {i. e., ranging, chaser and target angle tracking,
' '_ li relative roll index sensing, and two-way communications). This can be ac-
complished by integrating the various subsystems into one system. The "base-
_. _ line system" referred to in this report will consist of all subsystems integrated
' _: together to form the full-blown Optical Guidance System.
• ::_ _." The basic subsystems are:
• -:_ a. Optical Radar
,_ _ b. Beacon/Corner Reflector/Angle Tracker
".' :; c. Two-Axis Gimbal and Servo Control
.... _ d. Third-Axis Angle Sensor (Roll Indexing for Docking)
-_: [! e. Communications Subsystem
,. ",_
. .,, ._ f. Processing and Control Electronics Associated with the above.
'•_ [i The subsystems are shown in Baseline System Block Diagram in Figure 3-1.
, The integrated subsystems are arbitrarily located on the chaser and target
I" vehicles as shown. The respective hardware for each vehicle could be inter-
changed, but for consistency it will not be interchanged for this report. Table
i 3-1 shows the size-weight-power estimates for the baseline system. System
configurations other than the baseline system are presented and discussed in
, [; Section 6.0. ,
""' _ IF l
" !i |
• \
" "._ 3-1
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!," |7 CHASEP. TARGETi;
_..
:" ACQUISITION
_BEACON
''_ I_" OPTICAL RADAR 30° x 300 10° x 10 °
ANGLE TRACKER SEN,qOR _ .s
I .03 ° x. 03°
...m- ---,,-'
._ ._
DISSECrOR
_ _,. CORNER t JBE
.---- _REFLECTORl-... t--,: li XMTR
o=d..o..COMMUNICATIONS TRACKER_" _-" __ [ SENSOR
3rd AXIS
" ' [ ANGLE SENSOR OPTICAL _
:- -- (ROLL INDEX
• FOR DOCKING) COMM]JNICATION
' /,_ GIMBALS
._. 7 x_+120°) (ZTO° x_+,20°)
•2,;
,_1[!
_. PROCESSING & CONTROL PROCESSING & CONTROL
E LE _RONICS E LE 6"£RONI CS
RANGE, RANGE-RATE ANGLES, ANGLE-RATE
,- --ANGLES, ANGLE-RATES SERVO CO_ROL --
I
; . I I ,_
:_ Figure $-1. Baseline System Block Diagram
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LTABLE 3-1
' |" BASELINE SYSTEM SIZE-WEIGHT-POWER ESTIMATES
w
CHASER[ Weight Power
Optical Radar 12# 12 W
Optical Communication 5# 5 W
Third-Axis Angle Sensor 2# 3 W
_,- [, Payload Housing (Including misc. supports) 6# -|.
._ Two-,axis Gimbal 20# 20 W
r Electronics (Including display) 15# 17 W
_: 60# 47 W
.,: TARGET
I Beacon (On only during acquisition) 3# 50 W
_ Corner Cube 2# -
i_ I Angletracker 11# 11 W
OpticalCommunication 5# 5 W}l Payload Housing (including misc. supports) 6# -
'._
" Two-Axis Gimbal 20# 20 W
._ Electronics (Including display) 12# 10 W
.,,, 59# 96 W
SIZE
Outline dimensions for the electro-optical payload mounted on the gimbals
I and forthe electronicspackage externalto thegimbals are approximately
the same forboththechaser and targethardware. The sizeof thebaseline
t[.:: OGS not including the gimbals, is approximately:
.: Electro-optical payload 7-1/2" dia. x 17" long (cylinder)
'._'_ |_ Electronics package 6" x 6" x 12" I
._,
• v
•:} 3-3
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,_ A block diagram of the acquisition-track sequence is shown in Figures 3-2a
" [_' and 3-2b. A sequence of operation for the baseline system is postulated
as follows:
I • When the chaser and target vehicles were within 120 km (75 miles)
of each other the target acquisition beacon would be turned on andthe chaser angle tracker sensor would start its "acquisition"
li scan. Initially, the target vehicle would have to point toward the
chaser to witl_ *5 ° (for 10° laser beacon) or it would have to
, _: tell the OGS where the chaser was to within 4-5° so the OGS could
slew its two-axis gimbals toward the chaser to within *5 ° , Also,
_: I the chaser vehicle would have to point toward the target to within
, ±15 ° initially (30° x 30° electro-optical scan field) or it would
Y
! have to tell the OGS where the target was to within -15 ° so the
::_ OGS could slew its two-axis gimbals toward the target to within
:'_ I +15°"
>, • The chaser angle tracker sensor scans a 30 ° x 30° field by look-
'_ ! ing at only a. 03° x. 03° field-of-view (FOV) at one instant in
_! time• The . 03 ° x. 03' instantaneous FOV is stepped through the
'_" E 30 ° x 30° field until the target acquisition beacon is located. For
a 1 kHz scan rate it would take 1000 seconds (16.6 minutes) to
,_ completely scan the 30° x 30 ° field.
• After the chaser has located the target beacon to within a. 03 ° x .'
• 03° element in its acquisition an the chaser angle tracker
- sensor is switched to a "track" m_ie of operation. The track
mode effectively dithers the . 03° x. 03° instantaneous FOV
i around the position of target beacon thus enabling angle error
signals to be generated so that the position and velocity informa- "
_ tton can be constantly updated for a moving target. The tracking : I
,,. is then performed via a closed-loop electr°-°ptical-mechanical
_ servo system.
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_t_ _o°x_o°_SiT_O_
BEACON FOV
I" TARGET
BORESIGHT AXIS -- -& LINE-OF-SIGHT
(SAM INITIALLY)
[
. LINE-OF-SIGHT (LOb') CHASER 30 ° x 30 °
tl} ,_ IS DIRECTIONOFEousSENSORFIELD_OF_INSTANTAN__ _OPTICAL SENSOR (ANGLE TRACKER)FOVBoRE IGHTAXIS &
._ _ _ VIEW. AN ANGLE LINE-OF-SIGHT
SENSOR IS LOCATED (SAME INITIALLY)
{" ON BOTH VEHICLES. TARGET
_' CHASER-TO-TARGET LOS ---_
"_ r_ BORESIGHT AXIS
; ANGLE
_i _ / eot = BETWEEN CHASER BORESIGHT
"_ r AXIS AND CHASER-TO-TARGET LOS
•_ TARGET
I-
CHASER •
[-
_ ,
.-_
! _ Figure 3-2a. Block Diagram of Acquisition-Track Sequence
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'_• 1!
', • REFLECTED LASER BEAM (T2) TARGET
AFTER CItASER LASER
T" (T1) IS TURNED-ON THE
TARGET BEACON IS CHASER . 30° x 30° OPTICAL FOV
RANGING IS PERFORMED
CttASER TRANSMITTED LASER
" I "_ITII T 1 & "rf. L_. BEAM (T1)
" t. 30 ° x 30° OPTICAL FOV
-, (ANGLE TRACKING T2 AND RANGING T 1 - T2)
:' 1" TARGET
2
"' _0
CHASER-TO-TARGET LOS -_ "_'-,---.-
¢' ,/
"_':._ NOTE, TIIAT WIIEN TIIE /_" TARGET-TO-CHASER LOS ,'
-_, CHASER AND TARGET CHASER _/ _
::;. _ DOCKING AXES ARE NOT:,, PARALL_:Le? ND,,o I (• '
•_ ARENOTr_A,_.TI,ERE-
• _ l _ CHASER DOCKING AXISFORF BOTIt MUST BE
r TARGET
I-
, MANUEVER VEHICLE(S) TO
- MAKE e 0 AND a 0 SMALL
! PRIOR TO DOCKING.
T
:,,,_ [!o Figure 3-2b. Block Diagram of Acquisition-Track Sequence
.. _,
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• After the chaser angle tracker hP_s been switched to the "track"f mode, the chaser two-axis gimbals (on which the angle tracker is
mounted) are slewed such that the angle tracker and gimbal bore-
i sight axes are hulled.
• After the chaser angle tracker and gimbals are hulled to within
• 03_,the chaser laser transmitter is turned on. This laser has a
.03 ° x. 03° beamwidth and will therefore be directed precisely at
the target vehicle. The chaser laser beam will be reflected off
i' the target vehicle by the corner cube reflectors and be returned
to the chaser. The chaser now can track the target vehicle via
f its own two-way transmission beam and does not need the target
laser beacon to maintain track. The target beacon is turned off
automatically when the chaser laser beam is recognized by the
angle tracker sensor mounted on the target vehicle.
• The target angle tracker and gimbal now senses and tracks the
chaser vehicle similarly to the manner in which the chaser
originally tracked the target beacon. Target and chaser line-
of-sight (LOS) angles and angle-rates are now available on each
_ respective vehicle.
• The chaser laser also uses its two-way transmission beam to
measure the line-of-sight range between the two vehicles.
-I _ Range rate is also obtained by differentiation of successive range
readings.
I • The third-axis angle which is essentially a roll-indexing angle
is sensed at short ranges (<1000 feet). Thls roll-indexing angle
i is only needed for docking.
If • The following relative position and velocity data is available at Ieach respective vehicle:
3-7 _ \
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CHASER TARGET
Line-of-sight angles to Line-of-sight angle to
target (0x, _y). chaser (_x' Oly).I
LOS angle-.rates wrt LOS angl.e-rates wrt
[ target (ex' e? chaser (_x' _y)
LOS range (pJ be.tween
[ chaser-target
" LOS range-rate (R)
•" between chaser-target
':" 3rd axis angle (_)
relative roll index
_. between chaser-target[
:: • In order to have "all" the position and velocity data at one
7_
-_: vehicle, it becomes necessary to telemeter the information from ,_'
•_• one vehicle to the other. A low data-rate (<9,000 bits/sec)
_: telemetry link can be made available by using a PCM optical
_• communication subsystem integrated into the Optical Guidance
' _:i _ System. Only a small portion of this would be necessary to
._ transmit the OGS data from chaser-to-target or vice versa.
. [ Commands and other informatiou could also be transmitted on
" this communication link.
-[
.
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I . 4.0 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS --
I
!
{_ A laboratoryprototypeofthe "OpticalGuidance System forRendezvous and
Docking" was designed, developed and tested by ITTA for NASA/MSFC from
: ;_"[! April1964 tGDecember 1967. This work was performed on ContractNAS8-
• _ 11673. The performance specifications generated by NASA/MSFC for the
_' 1_ laboratory prototype were used as guidelines for the generation of the l_er-
formance requirements for the paper design of the OGS reported here (Con-
_ tract NAS8-20717). A list of OGS system requirements for rendezvo.Js and
•_ dockinghave been generatedand are shown inTable 4-1. Also shown in
,!
Table 4-1 are the expected performance characteristics of the OGS. The
basic performance specifications of the baE:eltne subsystems are shown in
• .: [, rable 4-2.
•_, i/; A formalized set of environmental specifications for equipment to l_ used on
",, AAP missions has not been generated. Therefore, ITTA has generated a set
""_ t_ of environmental specifications for the Optical Guidance System based on various
_'' data collected from NASA, Martin-Marietta, Grumman, RCA, and McDonnell-
'_ _- Douglas. Table 4-3 shows the OGS environmental spec for all OGS equ*pment
mounted outside the spacecraft. Electronics locitted inside the _pacecrafl
should have a considerably easier environment especially with respect to
' [ temperature.
Y
,g
%
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TABLE 4-1
OGS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS & PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
i Performance
Parameter R__equircment Characteristic
!
1_,. km (75 mt)• Maximum Range 120 km (75 mi)
Minimum Range 0 (dock) G (dock)
: . [ Range Accuracy(fcrR>3km) ±.5% +.05%
,;, [ (forR< 3k m) ± 10era _ 10t
._". Maximum R..,ge.-rate 150 m/sec _ 10, 090 m/sec
:" I Minimum Range-rate 0 0
-"'_I Range-rate Accuracy
i_.. (forlong range) • I m/sec :_ I m/sec
:4.. [
•_ (¢,'_idockiPg) ± . 03 m/sec +. 03 m/sec
._'
•,. Total Angle Coverage.
._ _ (two-axlsgimba's) ± 70° x _ 120° ± 70° x ± 120°
"" Line-of-Sight Angle Accuracy ± I° _. 0'°F " "
i:.- LOS Angle-ratu Accuracy ± 003°/sec ± 00?°/sec
_
: [i '
4
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_: TABLE 4-2
•"' _ OGS SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS t
1. OPTICAL RADAR (CHASER)
[_ Ranging
Max Range 120 km (75 mi)
[ Min Range 0 (dock)4 Range Accuracy (for R >3 km) +_ 05%
: (for R < 3 km) +10 cm
•_ _ Max Range-rate _10,000 m/sec
Min Range-rate 0
._ ._ Range-rate accuracy (long range) +I m/sec
(docking) +_ 03 m/sec
: Angle Tracking
,_" ,,
• .. [
Sensor Total FOV 30° x 30°
• _ Sensor instantaneous FOV 03° x 03°
_ Laser transmitter beamwidth .03 ° x. 03°
_. [ Max. Acquis. & Tracking range 120 km (75 rni)
i_ LOS Angle accuracy <+. 01 °
_ LOS Angle-rate accuracy <_. 003°/sec
:_ [ 2. BEACON/CORNER REFLECTOR/ANGLE TRACKER (TARGET)
...i_, Acquisition Beacon_
"_ Max. acquisitionrange 120 km (75mi)
:_ Transmittedbeamwidth I0° x I0° ,,
._ Corner Cube Reflector
,_ [ Retro-directiveness +1 arc sec.
'-_i: Angle Tracker
_) Same as for "Angle tracking" in Optical Radar listed above.
3. TWO AXIS GIMBAL AND SERVO CONTROL (CHASER & TARGET)
Total Angle coverage _+70° x_r+ 120°
LOS Angle accurac- <+.01
LOS Angle - rate _ _uracy <+-,003°/sec
': [i S NSOR FOrtDOC NO
Angle coverage 0 + 40 ° :
_..._: .. Angle accuracy +1_
,_,1'! Max. Range "100Oft. '
5. OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
if E Data-rate -9,000 bRs/sec. \
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TABLE 4-3
OGS ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
f LAUNCH AND ASCENT:
Temperature: 15.5°C to 21.5°C
[
|_ Humidity: 0 to 95%
Pressure (mm.Hg): 1080.6 to 264 in 80 sec.
I--
L Acceleration (G): 7.0 Flight Axis
3.0 Lateral Axis
_ Vibration: All axes - (20-2000 Hz at 1 octave/minute) :°
20 - 50 Hz @ 0.5 mm D.A.
50 - 2000 Hz @ 2.4 g's peak
Shock: 50G _
I STORAGE:
Temperature: -40°C to +71°C
Humidity: 0 to 100% _
Pressure (mm Hg): 86.9 to 1080.6
:_i" Acceleration (G): 4.0 fore and aft
3.0 lateral
2,
I Vibration. 12.7 mm. D.A. - 5-19 Hz
10G - 20-200 Hz
•- Sine, all axes
Shock: 20G - MIL-STD-810 Method 516
' Contaminants: MSFC-SPEC-164, MSFC-PROC-151 and MSFC-PROC-166
i OPERATIONAL :
i Temperature: -108°C to 126.6°C
Pressure (ram.Hg): 10 -8
Shock & Vibration: Not Applicable
NOTE: This spec is for all OGS equipment mounted outside the spacecraft.
%
: \
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i 5. 0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF THE BASELINE SYSTEM
!
i
t The technical discussion of the baseline Optical Guidance System is broken
down into the following sub-sections:
_I_• 5. 1 Optical Radar
5. 2 Beacon/Corner Cube Reflector/Angle Tracker
-[ 5. 3 Two-Axis Gimbal and Servo Control
5.4 Third Axis Angle Sensor (Roll Indexing for Docking)
• 1 5. 5 Communicatiov. Subsystem
5. 6 Interface Requilements
5. 7 Parts Qualification
At the request of NASA/MSFC, certain areas have been concentrated on moreheavily than others. Some components of the various subsystems have had a
I technical specification generated while others have been actually designed. Twoparticular cor,_ponents of the Optical Radar subsystem were considered to be
critical portions of a future flight prototype system. It was decided, therefore,to fabricate these units. These units are the diffraction-limited GaAs laser
(including the driver electronics) and the angle tracker (including the image
dissector). The design of these units is described in Section 5. 1, and some of
" the test results obtained after they were built are reported in Appendix F.
A preliminary design of the Third Axis Sensor and the Communications Sub-
I system was performed to show their general feasibility and how they could
be integrated into the Optical Guidance System.
li '
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' 5. 1 OPTICAL RADAR
!.
I 5. 1. 1 Laser and Driver Electronics
_: 5. 1. 1. 1 Diffraction-Limited GaAs Laser
The narrow beam laser used in the chaser transmitter will be a diffraction-
| limited gallium arsenide (GaAs) laser. The particular laser used here by the
OGS is referred to as a "diffraction-limited" GaAs laser because of its output
I beam characteristics. The smallest possible cone angle for a given beam
diameter at its source is called the "diffraction-limited beam angle:' which is
I proportionalto thewavelengthto sourcebeam diameter ratio. The GaAs laser
I
normally does notradiatewitha diffraction-limitedbeam ang:e. Itwas only
• I recently (1968) that IBM's Thomas Watson Research Center developed the first
GaAs laser that radiated with a diffraction-limited beam angle. Until that
_ time, all GaAs lasers radiated with a relatively large beam angle (_20 degree).
The theoretical diffraction-limited beam angle of a GaAs laser can be as small
I_ as 0. 2 degree for a typical size laser diode. The laser ouput will be pulsed,
with the pulse repetition rate being 1-10 kHz. A 5-watt radiating peak output
power is needed to obtain120 km (75mi) ranging. The transmittedwavelength
o
(k)isapproximately9,000 A.
• The diffraction-limited GaAs laser consists mainly of a solid-state GaAs p-n
• [ : junction diode and an optical resonator made of lenses and reflectors. The
solid-state diode is placed inside the optical resonator in order to select the
lowest order, or fundamental, traverse radiating mode (the diffraction-limited
mode). The mechanism that induces lasing is the same as that used for a
I regular injection laser diode. Current is pa_sed through the diode and light
is emitted at the p-n junction. The amount and general characteristics of the
t light emitted are primarily a function of the input current, operating tempera-
ture, diode material, size of the diode, and the quality of the diode.
'F
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The laserdiodeisboresightedand alignedinsidean opticalresonator. A GaAs
•_'!I laserdiodeoperatedby itself(notinan externalcavity)willradiatein many
transversemodes. The beam divergenceformulti-mode operationis relatively
I large (_20 degree for 60 percent of radiated power). Minimum beam divergence
is of primary concern for the Optical Guidance System, therefore it is very
I beneficial to the GaAs laser in the fundamental mode dif-operate single (the
fraction-limited mode). In laboratory tests, 50 percent of the radiated power
: in a. 3 degree by. 3 degree beamwidth was obtained from the output of the
" GaAs laser operated in the diffraction-limited mode. (Small cylindrical optics
G--
, J_ at the output of the diffraction-limited GaAs laser transformed the normal
• rectangularshaped beam to a squarebeam, )
f
[ A prototype diffraction-limited GaAs laser has been built and tested. Figure
: _ 5-1 shows two different pictures of the laser taken when the laser was partially
L disassembled. Detailedtestresultsare reportedin ,_ppendixF. A summary
.... of the performance characteristics of the prototype laser operated at room
_=. temperature are shown below:
_; • Peak radiatedpower (Pt)o
._ (at 100 A peak current input) 2 watts
._.,[ • Max. duty cycle .001
_ 250 ns current pulse width
.i°!'_ [ 4 kHz rep-rate
• Threshold peak current 50 amps
• Electrical-to-optical efficiency .5% O O
• Spectral output 9050 A + 30 A
I .3 ° .3 °
,
• Output beamwidth at L2 x
,
• Exit aperture at L2 1.5 mmx 1. 5 mm ,
I *L 2 output lens of cylindrical
: output optics
Ji
!
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Five watts peak radiated power is needed to obtain 120 km (75 miles) ranging.
t.; Five watts should be obtainable in the near future with the laser. The following
sub-section is a technical discussion of the diffraction-limited GaAs laser
i developed for ITT's Optical Guidance System. This laser was developed by
IBM's Thomas Watson Research Center by Dr. E.M. R_tz and H.D. Edmonds.
r
i 5. 1. 1. 1. 1 Design Considerations
For diffraction limited radiation, a GaAs laser diode is placed in an external
optical resonator. The GaAs laser diodes are diffused p-n junction diodes ap-
proximately 15 x 10-3 inches long and 10 x 10-3 inches wide. The two parallel
faces of the diode which are cleaved, have anti-reflecting coatings in order to
_! _i reduce losses in the laser cavity.k
The IBM laser diodes are presently fabricated by a zinc diffusion process.
_ Slices of {100 _ orientation are sawed from Bridgeman grown, n-type GaAs
ingots and doped with tin in the range of 1 to 3 x 10 TMatoms/cm 3. Before
i diffusion, slices are chemically polished on one face and sealed with 5 to 10 _
mg
of ZnAs 2 in a silica ampoule (hermetically sealed vessel) of about 7 cm volume.
_! The ampoule is then kept at 750 degree Centigrade for 16 hours followed by
' [_ 850 degree Centigrade for 1.25 hours. The ampoule is then quickly cooled by
[_ placing it immediately on a transit bench top. When the diffusion is carried
_i r," out at a single temperature (i. e., 750 degree Centigrade) the resulting lasers
|_ have relatively long delay times at room temperature operation. After the
diffusion, ohmic contacts are formed by plating thin layers of gold, tin, and i
I indium on the slice. The slice is then cleaved into bars and sawed into the
I individual laser diodes. The laser diodes are mounted on a heat sink. Boththe laser diode and the mount are plated with indium and the contact is made
by cold-welding. The mount is flared at the ends in order to provide less ob-
r struction to the light, and to provide more uniform pressure on the diode to "
•; [_ minimize cracking problems. Figure 5-2 is a pictorial drawing of the laser u
diode and its heat sink mounting.
5-5
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Figure 5-2. OaAs Laser Diode and Mounting _ \
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The external optical resonator, which can set up a self-reproducing field for
the radiation from the asymmetrical GaAs laser diode, is built of spherical
lenses and plane mirrors (Figure 5-3). To make the alignment of the optical
i resonatorsimple and toavoidcriticaldimensions, no mode-selectingaperture
was included.Instead,thelowestorder transversemode is selectedby
!|. properties of the GaAs laser diode and its optical resonator.
I For the design of the spherical resonator for the GaAs laser, on,y the trans-
formation of the radiation from the narrow dimension (2Wx) of the laser diode
• [ through the internal focusing elements can be described in terms of Fraunhofer
diffraction. The transformation of the waves from the wide dimension (2Wy),
, [ must be described in terms of Fresnel diffraction. In effect, the transforma-
tion of a Gaussian beam through lenses is different in the Fraunhofer and Fresnel
regions because of the approximations made in calculating Fraunhofer diffraction.
The design objective for the optical resonator is to set up a self-reproducing
. field pattern. To obtain the design parameters which meet this objective for the .,
GaAs laser resonator, one can not make the assu_mption of uniformity c,f mode
_ structure which is made in general resonator analysis. For the GaAs laser with
• external resonator, there is a change of mode configuration from a dielectric
! E surface wave mode, guided by the p-regiun of the p-n Junction in the GaAs diode,
" to the TEM0, 0-mode in the external resonator.
Instead, to derive the resonator parameters for the GaAs laser, IBM traced
the transformation of the radiation from the laser diode through the unfolded
equivalent of the optical resonator. For the x-direction, where the lasing
I Junction is only a few wavelengths high, it is observed that the diverging phase-
front is transformed by the first lens to a plane phadefront when the radiating
aperture of the laser diode is at the focal point of the lens. In the second lens
of the unfolded equivalent of the optical resonator the plane phasefront is trans-
formed into a circular phasefront, which converges toward the focal point of t
5-7 ,i
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Figure S-,,S,,"Optical Resonator of the Diffraction-limited OaAs Laser _
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[_ [ this lens. A self-reproducing field, therefore, is set up in the x-direction
!
when the distances d1 (see Figure 5-3) are equal to the focal length of the
lenses (f), that is d 1 = f.
For the wide dimension of the _asing junction (y-direction) the transformation
I of the radiation through the resonator must be described in terms of the Fresncl
I
approxima_ion. For this approxin_ation there is complete symmetzT of the mode
: parameters of the incident beam ard of the beam transformed through the lenses
in the resonator when d 1 = f. I, the unfolded equivalent of the optical lesonator, ....
! I the symmetrical mode in the y-direction is iterated by the second lens when
t .
: d2 = f.
i Because of this bifold symmetry in the y-direction, together with the tmifold
symmetry in the x-direction, it is concluded that a self-reproducing field is
|i set up in the optical resonator of the GaAs laser when the radiating apertures
_ 17 of the GaAs diode, as well as the plane reflectors, are in the focal planes of
_ the lenses; (d1 = d_,.= t).
_ _ There is no mode-selecting iris Inside the GaAs laser resonator. F(;r the wide
[ dimension, the mode structure of the laser resonator together with the width
._ of the junction discriminates against higher order transverse modes. From
the Fresnel approximation for the transformation of cohere_t radiation throt_gh
" [ a lens,
. [ = (&1)
!.
for
r dl = d2 = f
where 2w 0 is the minim_lm beam diameter of the coherent radiation.
.++ 5-9
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,_,} From Equation 5. 1, one can uerive the focal length of the lenses in the resonator
'•" t as a function of the minimum beam diameter for the lowest order transverse
mode. When this minimum beam diameter is made equal to the width of the
" lasing junction, the gain of the GaAs laser becomes higher for the TEM00-mode
than for the higher order transverse modes.
!
• I The selection of the lowest order transverse mode in the GaAs laser is enhanced
I by gain saturation during the buildup of the stimulated emission. Because of the
!
very high gain in the p-n junction, one can assume a spatially tapered distribu-
' _ _ tion of the inverted population during the buildup of the stimulated emission
_ E
._ which can result in phase-locking the oscillation over the entire lasing junction.
_ For the narrow dimension of the lasing junction, the field configuration of the
_... dielectric surface wave mode in the laser diode, combined with the smaD
" |_. junction height, inherently f_vors radiation in the lowest order transverse mode.
-_,:
_i I[ 5. 1. 1.1. 2 Optical and Electrical Properties of the Diffraction-Limited GaAs
Laser
.- _._ 5. 1. I. 1.2. 1 Threshold Current
• _!i_.I The threshold current for self-sustaining oscillation in the diffraction-limited
• •'_.. [ GaAs laser was measured and the experimental results are compared with
-__ values derived from theoretical considerations.
: _' The threshold condition is obtained by setting the gain, due to stimulated
'_ emission, equal to the sum of all losses in the readiating device. For the[: GaAs laser without external resonator:
_ (gt-_)_Re = 1 (5. 2)
,
_'
._.
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[
where
!'_ R = _F-R1R2, is the geometric-mean reflectivity
. _ = length of the active layer of the laser diode
gt = threshold gain per unit length of the active layer
[
I_ _ = sum of the losses in the GaAs laser.
_ _ The relationship between the gain in the active layer of the GaAs laser and the
current density (j) through the p-n junction was investigated experimentally
as well as theoretically. This relationship was found to be linear (g cc j) at low
temperature, the relationship holds up to room temperature.
!
The threshold current density is
[ 2 2Apd87rn v
JthA/cm2 = 0 [_,n (l/R)+_1 •
72 _-c (5. 3) /
L
= 1_ [_ln(1/R)+_]
where
nO = index of refraction
r
v = frequency of the laser radiation
Av = line width of the spontaneous emission
d = thickness of the active layer
71 = internal quantum efficiency, defined as the number of photons
emitted internally (buy not necessarily radiated externally)
for each carrier crossing the p-n Junction. ; ;
c = velocity of light _ /
1970006511-190
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%,
.... The losses c_ in a p-n junction laser without an external resonator, are causedi_" primarily by penetration of the light from the active region into the p- and
i n-junction regions and by free carrier absorption.
-1
Typical values for oz and 13 in Equation 5. 3 are oz= 25 cm and 13= 1.9 x 10 -3
i cm/A. (IBM's diffused GaAs injection laser for room temperature operation. )
'_ '_' These values (for R = 0. 3) yield a threshold current density of Jth = 30,000 '_A/cm2
_. O
and a threshold current ith = 30 A for a 10 x 10 -3 in, times 15 x 10 -3 in. diode!: I
(without external resonator).
i
[,, In the GaAs laser with the external resonator in Figure 5-3 an additional loss
_" mechanism is introduced. The power of the emitted radiation is comparatively
low, because of the spherical aberration of the wide angle radiation from the
narrow dimension of the GaAs diode inside the resonator. In the resonator in
Figure 5-3, only radiation with small divergence angles can contribute actively
to the feedback of the laser and a considerable amount of the wide angle radia-
_!_ _ injection lost, From ftion in the x-direction of the laser is the measured far- t
:._ f field radiation characteristics of the GaAs laser with the external resonator, it
_- was concluded that approximately 3/4 of the radiation in the x-direction is lost
• _ [._ because of the spherical aberration of the lenses in the external resonator,
f_ The threshold condition for the GaAs laser with the external resonator is
-
(gt - _) 1
[ (I-Pj_) l:l e = 1 (5. 4)
where P_ is the power lost because of spherical aberration in the resonator.|
1
'i
\
t
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, The threshold current density is
O 2 1 [_ 1 ]
[ JthA/Cm = _ _n (l_p 1) R + a (5. 5)
o 2
Jth = 50,000 A/cm
O
::_ [i and the threshold current is ith = 5O A, (this value was actually measured).
5. 1.1.1.2.2 Quantum Efficiency
,- _. The internal quantum efficiency (rlin) of the injection laser is defined as the
number of photons emitted internally (but not necessarily radiated externally)
,. for each carrier crossing the p-n junction.
._ The external quantum efficiency (r/ex) is defined by the number of photons
• _ radiated from the laser for each carrier crossing the p-n junction. The ex-
i ternal quantum efficiency is related to the internal quantum efficiency by the
probability (F) that an internally emitted photon escapes from the laser diode;i
_ex ir.
'_ :_ The escape probability for an injection laser without external resonator can be
approximated by
: F = T e (5. 7)
f Where T is the transmlssivity of the output reflector, T = 1 - R.
[ For the GaAs laser with external resonator, the escape probability will be
smaller because of the power losses In the resonator which are introduced by
• [} the spertcal aberration of the lenses in the resonator. The escape probability
can be approximated by
: 5-13
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F = T (1-P_) e (5. 8)
-1 _ = 15 x 10-3 inch, and R = 0.3, the escapeFor P_=3/4 P0' (_ =25cm ,
t probability is F = 0.07. For a typical value of internal quantum efficiency of
a GaAs laser for room temperature operation, _in. = 0.4, _ = 0. 028.[ ex
[ The peak radiated power in the TEM -mode and the corresponding input peak
oo
! carrent was measured and from this the external quantum efficiency was deter-
mined experimentally. The highest measured peak power was 2.2 watts at a
o
: [ peak current of 102A. No saturation could be detected at this current level.
t
To evaluate the external quantum efficiency, it will be defined as the ratio of
[.i the rate of photon emission, that is, the peak radiated power (P), to the differ_,nce
between peak current (i) and threshold current (ith) times the band gap voltage
(Vg). p
= (5.9)
[_ ex (i-ith) Vg ,
: where V is the band gap voltage, it is V = 1.38 volt for a GaAs laser operated
• at room temperature.
[! =0"031f°ri=102amperes' ith =50i The external quantum efficiency is _ex
amperes, and 1_ = 2.2 watts. This value is in comparatively good agreement
with the theoretical value of _ = 0. 028.
ex
5. 1, 1.1.2.3 Equivalent Electrical Circuit of GaAs Laser
In the equivalent electrical circuit of the p-n junction laser the voltage-variable
resistance of the depletion region is in series with the linear resistance of the
p- and n-r_,gions and the linear resistance of the contacts between doped semi-
conductor and metal. Without bias voltage, the voltage-variable resistance
of the depletion region is considerably larger than resistance of the p- and ,
n-regions and the contact resistance. With increasing forward bias, the I
I . ." \
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variable resistance of the depletion layer decreases and eventually becomes
smaller than the linear series resistances in the equivalent circuit.
i For the small signal an_ysis of general circuit theory, the effective resistance
| of a p-n junction is the variable slope resistance, de/di. This analyszs, however,|
is valid only when the signal voltage is considerably smaller than the voltage
" range, where the current (i)-_'oltage (v) characteristic of the p-n junction can
:_ [i' bedefinedby;
kT (5. 10)i=i 0
[
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where q = 1. 6x10 ampsec
k = 1. 38 x 10 -23 watt sec/degree _/
F and T = 300 degrees kelvin
The voltage pulses required to invert the population in the GaAs laser, extend
" practically over the entire voltage range of the p-n junction characteristic.
The small signal analysis, therefore, is not valid any longer. For the GaAs
laser diode, the instantaneous resistance of the depletion region is the ratio
of voltage over current,
, V
rinst = _- (5. 11)
[ ,
f !.,
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• . To exceed thethresholdfor stimulatedemission intheGaAs laser,theforward
i voltage (v) across the depletion region must be approximately equal to the band
gap voltage (Vg):I
V = hv (5. 12)
I g q
I
where
'_ [-: h v = 2.2 x 10 -19 watt-sec
' :! Ii" _7 g _-_" 1. 3 8 volt for room teml_rature operation .
• [! Because oftheexpontlalrelationshipbetween currentand voltageinthe deple-
,. tion region, the instantaneous resistance (rinst) will decrease with increasing
" [i current.
The threshold current for IBMVs diffraction-limited GaAs laser is 50 Amp, and
the corresponding resistance is rinst 28 x 10 .3 ohms; for t = 100 Amp, it is
.;_ 10 .3
., rinst = 14 x ohm.
The linear resistance of the p- and n-regions and of the contacts between doped
' semiconductor and metal was measured to approximately 25 x 10 -3 ohm. This
linearresistanceis in serieswiththevariableresistanceof thedepletion
.i
5. 1.1. 1.2.4 Conversion Efficiency from Electrical Input to Optical Output Power
For a peak current of 102 Amp, the peak radiated power was measured to be
2.2 watts. The peak voltage across the depletion region is approximately equal
to the band gap voltage of 1.38 volt. Then the electrical peak power required to
generate 2.2 watt peak radiated power is 140 watts. The peak power dissipated
[i in the linear series resistance of 25 x 10 -3 ohm is 260 watts. ;
!
, \
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It follows that the conversion efficiency from peak electrical to peak optical
I optical power is O. 55 percent (2.2 watts output/400 watts input).
5. 1.1.1. 3 Effective Radiating Aperture of the Diffraction-Limited GaAs Laser
In the diffraction-limited GaAs laser, where the GaAs diode is operated in an
!
l external resonator, the effective aperture is the transformation of the lastng
4
junction through the spherical lens _,f the resonator rather than the lasing junc-
t " tion itself. Because of the asymmetry of the GaAs injection laser, its effective
, aperture is different in the x- and y-directions as shown schematically in Fig-
''[ , ure 5-4. The optical laws which describe the transformation of the radiation
from the wide and from the narrow dimensions of the lasing junction through
; [ the spherical lens are not the same. The transformation of the radiation from
the narrow dimension in terms of Fraunhofer diffraction because the difference
between the width and length of the lasing junction is about two magnitudes.
i.
_ Figure 5-4 shows the contour of the dominant mode in the resonator of a dtffracatton-
,_ limited GaAs laser In the x- and y-direction. In the y-direction, there is com-
'¢
" [':i plete symmetry of the mode parameters in reference to the lenses in the resonator.
. The minimum beam diameter (2W0y) at the output reflector is the same as at the
• :: [i laslng junction. Thus, the effective aperture of IBM's diffraction-limited GaAs
•_, in the y-direction (2w07 is approximately 150 wavelengths or 0. 14 ram,
From the measured far-field pattern of the diffraction-limited GaAs laser in
the y-direction, one can verify the dimension of its effective aperture in the
- y-direction. The far-field radiation pattern has a near-Gausslan spatial
intensity distribution. The far-field angle (0) for this intensity distribution is
I" related to the effective aperture (2W0y)
-i 2>,
8 = tan (5. 131
" If: "W°Y ,
.. "_
|
ii I
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._ The angle 8 specifies the angle where the exponential factor in the field
I amplitude of the Gaussian beam falls to e-1.
In the x-direction, where the lasing ]unction Is a few wavelengths high, the
phase front of its radiation is circular. This phase front becomes converted
I in the lenses of the resonator to a plane wavefront. The cross section of the
I
" dominant mode at the output reflector in the x-direction is approximately
-.f
;' 2W0x =2ftan 3_,
where
.. f = focal length of the lenses in the resonator
_' = elevation angle of the mode in the x-direction.
[i The focal length of the lenses in the resonator Is f= 1.0 cm. The elevation
:_ angle (7) of the wide-angle mode in the x-direction is limited by the spherical
_ aberration of the lenses in the resonator.
:_ ._ To evaluate the effect of the spherical aberration on the radiation characteristics
=:_; I!i of the GaAs laser, the optical path lengths through the resonator is computed.
- The results are shown in Figure 5-5. The wavefront of the radiation in the
"tl [! x-direction is given when transformed through the unfolded eqaivalent of the .
optical resonator.
., For very small elevation angles (_) the radiation from the laslng junction is
reflected back into the lasing junction. However, for larger elevation angles
a caustic is formed by the transformed radiation which extends beyond the
lasing junction. Furthermore, a quadratic phase error is introduced over thetransformed wavefront. Because of these aberrations in the transformed wave-
front, radiation with divergence angles of less than _'= 4 degrees will con-
_: tribute actively to the feedback of the laser.
2.,
-:_. _,!"" 5-19
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Figure 5-5. Aberration in Unfolded Equivaleat of Optical Resonator
for Different Ek_vation Angles \
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For f = 1.0 cm and T= 3 degree-30 minutes, the e_.Cective aperture of the GaAs
I laser (2W0x) in the b-direction would be 1.2 ram. From the far-field radiation
pattern of the diffraction-limited GaAs laser, the contour of the dominant mode
! in the x-direction is computed to be approximately 2W0x = 0.77 ram. This
corresponds to an elevation angle of 5/ = 2 degree-30 minutes.
I It follows that the angle range of radiation (2T) which _ctively contributes to the --
t feedback of the laser with the external resoL, tor is considerably smaller than
• the angle ra,-,ge of radiation fron_ the GaAs diode in the x-direction, which is
, [ approximately 27 = 30 degrees. This limitation in angle range in the x-direction
| of the laser with the external resonator to approximately 5 degrees, is primarily
_ _ responsible for the power loss (PI).
L
.:, It is desirable that the effective aperture of the diffraction-limited GaAs laser
I be symmetrical for use in the Optical Guidance System. To accomplish this
the contour of the dominant mode at the output mirror was transformed in the
[ y-direction to be equal to that in the x-direction. Two cylindrical lenses were .,
used as shown in Figure 5-6, to accomplish thi_ transformation without re-
_" qutrlng too much space and without interfering physically with the structure of
i_ the optical resonator.
!" _ The beam transformation through the lenses L1 and L_ can be derived from the .',,
_- [! general equations for transformation of a Gaussian beam through a lens. Care
|" must be taken to determine whether the transformation must be described in
i terms of Fresnel or Fraunhofer diffraction.
The lens L 1 performs the function of reducing the _Lnimum beam diameter
_2w0) in Figure 5-5 to 2w 1. Since lens L 1 is a short focal length lens, the
beam transformation must be described in terms of Freenel diffract.ion. The
relation for the transformation of a Gaussian beam through a lens with the focal
length fl in the Fresnel zone is !
:I
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and
= (5.15)
' dl - fl (do - fl) 2 2
_ f)2 7rw 0
I (do + k
where d o is the spacing between the output reflector of the laser and lens and
d 1 is the spacing between the minimum beam diameter 2Wl, and the lens.
t Derived from Equation 5. 14, fl = 1.9 cm; d = 5 cm; and w0 = 75),; w 1 = 41),;: 0
and from Equation 5. 15, d 1 = 2.83 cm.
The second lens (L2) is a long focal length lens (f2 = 5 cm). The transformation
of the laser radiation through this lens must be described in terms of Fraunhofer
diffraction. The light beam expands as it propagates from the position of the
?
: _ beam waist (2Wl) to the second lens 2
=' =[i w2 = wl 2i _" Wl /
F When the beam waist (2Wl) is in the focal plane of lens L2 (z = f2), then the
_ beam waist (2Wl) becomes t_ansformed by lens L 2 to the beam waist
¢_ 2w 2 = 0.77 mm.
i_, In effect, when the radiation from the diffraction-limited GaAs laser is trans-
formed through the two lenses of focal lengths fl = 1. 9 cm and f2 = 5 cm, spaced
I- at a distance d 1 + f2 = 7.83 era, the effective aperture at the second lens be-
comes symmetrical and approximately 0. 77 times 0. 77 mm wide.
] 5. 1.1.2 Driver Electronics
In an effort to enhance the range resolution and minimize laser internal heating,
I_i ITTA/O designed, developed and tested fast rise-time and high peak current
._ _ electronic circuitry to drive a very low impedance (_. 050 ohms) injection laser I
F
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_. diode. Operation of the diffraction-limited GaAs laser to the 10 kHz range with-
. ,v,
• _ 1 out cooling has not been attempted to date because the high peak current laser
drivers, which are at present available, have relatively slow Nse-times and
[_ wide pulse widths. Minimization of the drive current rise-time and, therefore,
pulsewidth will appreciable minimize heat dissipation within the diodes, thus
I allowing higher repetition rates to be obtained at room temperature.
1
'= I The Modulator circuit consists basically of an energy storage device (capacitor
_ " of delay line), a switch (SCR or transistor), and a load (the laser diode). The
I} switching component is most critical with respect to rise-time and energy
' transfer efficiency. A SCR is fairly versatile as the switching device and is
_'- _ capable c,f switching currents in the 100 amp range with rise-times of approxi-
_ mately 50 NS. However, an order of magnitude improvement is desired in the
) I rise-time in order to improve the range measurement accuracy.
_ Several circuit configurations, utilizing transistors operated in the avalanche
_, mode as switching devices, have been designed and tested by ITTA/O. Trans- ,
• sistors are biased near the BVCES breakdown voltage. Application of a pulse
': :_.;_ _ at the transistor base causes base-to-collector and base-to-emitter junction
• •_. breakdown producing a collector-to-emitter short. The transistor becomes a
.,.,_ low resistance, fast electronic switch capable of providing short-duration,
high curre_2 pulses,
Figure 5-7 shows the circuit designed. Note the use of four transistors as
I" parallel switches. Normally, one _ransistor is capable of reliably switching35 amps with a 15 NS rise-time to a maximum 10 kHz repetition rate. Parallel
I stages must be added in order to switch the higher currents required. Un-fortunately, the addition of stages, especially more than two, requires exact
t
I switching synchronization of stages. In practice, exact addition of currents
_ does not occur and pulse rise-time ip_reases. Current pulses of 100 amps
" _ [!i with 40 NS rtseUmes have been achieved with the circuit shown in Figure 5-7. !
" " If:
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• [ 'I Thus far, the circuits have been built on brassboard type breadboards. Layout
; | is extremely important and can add appreciably to current output if the switch-
!
, • ing circuit portion is minimized.
A model of the circuit was furnished for testing of the diffraction-limited GaAs
laser. It did not provide a large enough current pulse to adequately test the
l laser and was used sparingly. Due to the faster rise-times, it is conceivable
that larger current pulses will be required to provide the same laser outputs,
t The present ITTA/O goal is to increase the current pulse output above 100 amps
while maintaining fast rise-times. The additional current is needed so that
more meaningful data and the effect of faster rise-times can be seen.
An electron beam-semiconductor, linear switching device has been proposed[ by Watkins-Johnson Company of Palo Alto, California which appears to have
some merit for use as very fast, high current s_¢itches.
The design of a pulse amplifier having 500 Amp capability into a half ohm load
: _ with 1 ns rise-time is quite straightforward. Peak current of 200 Amp with
:_, rise-time _f 20 ns and a load impedance of 0. 05_2 , the peak voltage would be
,! 10 volts. Assuming L di/dt is less than 10 percent of output voltage, or i volt,
_ the requirement would be that the total inductance be less than 0. 1 nanohenry.
"_ _ To achieve such low inductances, it may be necessary to construct the pulse
amplifier and the light emitting diode as an integral unit.
5.1.2 optics
r- 5.1.2.1 Transmitter Optics
The radar transmitter optics will be seLf-contained within the laser assembly.
I The optics will collimate the laser output to a 0, 03 degree beamwidth.
lli
: \
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5.1.2.2 Receiver Optics
The receiver utilizes a 50 mm f/0.95 lens manufactured by Angenieux. The 50
mm focal length has been selected to image a 30 degree field-of-view upon the
F4011 Vidissector photocathode. The high speed of f/0.95 permits the largest
collecting aperture possible, consistent with high resolution. The large aperture
is necessary in order to facilitate a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio at a range
of 120 kilometers. The Aagenieux lens has excellent resolution and has already
; been used in space on the Ranger and Mariner flights, An MTF plot of this lens,
• ! prepared at ITTA is shown in Figure 5-8. The plot was made in 7000 ,_ light,
which is the longest wavelength available with the MTF machine. The off-axis
I show the resolution the surface of best focus.
curves tangential on tangential
The following specification refers to a prototype, 2 inch, T/1.0 monochromatic
[ objective lens, including spectral filter and threaded barrel mount, to be incor-
porated into a near IR electro optical sensor. The focal plane of the system is
I the plane inside surface of an image tube. The tube window (to be considered in
all ray trackings) has a thickness of 0.08 inch and is made from Coming _7056
glass. The total length, weight and number of elements chosen by the design are
;. not specified. The glasses chosen shall be of a common type and grade A quality.
• [_ Certain limitations apply to the first and last lens ele :ats. The first lens ele-
I.
_..
meat shall be a 3/16 inch thick, fused silica window w_th the spectral filter on its
.' [_ inner surface. The last element, at the designer's option, may be a field flaten-
_:: ing lens. However this lens, if used, must have an uncoated plane rear surface
"t
,_ |- and a diameter of 1.25 inches. The lens should be designed to be cemented to the[ sensor tube surface with no physical connection to the lens barrel mount.
I" • LENS PERFORMANCE (DESIGN)
The lens shall have a T number (ratio of relative aperture to the
l square root of the transmittance of 1.00 or less for 0.905 micron
radiation.
;_ 5-27
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, Vignetting over the field-of-view may not exceed 20 percent of on
- axis transmittance.
Anti-reflection coating may hc_used on all appropriate surfaces.
The field-of-view shall be 30 degrees (15 ° half angle).
The effective focal length shall be 2.00 +-0.10 inches.
• RESOLUTION
' I' The geometrical design shall be such that, across the entire field-
:: of-view, 90 percent of the spectrally filtered radiation passing
/ _ I ' through the lens shall intercept the focal plane within a circle of
0.005 (5 x 10-4) inch diameter.
' _ The Spectral filter shall have a 200 angstrom bandpass centered
'i at O. 9050 microns. The optical transmittance between 0.895 and
" [ 0. 915 microns shall be within 0.10 of the value at 0.905 microns.The transmittance at 0.88 and 0.92 microns shall be less than 0.10.
i_ _ Complete blocking for the S--1 spectrum. _,
_ The distortion shall be between 0 percent and -3 percent (barrel)
I:i to0. a**s.
i • LENS BARREL MOUNT
Ei The rear section of the leas barrel mount shall be finished and
4 threaded. "
_, Positioning and holding of the leas elements shall be such as to
" allow disassembly without damage to the leas elements.
I The aluminum barrel design shall be such that the leas is assured
of passing the appropriate tests described in MIL-0-13830, section
3.8.
• REQUIRED ITEMS (DESIGN)
A reproducible scale drawing of the designed leas (untoleranced).
o_
°;.
-p
!I
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Energy distribution data (either tables or plots as in Figure 8.2
of MIL--HDBK-141), for 0.9 microns radiation for on axis, 10.6degrees off axis, and 15 degrees off axis beams in the same focal
plane.
Reproducilbe complete design drawing of the lens barrel mount,
!i spacers, rings, etc.
• REQUIRED ITEMS (FABRICATION}
[: All design specifications apply to :he fabricated lens except 1.4,|:
where 65 percent is substituted in place of 90 percent.
; [: A reproducible toleranced drawing of the lens to be fabricated,
based on melt sheets of the glasses to be used.
f A measured transmittance curve of the spectral filter.
The assembled leas (and field flattening lens if applicable}.
i 5.1.3 Range and Range Rate Subsystem (Timing and Data Processing}
• _ The range equipment measures the time interval between the laser transmission " /|.;
and the reflected target return. The time is basically measured by a conventional
h-
:: 17 digitalcounter. Inaddition,a hybriddigital-analogsystem isused toattaina
much finergranularitythanwould be possiblewithpresentdigitaltechniquesalone.
Range rate is then determined by taking the range difference of two measurements
_ _ and dividingby thetime between themeasurements. Time bin aver,"gingisused ..
- to smooth therange data improving range rateaccuracy. The range and range
li' rateunitblockdiagram isshown inFigure 5-9. The major subunitsand their
functionsare:
• I • Master range counter- the basictimJ_greference
• Fine range divider- divideseach 6.4 meter range incrementin
64 ten centimeterincrements,stoppingon a proper targetreturn
withthetargetfinerange.
• Target range storage- holdstheprevioustargetreturnfor accum- ,,
ulationand for range tracking.
[i
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• Range gating logic - generates an acceptance gate about the target
., [: range, when adequate return data is available.
!
• Range smoothing logic - adds and averages target ranges for 0.1
second time bins providing smoothed values for determining range
rate.
• Range data storage and processing - holds previous values of
smoothed range and performs subtraction to get range rate.
• Binary to decimal output logic and circuitry - puts range and range
rate into decimal output form.
I i 5.1.3.1 Master Range Counter
B_
The master range counter is the timing reference for the range subsystem and
:, [ the entire Optical Guidance System. The counter is 15 bits long, with the least
m.:_
." significant bit representing 6.4 meters. R is free running up to the maximum
i range (R max) at which point it resets to zero. A selection can be made between
: a long range counting rate of 1 kHz, giving an unambigious R max of 150 km
:_ _ (23, 421 counts, binary 101101101111101). A counting rate can be select,_ of "
_ |'_ I0 kHz, givingalsoan unambigiousR max of 15 km (12,342counts,binary
)
4.
".._ 100100100110). The unambigiousR max isbased,on theelapsedtime fora radar
[_! pulsetogo outand come back beforethenextpulsestarts. The logicofthemas-
_; terrange counterisshown on ITT drawing #5518195enclosedinAppendix G. The
._ 4 least significant bits, (M4 through M1) are individual integrated circuits driven
: by a 23.4 MHz clock. For the other 11 bits (M 15-5), tbree more efficient inte-
, _ grated ripple counters are cascaded, and driven by a 1.47 MHz clock. The Xl
flip-flop senses the M 15-M5 portion of the R max one count in advance so that
• ! the R max signal can be synchronized with the faster M4-M1.I
5.1.3.2 Fine Range
!
The Optical Guidance system requires a range measurement granularity of 10 cm.
To attain this granularRy to the required range maximum by a standard synchronous
I binary range counter would require a 21 bit counter counting a 1500 MHz clock, i. e,,
toggling at 750 MHz. Generation of the 1500 MHz clock is within the present state-
: l= of-the-art, but the counting at this rate is not. Thus the standard technique alone t
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. _. is inadeql:ate for the Optical Guidance System. For the Optical Guidance S_stem,
_:" a hybrid digital analog technique is used The master range counter desc:ibed in
5.3.1.1 is driven by a 23.4 MHz clock, giving a basic range granularity of :. 4
meters. In addition there is a digital-analog fine range unit with 1/64 the gran-
ularity, or 10 cm.
The master range counter is sufficiently accurat._ for all system functions, other
than range measurement, such as target range gating and R max resetting. The
master range counter is synchronous which makes it useful for both real time
_. range readings and range maximum timing, while a single ripple counter could
". perform only one of these functions.
! ,:
';: In thefinerange unit,a tappedstriplinedelaylineand highspeed logiccircuits
:_ are used to give a special purpose counter at the required 1_00 MHz rate.
1' Fine Range Logic - The fine range stripline logic is shown in Figure 5-10 /,
" 42.7 nanosecond stripline delay line tapped at 64 equal 0.67 nanoseconds (equiv-
I alent to 10 centimeters of range) is the heart of the unit. The delay line a_.,ts Bq$
._ a clock pulse frequency mul_,.'p!ier and time shifter. At any tap the same ,_sic
I clockwave form and frequencyappears, butshiftedintime by n x 0.67 nanoseconds. i J
_- (SeeFigure 5-II). To getfrequencymultiplication,taps i, 9, 17 .... 57 are
_,'_. I" "OR"ed together as Tap 1A; Taps 2, 20 .... 58 are Tap 2A; etc. The output at
_,_._I Tap nA isa pulseata frequency8 times theoriginalfrequency,and stilldisplaced
_- n x 0.67 nanosecondsfrom thebasicclock.
=,., Frequency Multiplication - Eightfolu frequency multiplication is used because the
resulting frequency of 187 MHz is the limit of the fastest integrated counters and
_ flip-flops known, the Motorola MJ?CL HI Series. The signal from each combined
• _ II tap is logically "AND"ed with the target signal, so its output will be cutoff when] the target signal arrives. Inverted logic levels are used for "AND'=ing since
MECL HI has only "OR"-"NOR" gates at prese,:. In Figure 5-12, Tap 8A can
I be directly counted by an integrated counter which immediately gives the three
most significant fine range bits; FR6, FR5, and FR4. For the least significant
"_. | fine range bits, 4 flip-flops, FTI - FT4, are sequentially turned ON by TAPS
S
.• IA - 4A and thenOFF by TAPS 5A - 8A. Flip--flopsFTI - FT4 are decoded to
"!'.
._. | give bits FR3 FR2 and FRI, as shown. This technique requires only a 187 MHz (
!
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,, toggle rate for the flip-flops, while the output value is toggling at the required
:j _ 750 MHz rate. If no target pul_ - -omes in the 42.7 nanosecond interval all flip-
| flops end up in their zero state just as the next main clock pulse reaches the strip-
line input. Thus the fine range unit operates modulo 6.4 meters. The count
I sequence and logic are shown in Figure 5-13.
Stripline Delay Line - The stripline sections handling the target and clock pulse
within the range counter are, of necessity, microwave transmission lines. This
is a consequence of the use of extremely short pulses. The requirements are to
., [ maintain a fairly good rectangular pulse shape at the inputs to the MECL III gates.
Thus, the lines must propagate the first several Fourier components of the pulse
with little relative attenuation and phase shift.
5.1.3.3 Clock Pulse
IF
t For the one nanosecond rectangular clock pulse, the fundamental frequency on the
:- line is 1 GHz. If we assume the first five Fourier components provide sufficient
I:_ pulse fidelity, the line must operate satisfactorily up to at least 5 GHz. (Elimin-
: ation of succeeding components introduces less than a 3 percent harmonic distor-
"' |7 tion into the nulse. These limits establish the maximum size of the transmission
L J
i.._ line and the minimum size of some of the components used to excite the gates.
_' The subsystem can then be considered to be a microwave delay line (serpentine
:: in this case), coupling energy sequentially through each of the equal length micro-5L
!.. wave feed lines to the gates. Two basic stripline geometries are used to imple-
., ment this circuitry:
i lii.;. A reiatively low impedance (40 ohms) delay line section (Figure 5-14) which allows
: the use of wider strip dimensions with a consequent reduction of tolerance sens_-
J tivity.This isparticularlyimportantinthedelay linewhere errors accumulate
alongthelineand can contributeto increasingpulsedistortion.
Relatively high impedance (100 ohms) lines used in feed lines to reduce the prob-
lems of impedance matching to the high input impedance of the MECL III gates.
I Here, error accumulationislessofa problem sincetheselinesare essentiallyinparallel.
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I FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4 FR3 FR2 FR1
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
"_" i _ 1 1 0 0 0 i 0
1 1 1 0 0 I 1
/ f I 1 1 1 1 1 0 00 1 I 1 I 0 1
:: 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
-: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_. FRS = FT4
i; F
FR2 = FTI F2T FT4 + FTI FT2 FT4FR1 = FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4 + FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4
_ + FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4 + FT1 FT2 FT3 FT4
_ Figure 5-13. Count Sequence
I
{
:_ I
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•I +: 5.1.3.4 Microwave Delay Line Considerations
The microwave delay line is supported in a teflon dielectric sandwich. This
I+ dielectric serves to:
Constrain the metallic strip line to the center between the upper andlower plates which further reduces error accumulations due to
i mechanical tolerances and,
Provide dielectric loading of the line which "educes the length and
_ width of the package by about 40 percent.
The microwave feed lines to the MECL fTi gates are essentially air dielectr,c
i lines since the metallic line support i- provided by a dielectric sheet in the re-gion between the two "center" condu 's where, ideally, no RF fmld exists.
•. r This allows the realization of fairly L.... h iz_,pedances with strip widths that are[ not uncomfortably small. A line drawing of thL_ , "L,IL is shown in Figure 5-15,
Coupling to the feedlines is provided by small crpacitive discs located at 0.67nanosecond intervals along the delay line. These are connected through a short
: _ coaxial section to the multiple inputs of the "frequency multiplying", feed line
" _. distribution circuits. These coupling capacitors provide a coupling level 26 db /
:•_ below the delay line clock signal. Since this coupling level is so low, the power
r'*"
_-: level seen in the delay line by the last capacitor is reduced by only about 0.6 db -
i by the preceeding couplers. All the coupling discs are identical. However they
_ result ia a variation of gate currents by only 8 percent.
::. The clock signal power levels, required to provide triggering of the gates with
/ r these coupling levels, are about 860 milliwatts peak and -23 milliwatts average,
assuming a gate signal of 0.9 volts and 300pamps, which is required for MECL
" I" III.
I
The final line section of the nA Tap is a short, high impedance (about 150 ohms)
I coaxial section, terminated in a resistive divider circuit functioning as a trans-
former into the high impedance MECL HI gates.
I. 5.1.3.5 Range Processing, Range-Gating and SmoothingTarget
The target range storage holds the data from a target return until the next tar-
._! get return come-in. Each target return is added to the accumulator for the range I
5-4o \
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smoothing. The target range stored also is used to center the range tracking
i' I gate. The target range storage subunit consists of a 21 bit register capable of t
storage and circulation (see ITT drawing #5518198 in Appendix G). Data is
I entered from the master range counter into flip-flops frR21 through TR7 when-
ever a proper target return occurs. The fine range is entered into flip-flops
I #TR6 throughTRI atthistime. The new range datais seriallyadded tothe
range accumulatorwhilethetargetrange registercirculates.A specialclock
•:_ [ is generated for flip-flops TR10 to TR7 to read data at high speed, and to shift
: at the same high speed on the other flip-flop. After the addition, the target
: " [ range stored is reduced by 102.4 meters (not to a value less than zero) to
; simplify the range gate logic, as discussed below.
": [ The range gatinglogicselectsbetween two modes, ungatedand gated. The un-
- :. gatedmode is used initiallyor whenever a targetIs lost. The gatedmode is
_.. initiatedwhenever two successivereturnsoccur within51.2 meters of each
_ other. Then a range gate of +51.2 meters is generated about the last observed
targetrange. This gatedmode is continueduntil64 consecutivetransmissions .
:?_.,.._[ occur withoutone returnwithinthegate,indicatingthe lossoftarget,and call
..'._. for the ungr.ted mode.
':_; r The range gate shouldstart51.2 meters beforethetarget(orat zero fortargetrange lessthan 51.2 m_*.ers).The method used togeneratethe startingtime
_ _ for the gate is to decrease the stcred target range by one half the gate width,
_: 51.2 meters, and to detectcoincidencebetween themaster range counterand
" the resulting stored target range. S3rnchronizing problems require an advance
signal from most significant 11 bits, using an X2 flip-flop analogous to Xl In the
R max logic. This advance technique requires another 51.2 meter decrease in
the stored range (not to be less than zero). Thus the total requirement is a de-
[ crease in the stored target range of 102.4 meters as stated.
• 0.
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IThe range gating logic is shown in ITT drawing #5518194 in Appendix G, The X
• I 15 integrated coincident circuits compare the master range counter and the
stored target range. The coincidence signal starts the gate width counter,
I which goes for 16 counts or 102.4 meters. Only a return during this 102.4
meters ,#ill be accepted. Any accepted return resets the miss counter to
zero. Each R max signal advances the miss counter one count. If the miss
counter reaches 64, the ungated mode is initiated. Flip-flop G1 senses one
-ii return in the ungated mode, initiating a trial gate. For the gated mode, flip--
_ flop G2 turns ON if the next return is in gate. G1 otherwise goes OFF, con-
? ' I _ tlnulngungatedmode.
; F The range smoothing logic accumulates the target ranges for the first 32 returns
,._ L of each 0. 1 second time bin. This sends the average value to the range data
._.
storage and processing unit. The number of target hits is fixed at 32, per-
-._ mitringdivisionby simple shiftingwithoutrequiringan arithmeticunit.The
F range smoothinglogicis shown inITT drawing #5518197 inAppendix G. Since
u
. "_ the range accumulator sums 32 targetranges, itmust be at least5 bitslonger
:" ._i I than the 21 bit target storage register, or at least 26 bits total. Since the
_, accumulator requires only circulating operations, it can be most efficiently
i |!_ designed using as many integrated shift registers as possible. In the transfer
of smoothed range, accessibility is required to bit 6, which is tho least slgnifi-
i_'_ _ cant bit, when the accumulator is divided by 32. Bits 1-5 for this reason are
_ in individual integrated flip-flops. The highest 21 bits are in tllree 8 bit into-
" shift The 3 bits in the shift not uscd.grated registers. highest register are
5. 1.3.6 Time Addition Counter
I
The time addition (TA) cour_ter generates a 29 count "Add" signal for the serial
addition of target range. The TA ccanter is normally zero. When the T-GA
, signal indicates a new value of target range, the TA starts counting (unless the
I
"., _
X
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point it resets to zero. Including the first pulse in state zero when TA turns ON,
[ the desired 29 count signal is thus obtained. The Add signal is logically "OR"ed
L
with the Data Shift signal to circulate the range accumulator. The circulation
f signalforthetargetrange storagemust be only 21 bitslongto preserve the
I
storedtargetrange. The signalforthisisobtained',ylogically"AND"ing the
Add signalwithTA4, eliminatingthe last8 counts. The hitcounteradvances
each ttme the T-GA signal indicates a new value of target range. When the
_. [ counterreaches the IIiii state,which takes 32 hits,itholdsits_,alue,thus
I
: inhibiting additions, until the next DC8 signal resets it to zero and starts a new
: [ cycle.
': 5.i.3.7 Range Data Storageand Processing
The range data storageand processinglogicstoresten previoussmoothed
f_ range values. Periodicallydeterminingrange rateby takingthe difference
.. [ Imtween a previousrange ahd the most recentrange. For longerranges
" _ (1 kHz counting rate), the range data is stored and subtracted every 0.1 sect)rid
_, giving range data is stored and subtracted very 0. 1 second giving range rate [
_. on the basis of ranges 1 second apart. This gives the fastest response, at
_" some sacrifice of accuracy. For shorter ranges (10 kHz counting rate), the
_ [_ data is stored al_d _btr.cted every 1 second, giving r_[_ge rate on the b_sis
• of ranges 10 seconds apart. This improves accuracy at the expense of
"_[!• responsetime. Arangedet.,rminationismadeeveryl00transmissionsas
controlled by the data counter. The range data storage and processing logic
is shown in ITT drawing #5518196. Each smoothed range is stored in three 8
bit shift r_gisters. (Again 3 unused bits). Every tame a new smoothed range
I is received, the new rate is determined, and all data is shifted one wordrange
up by a 24 bit serial shift, timed by the data shift counter. The range rate
" [ : subtraction l_ made serially at the _me time as the shift, and the range rate
l
is stored in a register.
:'}
[,
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The oata cou.lterisa two-stagedecade ripplecounter. Itcountsevery
l, transmission cycle using the R max signal as an indication of a cycle. The
DC8 signal comes on each one-hundred transmissions, and initiates a range
[ determination,resettingitselfto zero.
The data shift(DS)countergeneratesthe24 countsignalforthe serialshift
| of storedsmooth range data. The DS counterisnorrnallyat zero. At *.he
time theDC8 signalcomes ON, the counterstart_countingto 23 (binary10111'
!" I The shift signal (SS), DC8, or any bit of the DS counter, is thus on for 24
_. counts.!
The binarytodecimal outputlogicand circuitrywillbe ofthe san_etype as
[ describedinthe2 axisangletracker. The logicwill_ea:e_herange ratedata
l'
; to cor_'espondtothe 1 kHz and 10 kHz transmismon f,'e0uencies.
_ The bulk of the logic uses standard Te_ms Iustru_ents and Sylvani_ 'ntegrated
%
circuits.Volt:Igelevelswillbe: True, +4.5V + 0.5 V; False 0 V + 0.5 V.|_ - - 7"
._._ _i Clock pulse frequencl_ of 1.47 MHz and 234 MH= v.Jill be used. For the fine
_-,4_ range unit MECL HI integrated circutt_ will be used. A 234 MHz clock with "
::._ [.
_: 1 nanosecond rise and fall time, and 1 Imnosecond width will be used. Voltage
_.
_., _ levels will be: True, -0. 85 V _+0.05 V; False, -1.75 + 0. 05 V.
'_- [i 5. 1.4 Two-Axis Angle Tracker
'_: The two-axis angle tracker portion of the optical radar subsystem will be re-
qulr._d to acquir_ _ and track the target over a +15 degree field-of-view. Having
acquired the target, data must be generated to provide the gimbal servo
control system with error signals as well as angle and rate data for the Read-
out Display Subsystem. The digital tracher error accuracy must be sufficienti
L. to derive _t system pointing accuracy of at least 0. 1 degree. Inherent tracker :
accuracy in the neighborhood of null exceeds 0. 1 degre_ by an order of /
."_ I magnitude.
,,v {:
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5. 1.4.2 Tracker Description
: r
The chaser angle tracker receiver collects the pulsed laser energy with a high-
speed optical lens system, f/. 95, and then senses its direction and amplitude
with an image dissecting photomultiplier. The receiver optics is a refractive
i lens system. The objective lens diameter is approximately 55 mm and the
! effective focal length is 50 mm. A narrowband interference filter is placed in
t the optical path to reduce the sunlit sk-¢ background. The optical sensor is anITT F4011 vidissector. The F4011 vidissector is a magnetically focused and
• [ deflected image dissector tube that has a photocathode diameter of 1.1 inches.
1
= [ Coupled with the receiver optics, the senso:-'s -naxlmum field-of-view is then
[ 0.55 radians (27. 5 mm/50 ram) or approximately 31 degree. Using the S-1
: | photoemissive surface, the radiant sensitivity will be approximately 0. 002 amps/
/; [- watt at 0. 9100 microns. The photomultiplier gain _.H! be at least 5 x 105. For
t
an 0. 03 degret nstaL_aneous field-of-view and a receiver focal length of 5 mm,
u_°°e_tw has tobe 0.001 inches.Figure 5-16
• the scalJ tpeI'ure of the image _'- ....
isan electro-opticalschematicofthe receiveroptms and sensor.
-: [_ The following paragraphs are a discuss:on of the acquisition and track scan
: patterns for the angle tracker.
r
•; _ Th_ _ng!e tracker uses the dual-mode 2eld-of-view (FOV) concept that has
• _ been proven extremely successful in the already space-qualified ITT DUAL-
i MODE STAR TRACKERS. The dual mode consist=_ of an =uqmsition mode and
i track m_de. A relatively large field-of-view (30 ° x 30°), is scanned as shown 'in Fig,_re 5-17 when a target is initially acquired. The acquisition field-of-
view thrc, ugil a square matrix pattern of approximately 1,000,000 elements.
The stepping rate is the sa._e as the pulses laser repetition rate (1-10 kHz)
I insuring the dwell time (0. 1-1.0 ms) on each element is sufficient to receive
thetra,.smittedpulse.
! ,
,|
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,'.'. _ ACQUISr_oN MODE
l:
!"
_ ........ t
. . _
• ACQ_ITION FIELD. OF-VIEW 30 ° x 30 °
I • INffrANTANEOUS F.O.V. 0.03 ° x 0, 03°
• _ SCAN ELEMENTS 1,00O,000
• At PER ELEMENTS IMB(I k.Hl)
• AC@UImTION SCAN TIME 1000 SECONDS (I kHz)
l
_o AGC CORRELATION TARGET
AMPLIFIER DETECTOR _ PRESENCE
"++• [? +_+ Fi_" -- ----
• _" SCAN GENL'_ATOR
"2
_ Figure 5-17. Scan Pattern for Acquisition Mode (OGS Digital Tracker) '
_.+"._ TRA_MODE
.?
-'_+" _ FOR DETAILS OF 8CAN _..
"+or _ 1X
""{+ ANOLE
I+ \ ,A_LE
X
llA'rl_
i
I ,
'• H o,wl I Y _'
J" CROSS MASTER PULm_ RAT,
+ " s_. OSC_LA_O,[ -[ OZ++TO,
• l._ t _
!:.:,'! Figare 5-18. Scan Pattern for Track Mode (OGS Digital Tracker)
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To optimize acquisition of the target relative to scan direction, target angle,
and target angle rate, the acquisition and miniac scan generators utilize a
quadrangular scan pattern. In successive fields, the pattern scanned travels
! from topto bottom, left o right,bottom totop, and rightto left.Such a scan
patterntendsto eliminatetheeffectoftargetangularmotion duringacquisition.
i
i When thetargetisacquired,theangletrackerswitchesover tothe trackmode
and a much smallerfield-of-viewaround thetargetlocationisscanned. Fig-[
! ures 5-18 and 5-19 show the scan pattern for the track mode. The size of the
scanned pattern is exaggerated for better visibility in the illustrations. The
I cruciforr_scan patternofthetrackmode may be positionedat any pointinthe
acquisitionfield,dependingupon thelocationofthe targetatthetime acquisition
I occurs. As the target moves across the tracking field, the cross scan pattern
will move so as to stay centered arotu,d it.
_ The cross scan consists of stepping the instantaneous field-of-view (. 03° x. 03°)
_i in 32 verticalincrements and 32 horizontalincrements. Each incremental - -
movement ofthe scan element (onetrack step)correspondsto 1/8 (.03)or 0.06
miUiradians. See Figure 5-19 for the sequence of the scan pattern. The
angular resolution is determined by the smallest track scan correction incre-
ment, equal to 1/4 track stop (. 003750/4) or 0. 016 milliradians. The maximum
angular rate capability is a function of acquisition field-of-view, instantaneous
I field-of-view, scan patterns, repetition and stepping rates, relative movement
and position of target within the scan patterns, and velocity corrections
• I introduced in the servo system. Certain aspects of this capability have been
studied for a 1 kHz stepping-rate tracker. Details of the study are presented
I in Appendix B.
The pitch and yaw angle and angle rate data output from the Optical Guidance
System will be made up from the angle tracker and the gimbal shaR angle en- ,
coder outputs. The angle tracker and gimbal subsystem will be boresighted and
F '
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Figure 5-19. Scan Patternfor Track Mode Detailed(OGS DigitalTracker)
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aligned to each other. Therefore, the OGS pitch and yaw angles will be the sum
. of the angles from the angle tracker and the gimbal encoders. During track,
the angle tracker cannot be off the gimbal boresight by more than the halfwidth
i of the transmitter beam or no energy will be returned to the receiver. The
maximum angular excursion of the angle tracker is therefore quite small in
the track mode. In the acquisition mode when the beacon is ON, the difference
between gimbal angle and tracke," angle can be as large as ¤ degrees.[ -5. 1.4. 3 Angle Tracker Data Display Unit
[ Angle Readout Display:
To provide tracker angle data in a visual display, two conversions are required:
binary to decade and decade decimal to 7 bar. The pitch and yaw angles are
- contained in binary from in the 3-bit track and 10-bit acquisition counters.
_ The angle datum is parallel transferred into a angle register at a time
i neither track or acquisition counters are being driven. During the yaw track
scan, yaw angle and pitch scan, the pitch angle is transferred. The data is then
m
I::i read serially out of the angle register into a +16-bit binary accumulator. The
accumulator includes a three bit binary counter providing 8 sample smoothing
_ per integration period (1. 024 seconds). The angle represented by the LSB of
the accumulator is equal to 1/8 acquisitAon step - or 0. 00375 degree. The de-
Ii cade register LSP equals 0.01 degree therefore, for every 8 places in the ac-
cumulator (equal to 0. 03 degree) three pulses must drive the angle decade
[ register. This isaccomplishedby usingcountout pulsesNo. 2, 5 and 7 to
drivethedecade registerper each 8 countsr_ _outofthe accumulator.This
I in a readout accuracy of *0.0375 degree-0.005 degree decade. A four decade
t
angle register is used to store the +15. 00 degree angle datum. Each decade
consists of four flip-flops connected in a symetrical divide by 10 configuration.
The angle + sign bit is a nand gate "latch," driven by the MSB of the accumulator.
t l i
[i:
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The angle is then converted to 7 bar form by a nand gate connected positive
logic converter. Line drivers out of the converter provide the drive to the
7 segment, pen life readout modules. The pitch and yaw, angle and angle rate'
li displa_ sub-systems dissipates 5. 0 watts of During acquisition phase,power.
the readouts are blanked and contain zero suppression. The serial-readin,
I readout-angle accumulation system was designed to minimize dissipation
power
' and circuit complexity. A time-power trade-off could be achieved, if minimum
!: 1 time was the ultimate criteria, by use of adder-subtractors.
•7_ Angle Rate Readout Display:
) Angle and angle rate readout systems use similar conversion techniques. Only
"" I the design necessary to achieve the required angle rate accuracy and accumu-L
.v lation timing is described. Angle rate data is that contained in the pitch and
_.
i_i: _ yaw velocity counters and is read serially into an up-down binary 13-bit ac-
•-,_'. cumulator coincident correction time. Factors influencing the angle rate ac-
_ curacy are as follows: angle rate resolution = 1 vel return pulse which equals
: ":_ 1/4 track step or 0.0009375 degree. Resolution used for angle rate readout is
i':_ 1/2 track step or 0.001875 degree. An angle rate of 0. 001875 degree integrated
• 4_ for a period of 1. 875 seconds yields an angle rate equivalent to 0. 001 degree sec-
' _ _, onds. This is the least significant bit in thedecimal readout display . One angle
"-\_7
._
,:i rate sample will be generated each 64 ms, taking into consideration a lkHz t rans-
:'_;;: mit mode. This equals 15.625 samples/seoondor 29.296 samples/for integration
•_i period of 1.875 seconds. It is practical, for circuit considerations, to integrate an
" even number of samples, therefore, 29 samples are accumulated over a 1. 856
second period. This results in a 29/'29.29 sample ratio or an angle rate error
of -1 percent integrated period. A maximum of +464 (+16 x 29) angle rate
increments can be accumulated, per integrated period giving a maximum angle
•_ rate read'rot of +0. 464 degree/see accturate to -1 percent or 0. 00464 degree/sec. ;
_: This is equal to an angle rate accuracy of -0.08 mrad/sec. Angle rate smoothing
., f• [
\
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occurs coincident with track scan angle rate correction time. Angle rate
readout data is upgraded in the decase register each 29 samples as detected
: by the angle rate control counter. The control counter is a rood 30 counter;
: 29 smoothing samples and one readout. For the 10 kHz mode a mod 10
counter in tandem with the mod 30 is used to sense the 293 sample period.I
I This yields an angle rate accuracy of +0. 034 percent. At an angle rate of
Z0. 4688 degree/_ec, the angle accuracy equals +0. 0027 tared/see. At the
• maximum angle rate of *4. 688 degree/sec, the accuracy will equal +0. 027
[ mrad/sec.
5. 1. 5 Mechanical
r 5. 1.5. 1 Transmitter/Receiver Configuration
: _. The optical radar transmitter/receiver components are located in the sensor
: I package mounted to the X-band antenna gimbals. The components are at-
.: [ ranged as shown in Figure 5-20.
Receiver Components:
': " _""!_' E
_.: The collecting optics, phototube, phototube coils, and magnetic shield are
. _ _:_ precisely located with respect to each other. (See Figure 5-20). It isessential that the alignment of these items be exact and lasting. The lens
•*_ [ assembly, phototube,coilsand shieldare alignedatassembly and pottedsolidly
intothe mount which is rigidlyattachedtothe housing.IL
r Transmitter Components:
The transmitter components consist of the laser itself, those optics required
I to properly shape the emitted beam. and the two diagonal flats utilized to
transfer the lase:, beam to the optic axis of the receiver system. These corn-
I: ponentsare mounted to the same base as the receivercomponents. Once the :
initialalignmentand boresightinghas been completed,the entiretransmitter/
receiverunitis solidlylockedin position.
& ----
_ j
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'_ The remaining components located in the sensor package are the laser driver
_
electronics, the phototube preamplifier, dynode resistor string, high voltage
_)wer supply, attenuator and thermal sensing unit. The tentative material
choice for the sensor package is 6061 aluminum. Since tile sensor head is to
be maintained at a near constant temperature while it is in use, thermal ex-
l_ pansion/contraction doe3 not appear to be a significant problem. The system
does undergo fa'rly large temperature excursions when it is not _n use; allow-
"_'_' I
_ ances must be made for these.
_2
'_ I 5.i.5.2 ElectronicPackaging,." <-,
l
With theexceptionofthosefew unitslocatedin the sensor package itself,all
[ electronics are contained in a 0. 15 meter x 0. 15 meter x 0. 30 meter package
(6 in. x 6 in. x 12 in. ) located in the spacecraft. This on-board unit is totally
r_
I enclosed and is packaged utilizing normal, flight-proven techniques. The
t
packaging techniq._es preclude the possibility of high voltage breakdown as
+[i wellas the normal environmentalrestraintsimposed upon any hardware +,
, purportedtobe spaceflightworthy.
•%
5. 1.5. 3 Thermal Aspects
• _ "I::!I The on-board electronics and the sensor package are the two significant areas
of concern thermally. Each of these is discussed below.
', On-Board Electronics:
I The on-board electronicsdissipateapproximately15 wattsof pm_er as heat.
The preferredtherma_ c_n'+,olmode is toconductallinternalheatto :he
I mounting flangesand then_.oa coldrail. The coldrailthenconductsthe
heataway.
i.. !
• I
L
I \
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Sensor Package:
The thermal restraintsconcerningthe sensor p_tPkageare more demanding
than those of the on-board electronics. Since the laser undergoes a wavelength
r °shiftof2.5 A/degree Centigrade,and the operatingopticalbandwidthis tobe
o
heldto 100 A, itbecomes necessaryto holdtheter_perature xcursionsto
+20 degrees Centigradefrom an establishedvalue.
.._..[ A thermal analysisof the sensor l_ckage isdetailedinAppendLx C ofthisre-
: port. The most significant points determined by the thermal evaluation are:
I
•. , I. Operatingat ratedpower input(20watts),and under maxi-
• mum solar impingement, the sensor package reaches thermal
•S If equilibrium at approximate!y 23. 5 degrees Centigrade.k
I_ 2. With internalpower ON and no solarimpingement, which
_ occurs when the sensor package isshaded by the spacecraft,
._ [ the package stabilizes at approximately -89 degrees
i;_ Centigrade.
•'_i 3. With aH power OF_ and no solar impingement, such as when
,_'.. the sensor package is notinuse and is shaded,the tempera-
I ture will stabilize at approxim_.tely -157 degrees Centigrade
_-_. (the environmentallow).
_ii This dataclearlyindicatesthatthe sensor package is capableofoper_tlng
i satisfactorilyin itsintendedenvironmentwithonly passivecoolingtechniquesbeing utilized. The sensor package stabilizes at nearly room ter.'perature
I under simulatedworst case conditions,utilizingradiativecoolingtechniques.
The data also indicates the need for heating to stabilize the sen_or p_ckage
when it is in use and is shaded from the sun. The maximum heater require- t
._ ment is approximately 81 watts in order to maintain a constant temperature
_,_ [ of 3.5 degree Centigrade when there is no solar impingement at all. I
/
Vo
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" An alternateapproach,whicheliminatestheheaterrequirement,istother-
|
1 reallyinsulatetheinternalcomponentsusin_highlyefficientin _,lationmaterial,
Thisapproachutilizestheoutershellofthesensorpack#_etoeliminateonly
I thesolarheatinput. The componentsthenhavea constant20-wattinternal
thermalinputwhichcanbeconducted,viathesupportingstructure,tothetwo
- endsofthesensorpackage.Thesetwo endsthenactas radiatorstodissipate
4
therequiredportionofthe20 watts.
"" [ To testthetheoreticalvaluesdeterminedforthesensorpackage,_ thermal
'. model was constructedandtestedintheITTA spacesimulat._r.A close
correlationwas notedbetweenthepredictedtemperatt_reextremesandthe
actualvaluesmeasured. A completediscussionofthethermalmodel _.sin-
cludedinAppendixC.
_._ 5, 2 BEACON/CORNER CUBE REFLECTOR/ANGLE TRACEER
i,__ [_ Thissectiondescrloesthethreemajor OGS equipmer,tcomponents.Issociated
:_ |_ withthetargetvehicleforthebaselinesystem. The thr_ecomponentsare: /
_._ a beacon,a retro-orcornercubereflector,and an -_.'etracker.1__.ctionaily, r
thebeaconservesa_acquisitiontargetforthechasertracker,thecorner ._,
_ r cubereflectorasthetargetduringnulltracking,andtheangletracke,'est_b- "
_, i_ lishesthedirectionofthechasevehiclerelativetothetargetvehicle. -
" r 5.2.1 Beacon
• The beaconconsistsora galliumarsenidediodearray,timing/driverelec-
" tronics,and suitableopticsto:_rovidea I0degreeby 10degreeradiation
o
patternat9050A. The arrayisoperatedina ,_Isedm:_lewithpulseduration
I of approximately 50 nonosecomis, A peak power of twu kilowatt,' occurs at a
10 kHz rate. One watt of averag¢ optical power results from this sequence.
i Given a conversion efficiency o! 2 percent, the _verage electrical power ,
r_,,quired for tne beacon during acquisition is 50 vcatts. While diode manufacturers
I f
.t
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._ have indicated considerably higher conversion efficiencies will be available in! '' the near term, the conservative value of 2 percent overall efficiency is being
assumed at this point.
I Timing and drive electronics complete the beacon equipment compliment. The
l laser circuitry develops the driving current by discharging a Pulse Forming
_i Network (PFN) through the laser array. The circuitry consists of a 200-400 V
•___. [ power converter to charge the PFN, the PFN, and a switch between the PFN
?_: and the laser. Figure 5-21, shows schematically the beacon equipment.
: :* 5.2.2 Corner Cube Reflector
_ The corner cube reflector has a clear aperture diameter of 10 centimeters on
• _ axis. For diffraction-limited performance, the entire pr_zm is figured on all
• _ surfaces so as to produce a reflected wavefront distortion not to exceed the
_; [ Rayleigh quarter-wave tolerance. The prism apex is truncated and polished
_,.,_' flat to provide a 2.5 cm window through the glass for the communications
receiver. A small corner reflector with a one centimeter diameter is cemented ,
..]_: in the center of the flat rear surface in order to provide the required coaxial
...... performance for the OGS at very short ranges.
_':I [ 5.2.3 Angle Tracker
:_ [ The targetangletrackeris similartothe chaser angletrackerwiththe excep-tionof providin one addit onal function, to turn OFF the t rget beacon. As the
_" chaser acquires the target beacon, its position is slewed by gimbals until the
chaser laser beam is returned by the target corner cube. The target angle
tracker continues in acquisition mode until the chaser beam is acquired. When
thetargetangletrackeracquiresthe chaser beam, thebeacon isde-energized.
_: _ Shouldthechaser laserbeam leavethetargetcorner cube reflector(andthus -,the target angle tracker also) the target beacon is automatically re-energized.
t'!,
'_::
;-':' f t_. -
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5. 3 TWO AXIS GIMBAL AND SERVO CONTROL (TARGET AND CHASER)
As presentedinthebase-linesystem description,thetwo axis gimballing
I mechanism and associated servo control has one primary purpose; to increaseto a practicable maximum the solid angle in which the target/chaser line-vf-
I sight (LOS) can be established and maintained during rendezvous and docking
operations of subject spacecraft. While maintaining target/chaser line-of-sight,
by respondingtoand nullingtrackererrors, the gimbal/servo subsystem is
naturallydisposedto provideangleand angleratemeasurements usefulin
I rendezvous,dockingor stationl_eepingmaneuvers. This beingthecase, the
L
: primary measureables of PITCH, YAW (orotherappropriateangle)and their
i" F associated rates will generally be derived from the transducer within the
•_ gimbal/servo subsystem.
It has been rrTA intention and desire to utilize existing Sl_ce-qualified gimbals sup-
• _ portingtheRCA rendezvousradardishon theLEM sincetheypresentlyrepresentthe
•_ _ most desirable existing hardware. The RCA gimbals provide 7.54 steradians of non-
•" overlappingcoverage intwo modes of operation. The two-mode approach
|_ providesa suitablemeans of stretchingangularcoverage withoutsuffering
-_: gimbal lock or operating at angles critically near the "Key Hole." One slightly
;'_ awkward situation results from the two-mode operation in that different vehicle-
t
_ relatedanglesare measured in thetwo modes. This situation(andangular
';_ freedom in each mode) is clearly shown in Figure 5-22. In Mode I, the YAW
- and ROLL anglesare sensed as againstPITCH and YAW in Mode II. Suitability
oftheRCA gimbals forthe ITTA OGS can onlybe determined by an intensive
- investigationofthegimbal detailsin lightofperformance requirementsas-
signedtothe proposed gimbal subsystem. These requirementsare delineated
i in the next paragraph. Following the performance requirements is a technicaldiscussion of the backup gimbal configuration being considered should the RCA '_
iI gimbals prove unsuitedto theapplication.This backup configurationwillalso I
• 5-60
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' serve as the basis of the servo design and analysis for two reasons. First, no
I design detail is available for the RCA gimbals. Second, little, if any, organic
change to the servo would result should the RCA system prove suitable.
I 5.3.1 Gimbal Specifications
The back-up two-axis gimbal is shown in Figure 5-23 and Table 5-1 is a list of
i the technical performance specifications.
Gimbal Type
The gimbals willbe theso-calledX-Y type. This configurationischosen to
avoidservo controlambiguitieswhich can resultwiththe azimuth over elevation
f_ [ gimbals for installation locations named previously.
Total Angular Coverage
-[ The total angular coverage is determined by constraints which are discussed in
.:,
- a later paragraph. The actual angles provided are *70 degrees for the inner
gimbal and +120 degrees for the outer gimbal. An additional ±15 degrees is pro-
vided on each axis by the optical coverage of the tracker.
FI
L Tracking Rate _'
- _ The tracking rate of 10 degrees/second should allow tracking all anticipated
targets.
F Acceleration
L
The acceleration rate is 20 degrees/second 2. This value will provide adequate
capability with acceptable torque requirements.
Slewing Rate
"I" The slewingrateis 20 degrees/secondwhich permits acquisitionof any target
withintheangularcoverage ofthegimbals plustheangularcoverage of the
I tracker,within13.5 seconds maximum.
End of Travel Provisions
I ,
, Limit stops will be provided at maximum gtmbal travel of ±70 degrees for the :
ir.nergimbal and +120 degrees forthe outergimbal. Limit switcheswillbe
5-62
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- TABLE 5-1
TWO-AXIS GIMBAL PERFORMANC E SPECIFICATIONS
Gimbal type: X - Y
Total angular coverage: Outer gimba1-120 °
Inner gimbal ±70 °
i_ Maximum tracking rate: 10°/second
Maximum acceleration: 20°/second 2
_'. Gimbal and sensing head
_40 lbs.weight:
: Drive system: D.C. torques and tachometers
:_ _ Angle measuring devices: Optical shaft encoders
Encoder resolution: 14 bits - 79.10 arc seconds
_': I_ Encoder output: Incremental or decoded binary
:i', I1_ Input power: 28 *4V DC (30 watts peak, i2 watts average)
!_ I_ End of travel provisions: Limit stops and reed switches
_:' _ Alignment provisions: Zero pins or adjustable zero plies .
.:
.x Caging provisions: Solenoid actuated, aonresettable
.[
.
i,
m_
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provided in addition to the limit stops. The limit switches will consist of reed
. [! switches activated by permanent magnets mounted on the gimbals. The limit
, switches will be employed to limit the torque motor current when the gimbal is
in the area of the limit stop.
t Alignment Provisions
The basic alignment proble: i concerns the line-of-sight of the sensing head in
reference to the readout of the optical shaft encoders. To facilitate this opera-
tion, the gimbals will be provided with zeroing devices which will establish azero ori ntation and will be repeatable withi e2 ar seconds. The zeroing de-
• vices will consist of flat ground plates bolted to ground surfaces on the gimbals.
_ These will engage adjustable spring-loaded stops arranged to immobilize the
gimbals in a precise and repeatable orientation. In addition to the zeroing pro-
_ visions, mounting pads will be provided for optical alignment equipment. The
ila
optical shaft encoders will be mounted on adjustable mounts which will permit
[: rotation in small angular" increments.
Caging Provisions
e
[_ The caging device will be a solenoid-actuated, non-resettable mechanism which
i immobilizes the gimbals with the sensing head in a vertical position and the outer
_ gimbal level. A short voltage pulse will actuate the solenoid and withdraw a stop
pin, freeing a spring-loaded lever. The spring-loaded lever will withdraw a pin
' _ whichgoes throughthebase intotheinnergimbal. No provisionswillbe made
forresettingthecagingdevice whilethevehicleisinflight.All bearingsaaso-
i ciated with the caging device will be "Rulon" manufactured by the Dixon Corpor-ation, Bristol, Rhode Island or a similar low-friction material. Rulon bearings
are a special teflon formulation with various inert materials providing support
to the teflon, and minimize cold flow. Rulon bearings are capable of performing
in hard vacuums, at temperatures from -400 degrees to +500 degrees F, and
lubrication, coefficient of friction of Rulon which is
with no The bearings ap-
prox_motely 0.10 when supporting small loads, decrease rapidly with increase
in load. This characteristic makes it an ideal material where the prevention of
_t
sticking and galling is essential.
i:i
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Bearings and Lubrication
. The bearings selected for the gimbals must be capable of operation in the space
environment for the projected life of the system; without radical changes in
friction and must provide precise positioning of the gimbal axes. The life of
bearings used in spacecraft largely depend on two factors; resistance to shoc',
[ loads and efficiency of the lubricant when exposed to temperature extremes,
| radioactivity, weightlessness and vacuum. To overcome the cumulative effects
of the space environment, special radiation-resistant lut_ricants which do not
x.._. depend on gravity flow must be used. In addition, for long-term use an efficient
_-.
"_:_ lubrication replenishment system must be provided.
*"' J:_ The materials selected for the gimbals are those which will provide optimum
: performance under the environmental conditions noted in Section 4.0, and ex-
! I hibit maximum stiffness to weight ratios. The physical properties of the candi-
date materials are shown in Table; E-l, Appendix E.
$
F The candidate materials are evaluated on the basis of achieving an optimized
_ aesign in terms of mimimum weight and maximum stability in the storage,
_i launch and space environments.
_ Employing the criteria noted above, the alloys of magnesium were eliminated
from contention. They do not provide a desirable weight to stiffness ratio.
_: Appreciable sublimation of this material has been observed in high vacuums.
_ (See JPL Technical Report No. 32-150.)
•_ The balance of the materials are evaluated for use on the elevation gimbal since
F its weight and stiffness is critical. Appendix E contains detailed analysis 8how-
'_- ing deflections, stress, natural frequency and linear expansion for three of the
" candidate materials.
5.3.2 Servo Control S_,stem
I The OGS control system has two basic tasks:
• Maintain sensing head pointing, when locked onto its target
[! source, within 0.015 degree for conditions defined in I
paragraph 5.3.1.
-i
[i
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• Provide means for commanding or programming the sensing head
t n any direction '_thin the range of gimbal freedom to effect tar-
get (or chaser) acquisition.
5.3.2.1 Geometric Considerations
Three parameters of concern here are the angular freedom of the gimbals, the
I acquisition field of the sensor, and the near boresight or null tracking field of1
the sensor. These values are repeated here for convenience.
|
I L • Gimbal freedom:
Inner axis = ±70
[_ Inner axis maximum is based on outer gimbal constraints
Outer axis = +120
I_ Outer axis maximum is based on estimated, unobstructed :visibility for tentative installatio locations.
• Acquisition Field of Sensor:
I. Full field - Circle inscribed in 30 degrees x 30 degrees square
Mini-scan - O.48 degree x O.48 degree square field. . .
l_ • Null Tracking Field = 0.03 degree square field.
5.3.2.2 Control Functions
To identify specifically what the control system shall supply in terms of func-
l_ tioning and mode control, the following is presented.
In region of free gimbals, closed-loop tracking will be that of a Type 2 system.
That is, zero tracking error for steady-state rates [up to 0.1745 radians/
second (10 degrees/second)].
-|_ In regionof freegimbals, commands willbe acceptedtoslew gimbals individ-
I
uallyat rateso:.¢plusor minus O.01745, 0.07725, O.1745 and O.349 radians/
i second, (1 degree, 5 degrees, 10 degrees and 20 degrees, respectively). Slewcommands will always override clos d-loop operation.
! With no target present and no slew command, the gimbals will r,_main static by
virtue of their own frictional forces and a grounded input signal.
I
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Each gimbal will function independently. In certain cases one loop can be oper-
ated open, while the second is closed.
I: When a gimbal contacts a limit stop, open-loop operation for that loop is inaug-
urated. A programmed low-torque level is applied when this occurs to keep tile
i gimbal against its stop. Two methods of reinstating closed-loop operation exist.
I a. Sensing an angul,=i" error sign change in ttle axis _gain_t its stop
[ will reinitiate closed loop tracking.
b. Command override by an appropri'_te slewing command will re-
I
1 move gimbal from stop and reconstitute system for subsequent
target reacquJsition.
I Commands to enable and disable control loops will be received. Enabling or
disabling can occur with or without tracker disablin{_.
I Closed-loop operation will be initiated upon receipt of the enabling command and
a target _resence signal from the tracker in regions of free gimbals.
I 5.3.2.3 Modeling of Control System
This section will define the control syste,.'n in terms of components and perfor-mance models. Salient features of the components will be pointed or, and trans-
fer functions developed. SpeciaJ attention will be given to the tracker in order
to develop as accurate a model as practicable. Typical characteristics of per-
formance will be presented such as a Nyquist diagram for t_" entire system.
5.3.2.3.1 Component Block Diagrar_ o.c Control System --
The control system consists of the following major components: tracker, poweramplifiers, gimbals containing torquers and tachometers, mode controllir, g logic,
and suitable compensation networks for stabilizing clo3ed-loop performance.Im
I Figure 5-24 shows the basic relationships of thesa components for one axis of
the control system. Generally, because of the ne,_, ly identical nature of tho
will be discussed. Salient features and transfer func-axes, the inner _xi8 only
tions of components will be discussed. Sall_,'tt features and transfer functions
I of components will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
!
t•
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Angle Tracker
F A considerable has been said the what it looks
amount already regarding tracker;
like, how it operates, how it develop_ error signals, and many other details.
I At this point, to develop a transfer function of the tracker, it is useful to con=
sider it from a block diagram s_andpoint and to distinguish between the basic
|_ error sensor and the total closed loop tracker. Figure 5-25 will help in this
| regard. The Basic Error Sensor (BES) does the primary job of detecting the
difference between the actual target location and the closed-loop estimate of the
I' target location based upon previous measurements. The BES is essentially a
position error detector, which develops an error signal after conducting a sys-
_r.' tematic scan of the target. Operating at a 10 kHz stepping rate for the scan,
error information is available 3.2 milliseconds after scan is initiated. From a
] continuous system transfer function point of view the BES is a transport lag
device of the form
[_i -'iSKG(S)T = K1 e , where r = 3, 2 x lo -a
_: seconds and K1 is a function of the units chosen. Consider now the other blocks. /
The proportional channel will be recognized as the range counter. The integral
channel will be recognized as the velocity counter from earher descriptions.Recalling the velocity measure (integral channel} is the first counter dumped
into the track counter and D/A converter, (2rid integrator} and that its outputrepresents an accumulation or integral of pos tion change a nondelayed continu- ._
ous transfer function can be assigned: viz,
_ Z
KG(S) I S
I
The proportionalchannelor positioncounterisdelayedi.6 msec. Before being
I dumped intothetrackcounter,hence anothertransportlag exists. The propor-tionalchannel transfer function is then
! -1" SKG(S)p = K3 _ 2 , where r 2 is 1.6 x 10 .3 sec. . ,
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No significant delays exist in the track counter an,-] D/A converter so that its
! transfer function is simply K4 This leaves the deflection coil driver, the
$
S
deflection coil, and the output amplifier which to first approximations can be
i represented by non-frequency dependent gains and respectivel_K5 , K6, K7 ,
@
Units have been side-stepped purposely to this point. The reason is that the
I K1, K2, K3, K4 are having kept closely asso-
units and somewhat unusual, been
ciated with tracker functioning and previous nomenclature. A few clarifying
t comments are in order. K4 is actually the combination of two gains, say
Ka " Kb. Ka is the second integzator gain of value equal to K3, but with units
[ "correction steps per correction pulse sec". Kb is the gain of the D/A conver-
I
ter with units "Volts Per Correction Step", Obviously, Kb is specified by the
values of Ka and K4. The unit "correction step" is equivalent to the angular
• [[ displacementbetween thetargetand trackernettingone returnduringthe scan
. sequence. The unitsofK 1 are 'RReturnsper Radian";K 2 has units"correction
I pulses per return; K3, being an integrator per
and has units "correctionpulses
returnseconds". Table 5-2 shows theunitsand valueofgainfor each of the
-
tracker blocks. This completes the discussion of the salient features in block /
: diagraming the tracker. Figure 5-26 shows the servo block diagram of the
_ close loop tracker. Its transfer function from target angle input to volts output,
and bode plot is presented in Figure 5-27.
; _ StabilityCompensation
Next inlineof major components iscompensationfor realizingloopstability.
[i This component takes the form of suitably isolated lead-lag circuits to supply
i.
the zeros necessary for stability. Synthesis of these circuits from required
[_ transferfunctionsisthefinalstep inloopdesignsincetheircharacteristicsaredeterminedby theremainder of thesystem components.
Mode and Command ControlLogic
This block,shown followingcompensationsinFigure 5-24 has no servo transfer
functionas such. Itis definedto indicatethepointatwhich mode controlwill
be exercised. The sourceof controlfor thepower loop,be itexternalcommand
i or from thetracker,isdecidedby the logicalstateofthisblock. Note thatits I
; \5-72
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TABLE 5-2
!
_ | TRACKER GAIN UNITS AND VALUES
-!'_.
_, Component Symbol Units Value
Returns
_ r Basic Sensor K1 Radian 61.1 x 103"_ f
,, Correction Puls_-s
_: Proportional Channel K2 Return 1.0
'Ii
'./ Correction Pulses 156.2
-_ Integral Channel K3 Return sac.
_.::; Track Counter & D/A K4 Volts 0.0488
,_! [_ Converter Correction Pulse Sac
: Coil Driver K5 Amps 0.015
Volt
i [ Deflection Coil K6 Radian
Amp 3.5
Output Amplifier K7 Volt._.___s 3,330 "
_;_ Amp
inputs come from three sources. 1. external commands, 1. angle tracker,
r
/ and 3. gimbal limit switches. All the functional options specified will be pro-
grammed by this component.
" Power Amplifier
|- The pewer amplifier is the first element of the power loop and has the task of
[_ converting the low-level signals from the tracker and tachometer feedback to ,
signals of sufficient level to drive the torquer. Amplifier bandwidth is sufficient
v ,_}' to allow a simple gain K8 _ to represent its transfer function.
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•_ Torquer
The general characteristics of the gimbal torquers have been adeqaately covered.
Here the transfer function is defined. Considering the inland T-2170-D with low
i impedance power amplifier.
[- _ = . 0122 ft l_....._bV S+1000 volt
Gimbal
 -ti
:_ Gimbal polar moment of inertial alone is of concern at this point.
2
' _! [: JG = 12 It Ibsec ,: .r.3
" d 0
_! since T=ozJ =_ J, andT(s)=s 0(s) J
i then 0 (s) = 1: -y-- j-g-_o
._. Tachometer
_ Again, only the transfer function of the inland tachometer TG-2138A is of in- (
•}_ _ terest. Providing the tachometer drives a 70K load, the transfer function is
_ simply:
'i _ V voltssec.
• -r"= 2.20
" 0 radians "
_ This completesdetailingthe loopcomponent characteristic.Table 5-3 summa-rizesthese results nd Fi vre 5-28 provides t e control block diagram of the
' [- complete loop,less logicoperations.The loopcompensationis setat unityforuncompensated conditions.
5.3.2.3.2 Open-Loop Transfer
The open-loop transfer function [ KG(S) ] for the system shown in Figure 5-28
•;, (• ispresentedbelow. Two simplificationsare included:KGT(S) is notexpanded,
_ and KGc(S ) issetequalto unity, i
,i
l:_. _I
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TABLE 5-3
i LOOP GAIN UNITS AND VALUES
COMPONENT SYMBOL, UNITS VA LUE
Ii
: Tracker KGT(S) voltsradian 950 (D. C. )
[_ Compensation KGc(S) voltsvol---q- Unity (for uncompensated
loop)
": ['_' volts
': - Power amplifier K8 vol-'--_ Variable
: Torquer S + vol---_ S + i000
f I! '_
_ Gimbal 1 rad/sec. 1 /
_:: jS ftIb .012 S
:, Tachometer K G voltsec. 2.20
_' radian
• [- Ks_r
KG(S) = KGT(S ) J
" (S K8 KT KG) "
- S Z +_S+ j
From this expression the Nyqest Diagram of Figure 5-29 is obtained. It is
.. notedthatforthefirstorder approximation,the system isstablewith rather
good characteristics.
[!
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5.3.2.3.3 Hybrid Block Diagram of System
! The hybridblockdiagram, Figure 5-30, ispresentedtogive a detailedoverview
of thecomplete controlfunctionincludingvariousmodes of operation. The ,-._lay
! switchingshown isfor schematic purfosesonlyand does notnecessarilyindicate
[ that relays are actually used.
" 5.3.3 Angle, Angle Rate Sensing and Data Display
T
Two sources o! angle and angle rate meas rements exist in the OGS; the angle
tracker and the d gital shaft encoders. Angle and rate data avilable from thetracker are, naturally, measured with respect to the null axis of the tracker,
[ hence, ina gimballedsystem, where axisdynam;Lcsare likely,thisdata willI notgenerallyrepresentthe totalquantitiesinvolved. Infact,for thesystem
co:figurationdefinedabove, exceptinunusualcases, the trackerwillfunction
1, very near null. For the vast majority of operational situations, the angle and
angleratederivedfrom thedigitalshaftencoders willsupplythe total3etof%
angularinformation.The primary unusualcase inwhere a gimbal stopis reach-
ed and thechaser tracl,er followsthe targetbeacon offnulltothe 15 degree
• _ extreme possibleintheoffaxistrackmode. Sincethiscan be a usefulproce- "
e
dure, displayofoffaxisanglewould be desirable.
_ _ With respectto thetype,quantity,and qualityof displayfor -ogleaml angle
K"
rate,ITT/A/OD iscompletelyopen because the method ofdisplayisclosely
, _ correlatedto thefunctionitisto serve. As an ex.,mple,shouldthedatabe used
: |.: for informationonly,dependingupon theprecisiondesired,eithera digitalor -
an analogdisplayis possible.On theotherhand, iithe_ata was for use in
= |i manual docking,a two-speed analogdisplaywould bc most appropriate.
_- 5.4 THIRD AXIS ANGLE SENSOR (ROLL INDEXING FOR DOCKING)1
5.4.1 Perfu.rmanceRequirements
A nullsensingdevicecapableof indicatingrollalignmentbetween spacecraftto
within10 degrees is presentlyneeded fortheAAP missions. The deviceshould
be capableofoperatingat ranges from atleastI000 feetdown todockinginorderto facilitate proper docking orientation during the final stages of closure. More-
, over the device should be capable of iqdicatlng the amount and direction of roll !
s-8o \
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misalignment in a comparatively linear form at least over a limited range in
! order to provide satisfactory response characteristics to the overall roll-
alignment servo loop.
5.4.2 Sensor Description
The basic OGS roll sensing subsystem consists of three fundamental elements in
I addition to the processing equipment as following paragraphs.
data described in the
A single GaAs laser diode emitting 10 watts of peak optical power into a beam
I' approximately 20 degrees in diameter (no collecting optics are required). The
prf and phasing are so selected as to circumvent any confusion with other opti-
,;_ il cal sources.
A pair of small receivers located adjacent to the main receiver aboard the
i chaser vehicle, each utilizing a one-inch aperture f/3 lens imaging upon a 4
millimeter square silicon detector; thereby providing a field-of-view of approx-
t: imately 50 milliradians square. In addition, both receivers have a polarizingfilter situated in front of the lens. The plane of polarization of the two filters
_ are mutually perpendicular. Thus, when one receiver senses a null, the other .receiver detects a maximum. /
L
A matrix for combining the video outputs of the two detectors to produce sum
and difference channels. The utilization of these signals is discussed below.
5.4.3 Data Processing
Figure 5-31(a) _hows a plot of the output_ of the two receivers as a function
i of roll angle. Here, the levels indicated refer to the envelopes of the pulse
train from the diode as seen by receivers A and B, In order to generate a sat-
isfactory roll error voltage, it is necessary first to generate sum and difference
signals. These are plotted in Figure 5-31(b). However, before this matrixing
is accomplished, the A and B channel signals pass through sample and hold cir-
I cuits which convert them to continuous DC signals (see Figure 5-32). It should
be noted that AGC can be accomplished by use of the sum channel to provide a
i' feedback reference to both channels. The signal levels can be completely nor-
malized for variations due to range, alignment factors, etc. If a second order
loop is employed for the AGC, an error voltage is generated by comparing the I
| "
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Figure 5-31(b) Sum and Difference Channel Outputs Versus Roll Position
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r: J i
sum signal to a fixed reference voltage and feeding back the difference signal
i through a double integrator which makes the system a second order, servo loop.
The output of the double integrator is used for an AGC signal by both receiver
i preamplifiers. The resultant difference signal is thus normalized and may beJ
used as the final error signal. Not only does the AGC loop referenced to the
sum channel normalize the signal level at the final output, but linearity is in-
creased since the sum channel voltage is minimal when the difference channel
t voltage is at a maximum. Consequently the AGC "stretches out" the peaks of: the difference channel and thereby makes the slopes more nearly linear. Of
course this system is capable of operating only over a limited range, between¢i
! ' approximately -40 degrees and +40 degrees. The fine roll alignment system
just discussed should be capable of providing alignment of the roll axes on the
f order of 1 degree.
5.4.4 Mechanical Considerations
I Due to the comparatively large fields-of-view of the receivers, mechanical
boresight alighment will not be as critical as in other portions of the OGS.
i However, alignment of the polarizing filters should be accomplished accurately,
since this is the principal mechanical factor limiting the ultimate accuracy of
_! system. Due to the compact nature measurement components,
the of the roll
excellent mechanical alignment and stability should be easily achieved.
5.5 COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
5.5.1 Performance Recluirements
li The communications subsystem gives reliable two-way transmission of data
utilizing a digital format. Transmission is required oniy aftor the chaser's
I digital argle tracker is tracking the signal returned from the corner cube.
On¢ _onfiguration requires the transn-iission of data measured by the chaser
I radar to the target. A typical set of data and the number of digits for each is
shown in Figure 5-33. Roughly 150 binary bits (including data, identification
f signal and parity bits) will suffice to communicate all seven measurements. If
the information were to be used for display purposes where the data is changed
t once a second, then a data rate of 150 bits/second is sufficient. If instead the /
I: \
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IDENTIFICATION
SIGNAL DATA NO. DIGITS
000 Range 8
I 001 Range Rate 5
: 010 Pitch Angle 4
_ [. 011 Pitch Angle Rate 3
100 Yaw Angle 4
{_ 101 Yaw Angle Rate 3
I 110 Roll Angle 3
!
/,
:,. j
:: t Figure 5-33. Typical Data Generated by Tracker for Transmission
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data is to be used for automatic rendezvous and docking, then a set of data may
: I" be needed every tenth of a second which means a 1500 bits/second, data rate. t
I. In addition the communication subsystem can be used for turn ON - turn OFF
command._, or any other function that can be transferred into a digital format.
T The data rate is limited by the maximum pulse repetition frequency of the trans-
mitter. If a 10 kHz transmission rate is used, then a data rate of 9000 bits/
second is possible leaving the remaining 1000 pulses for ranging and angle
tracking.
l 5.5.2 Subs},stem Description
[- The communications subsystem utilizes the two existing transmitters; the radar
!: laser aboard the chaser and the beacon aboard the target vehicle. Very large
advances are being made in Ga As laser technology which will permit substantial
:_i [ increases in frequencies of uncooled diodes (prf). For this reason, it will be
" possible to handle large data rates while these transmitters are also performing
I_ their normal functions.
The two main communications receivers are identical and employ 50 ram, f/2E_
collecting optics. The detectors are photomultil:Jmr tubes with S-1 photocathodes,
!_.. In addition, each photomultiplier has an electron aperture with a diameter of 25 •
_o: microns. This provides each receiver with a 0.03 degree field-of-view. In
; addition, the receiver aboard the chaser vehicle is augmented with a small,
_: _ wide-angle receiver for short range {less than 5 kilometer operation). This is
necessary, since both the receiver aboard the chaser vehicle and the beacon "
|! which it observes are not coaxial with the main system. In most cases, this
!" will cause the beacon to pass out of the field-of-view of the main receiver at
. short ranges. On the other hand, the 0.03 degree field of the main receiver
is required at long ranges in order to see the beacon against a sunlit cloud
background. The short range receiver utilizes a 2.5 cm aperture lens imaging
!
upon a silicon detector subtending a !00 milliradian square field. A schematic
diagram of the communications systems is given in Figure 5-34.
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" I _ 5, 5.3 Data Processing
I- OGS data to be transmitted is transferred in parallel into a storage register.Before the transmission of a given measurement, a signal is sent identifying the
data. The last bit to be seat is a parity bit, this gives a check for errors (see
I Figure 5-35). At each communication receiver, a parity check network deter-
mines the validity of the incoming message. The message is then decoded accord-
I ing to the first few identification bits and stored in an output register. From the
output register, the data is available for display or for processing by a computer.
! 5.5.4 Mechanical Considerations!
[ Of paramount importance in fabricating the communications system hardwareI is the problem of accurately boresightiag the two 0.03 degree field receivers
so that their axes are accurately parallel (to within about 2 arc minutes} to the
i boresight of the associated radar assemblies. In addition, the hardware
axes
mountings must be sufficiently stable to maintain this alighment during launch
: and during the severe temperature changes which can occur in space.
5.6 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
r
1_ 5.6.1 Mechanical
_ 5.6.1.1 Mounting Conditions and Surface (Alignment Ref., Etc. }. '
Present philosophy dictates the utilization of existing x-band radar antenna gim-
_ bals for mounting of the sensor package. An alternative approach is to design
L', a new set of gimbals to best utilize the capabilities of the OGS. The two alter- "
nate approaches demand two different sensor package mountings:
Sensor package mounting utilizing x-band radar gimbals.
This approach requires that the sensor package be mounted as shown in Figvre5-36. The package is mounted in place of the x-band radar antenna, atop the
cylinderthatmakes up the innergimbal. The sensor packageboresightthenhas thesame viewingcapab litiesas thex-band rada . The weightofthe s sor
package isapproximatelyone-halftheweightof thex-band antenna. Itis,there-
I fore,wellwithinthecapabilitiesoftheexisting imbals. _'
[, !
{
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_: l:_ Figure 5-35. Data Processing System ,
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I Figure 5-36. Sensor Package Mounted on X-Band Gimbals
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r Sensor package mounting utilizingOGS gimbals.
. This approach utilizesa set ofgimbals designedspecificallyfortheOGS. In
thisproposedsystem, thesensor _.ackageis locatedat theintersectionofthe
i gimbal axes. This configurationallowsfor a more com_ct arrangement thandoes utilizingtheexistin x-band gimbal system (seeFigure 5-37). This con-
figurationalsoallowsthesensor package tobe mJunted with itscenterofgravity
ator near the intersectionof thegimbal axes, which inturn permits a more
symmetrical gimbal design.
I 5.6.I.2 Thermal Conditions
res,,,,_sinThe locationof the sensor package externaltothevehiclenaturally "
If some exLreme thern,alconditinns.The sensor package may eitherbe exposed
tofullsunlight,in which case itwillhave the radiantenergy of thesun tocon-
I tendwith,or todeep, dark space, inwhich case itwillhave extreme coldt__
cope w_th. The sensor package istobe thermallyisolatedfrom thevehicle
itself.The package must he capableof coolingand/or heatingtoprovidetm-,e
steadystatetemperaturerequiredto:
[. "_ • Provide laserwavelengthstability
• Provide mechanical-opticalstability
5.6.1.3 PreliminaryCalculations
All preliminarycalculationsindicatethatpassivecoolingisnotdifficultto
obtain. The package equilibrium temperature, under worst case conditions, is "
near room temperature and is compatible with the laser requir6ments. It does I
seem clear, however, that some fo_'m of heating must be supplied to stabilize
the package when direct solar impingement is lacking. Approximately bl wattsy-
/ of heat are required for worst case "cold side" stabilization. This heat need
not be supplied when the OGS is not active.
5.6.1.4 Vibration and Shock
_ The OGS sen¢or packag_ will be gimbal mounted. It must be capable of with-
. standing the same vibration and shock levels as the gimbal system itself. ,
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5.6.2 Electrical
? It is unlikely that the OGS will be activated prior to launch. Therefore, the
system input power will have to be turned "ON" by the spacecraft. Command
signals from the spacecraft navigation system should also be initially sent tothe chaser and target gimbals prior to the start of the acquisition phase of ren-
dezvous. These signals to the gimbal servo system should allow the OGS chaser|
J
and target two-axis gimbals to initially point the chaser sensor and the target
acquisition beacon to within a field-of-view that makes the acquisition time as
. small possible.
as
E initial pointing of +5 degrees is given to the target acquisition beacon and +15
r
i degrees to the chaser sensor, then the maximum acquisition time would beg
approximately 15 minutes. It would be extremely time-consuming if no initial
I pointing information was provided and the gimbals were used to scan their entire
+70 degree x +120 degree angular field of the gimbals.
[i The average input power needed for the OGS chaser hardware is approximately
46 watts. The OGS target hardware required 96 watts during acquisition and
[ -46 watts for baseline system operation after acquisition. See Table 3-1 for
size-weight-power estimates of the baseline system.
The OGS data output is presently in digital form but could be modified to analog
if desired. Table 5-4 is a decimal-digital representation of basic data output
from the Optical Guidance System.
5.7 PARTS QUALIFICATION
r ITTA used as many high-reliability type components in the OGS design as
possible. The following NASA documents were used as guidelines:
"_" 85 MO 2716
I
PREFERRED ELEC]RICAL PARTS LIST FOR APOLLO
i" APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
I 85 MO 2715
PARTS SELECTION AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR
'_ APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT , I
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".ii [ TABLE 5-4
DECIMAL-DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF OGS DATA
[
I DE CIMA L-DIGIT S
(Each Digit-One Word) NO. OF
j PARAMET ER UNIT105 104 103 102 101 _00. 10-1 10 .2 WORDS
f
q
'_ [! Range(R) X X X X X X . X X meters 8
{_ Range-rate (R) X X X X . X m/sec 5
Chaser-to-Target
:. • LOS angle (Sx) X X X . X deg. 4[i
_ • LOS angle-rate (_x) X X . X °/see. 3
• LOS angle(By) X X X . X deg. 4
_:_ • LOS angle-rate (_y) X X . X °/sec. 3
f' !
:_ Third-Axis AngleRelative roll (_) X X X . deg. 3
:_ I Target-to-Chaser
• LOS angle(_x) X X X . X deg. 4
• LOS angle-rate (_x) X X . X °/sec. 3 "
i_i [ • LOS angle(_y) X X X. X deg. 4
. [ • LOS angle-rate (_y) X X . X °/sec. 3
40 Words
,.°
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'•:" 85 MO 2713
' DISCRETE _EMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, QUALITY
ASSURANCE AND SCREENING REQUIREMENTS FOR
HIGH RELIABILITY
85 MO 2703
I SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, SCREENED QUALIFIED
q
PRODUCTS LIST
•'[i 85 MO 2704
_' MICROCIRCUITS, QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SCREENING
:: REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH RELIABILYrY
, [ ITTA has sent the Optical Guidance System preliminary parts list to NASA/MSFC for review by the PARTS & COMPONENTS RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
BRANCH (R-QUAL-RP). A MEETING BETWEEN ITTA and NASA/MSFC Relia-
• • [i bility Engineering was held on 12 February 1969 to review and discuss ITT's
:i_,- parts list.
The following comments were made:
_;, _ • Second source Texas Instrumentsinas many areas as possible.
- • The SG 140 Microcircuit from Sylvania has a temperature range
,:_ [ of 0 degree C to +75 degrees C.
_ • Cementing process of Sprague Electric'sU LX-2102J Attenuator
•_,: _ should be investigated.
;/
' • Sprague's U D-4024 Buffer Amplifier Design and Manufacturing
l- processes should be researched.
• Amperex Electronics Corporation's 2N3640 Transistor, and the
!- IN457 Diode manufactured by Sylvania, Dickson and Motorola are
plastic devices, the use of such devices is prohibited by NASA.
:: I'
t" \A
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6.0 ALTERNATE CONFIGURATIONS
- [- System configurations other than the baseline system discussed in Section 3.0
!: are presented here. The main differences between these configurations are
: the maximum range capability, total angle coverage, acquisition time, and the
' -_ line-of-sight angle data available. Combinations of separate subsystems that
"; would comprise less complex system configuration can still form a functional
_: rendezvous and docking system. Some examples of this are:
:_ • If the OGS uses other vehicle telemetry equipment (i. e., VHF
Ii to transfer data from vehicle to the it is notlink) one other,
, necessary to have an optical communications subsystem.
,. • The chaser can still acquire the target if the target acquisition
._ beacon is not present (the acquisition time would be longer with-
_":!,,._ out the beacon).
,_: • Two-Axis Gimbals that carry the transmitter-receiver can be
eliminated ff (a) vehicle navigation data regarding relative vehicle ._
.._ position is accurate to better than +5 degrees, and ff (b) the
'_ _ respective vehicles can initially orient the OGS chaser-target
, equipment to within +5 degrees of each other, and then maintain
• r _+15 degrees pointing during the rest of the rendezvous and dock-
! ing maneuvers. A small gimballed mirror internal to the OGS
would be necessary to point the chaser laser beam if the beam-I- width was left at. 03 degrees.
[:i
• i
\
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Figure 6-1 is a symbolic chart showing the hardware subsystems of four dil-
l7 ferent system configurations. System configuration "A" is essentially the base-
line system without the optical communication and third angle sensor. Configura-
f tion B, C, and D are successively less complex systems. Table 6-1 shows the
! dynamic range of the data available on the chaser and target for each of the four
configurations.As indicated in Table 6-1, the four basic system configurations differ consider-
ably in their capability to provide LOS angles for both the chaser and targetvehicles. Configuration '%" is the most versatile, providing large angle cover-
age for both vehicles. Configuration '_D" is the most limited, providing onlyt
I +15 degrees in x and y for the chaser vehicle and no angle data for the target
vehicle which has only a passive corner cube reflector.
The maximum angle coverage of the Optical Guidance System is determined by
the two-axis gimbals. For rendezvous and docking maneuvers there will be
i l certain attitude constraints the chaser and vehicles while in
on target orbit,
however a two-axis gimbal, (-+110 degree rotation in x and +70 degree rotation
in y) should provide sufficient angle coverage. The minimum angle coverage J
of the Optical Guidance System is determined by the optical field-of-view (FOV)
Ii ofthe electro-opticalngletracker. IftheOpticalGuidance System is not
placedon gimbals the effectiveanglecoverage would thenbe _+15degrees inX
and_+15 degrees in Y.
Co,tfigurations "A" and "B" have a maximum range capability of 7G miles using a
_! .03 degree by .03 degree chaser transmitterbeamwidth. Configuration"C"and '_)"do nothave an acquisitionbeacon. The hardware needed to scan a
. narrow beam at higherscan ratescoaxiaUy withthereceiverinstantaneous
I field-of-view is not available. It is, therefore, necessary to increase the
chaser transmitter beamwidth. ITT Aerospace/Optical Division (ITTA/OD) is
presentlydeveloping,under a separatecontract,and advanced Laser
Guidance
System for NASA/MSFC thatincorporatesa new beam steeringtechniquethat
I willhave narrow beam, and highscan ratecapabilities.However, thissystem
l"i !
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Figure 6-1. Block Diagram of Alternate Conflgurattons -I
I
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: TABLE 6-1. Dynamic Range of OGS Data (at Chaser and Target
!_-. ' for A, B, C and D Configurations)
,. Chaser
_ .. % =y "y a"x _;y . •
(gimbals) (optms) (gimbals) (optics)Conflg miles I ft/sec degree degree degree degree dng/seo deg/sec degree
A I 0-75 I 0-120,000 o=120 0_15 0170 0.+15 • • 0 40
[ B 0-75 ] 0-120,000 o 120 0.+15 0+70 0+1$ • • u . 40
:" | C , 0-5.0 [ 0-120.000 0 - 120 0_+Ib 0_70 0.+1,5 • • 0- 40
:_: D 0-. 2 J 0-120,000 - 0 +15 - 0 ±15 * * o - 40
Target
,;,'°
•;, e,, o,, ey
:._, Conflg. (gimbals) (optics) (gimbals) (optics)
d
,. ,_ degree degree dng/aec de,/see
_,,_[_' A - u_,120 0 4.15 0 +_7G 0 _+IS • *
.-_ B - - 0 .+IS ,. 0 +IS * *
?";_'_i_" _t _D _ ..... * *
_ _, it range (slant) between chaser and target vehicle .
E
a x, ay llne-of-s_ght (LOS) angle from chaser
_ &x' &y LOS angle-rate
0 relative roll angle between chaser and target
"i_'_ii':,_ [ I x. Oy LOS angle from target
• .'_;:: #x' _y _ angle-rate
, see Appendix B
.
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is not sufficiently developed to be utilized for spaceborne flight for the present
AAP schedules. The maximum range for configuration "C" is 5 miles for a
6.75 degree by 6.75 degree transmitter beamwidth with all other range para-
i meters (i. e., transmitted peak power, receiver instantaneous FOV, target area,receiver area, etc. ) remaining the same as for configuration "A" and "B".
Configuration '_)" is a completely strapdown system (both vehicles) that has a
maximum range of 1000 feet for a 30-degree by 30-degree transmitter beam-
width. LOS angle is available only for the chaser vehicle and not the target
l* vehicle in this configuration.
I ,
[
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I 7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The OGS design presented here for performing future rendezvous and docking
is recommended with the exception of one additional subsystem that should be
_+ I added. Piezolectric beam steerers have recently been developed and tested in
/ an Advanced OGS (NAS8-20833) and will provide a significant advantage to the
[ acquisition and tracking modes of operation. The beam deflectors can rapidly
: scan and point the laser beam very precisely in a 30° x 30° field-of-view (the
f present receiver sensor field-of-view). Since the receiver sensor already has
the capability to electro-optically scan its field-of-view, the addition of the
_*' r •, transmitter beam steerers will thus provide the capability for a scanning/
'!_ pointing transmitter-receiver without mechanical gimbals. The only need for
v gimbals would be to extend the total angle coverage greater than 30 ° x 30 °.
_, The laser transmitter/receiver would provide the actual scanning, pointing,
• [ and precision track_ng.
, [ ITTA recnmmends that two areas be examined immediately to assure that anOptical Guidance System for rendezvous and docl_ng can be ready for efficient
• [ use on near future spaceborne missions. The first general area is space
qualification type testing of new components such as the diffraction-limited
[ GaAs laser and the piezoelectric beam steerers. Also, environmental testing
(thermal, shock, and vibration, etc.) and reliability testing (lifetime, MTBF,
[i. ect.) of the basic transmitter-receive=' sensor is also recommended. A fltght
prototype could be built from the design presented here with little modification
[i for such type testing.
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The next general area that should be examined is the use of the OGS data by the
space vehicles. The accuracy of the sensor data lends itself nicely to automatic
rendezvous and docking maneuvers and therefore computer modeling of the
I problem could be very meaningful in obtaining minimum fuel requirements for
various guidance laws. Computer modeling of automatic _tation-keeping
[ between two vehicles with various orbits, orientations, attitude dead-bands,
slant ranges, etc. could also be very beneficial in evaluating the efficiency of
I other guidance laws. Future station-keeping of experiment module J detached
from a space station is one particular area that appears to lend itself to an
. automatic control study of this nature.
[ :
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